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LIVE AN D BOILED LOBSTERS
STEAMED CLAMS
D E E P SEA FISHING PARTIES A N D BA TH IN G

M ay Be Held T his
Subscriptions *3 00 per year payable In O ne
advance; single copies three cents.
M
onth
In C onnection W ith
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
C onstitution’s Visit
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab
(From the Bath Times)
lished and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
It is possible that Bath may feature
in 1855 and In 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated a firemen’s muster on July 15 as a part
March 17, 1897.
of the 150th birthday observance of
••• with the visit of U. S. frigate Consti

meeting of the welfare committee of
*•* the Maine State Hand Engine League,
Inc., has been called for Wednesday
evening, July 1, at eight o’clock in Uie
THE WISCASSET BRIDGE
hall of Bath Veteran Firemen's associ
ation, Water street, to consider this
An early sta rt on the construction proposition.
of a new brdge to connect Wiscasset
While local firemen had been plan'
with Edgecomb, replacing the pres ning a muster to take place here on
ent dilapidated structure will be Labor day they found that many who
made.
were willing to contribute felt that it
Some weeks ago bids were opened would be more fitting to have the cele
by the S tate Highway Department bration during the visit of the Consti
for a new structure and in due course tution than to wait towards the end
the contract awarded to Kerr Huston of the season and then have to com
Co. of Portland, lowest bidder whose pete with Rockland which is also p.anbid was a few dollars over $231,000. ning a muster for Labor day. Under
The new bridge will be at least five the proposed change it will give those
feet wider th an the present structure hand engines that had planned to go
and will also have a sidewalk for to Rockland an opportunity to come
foot traffic. The addition of a side to Bath, and those th at had planned
walk was in response to a wide de to come to Bath a chance to go to
mand. The bridge is 3330 feet long. Rockland.
Those who favor the change say
Nilo’s Repair Shop, Spring street, that hand engines will come to Bath
will be open Saturday nights here the middle of July from Rockland,
Gardiner, Hallowell, Brunswick
after.—adv.
8-tf Lubec,
Topsham, Westbrook and they expect
several other places.
Among the features that are
planned for the modem muster will
be a hose coupling contest and a
demonstration of the three stages ol
fire fighting; first, the hand engine,
then the steam engine and now the
modern pumper.
Those who are working in behalf of
the change of date regret that they
haven’t more time, but feel however
that perhaps this will be an incentive
for all to get together and work harder
than usual for the success of the mus
ter.

— H. W. Shaw.

A L L KINDS OF FRESH FISH, W holesale, Retail
FISH'l’EDLEK TRADE A SPECIALTY
Roads to Round Plmd Lead From Damariscotta and Waldoboro

Tables In Field Overlooking the Harbor
ROUND POND FISH CO.

“LOVE ’EM AND LEAVE ’EM”
with

A delyn Bushnell and M arshall Bradford
W A T TS HALL, TH O M ASTO N

T uesday and W ednesday, July 7 and 8
A ll Siats 50 Cents

W HERE ARE YOU GOING THE FOURTH?

—

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT
CO.

The answer '» very simple—

TO KNOX TROTTING PARK
T H E REASONS

Four Fast C lasses in the H orse R aces
Best Horses in the State Entered

Track Athletic Events
MUSIC BY T H E ROCKLAND BA N D
A dm ission: 50 C ents
A u to Parking: 25 C ents; G randstand: 25 C en ts
73-lt

4

A ll kinds of A w nings— Porch Chairs and H am m ocks
R ecovered— A uto A w nings, 1 ruck Covers— Boat
C overs, etc.— H am m ock Tops— A nything in C anvas
P rom pt Service Y ear A round

(BILL WINCAPAW)
TILLSON AVE., ROCKLAND, ME.
Daily Airplane Service
8 A. M., 1 P. M., 4.30 P. M.
Special Charter Anytime
1 to 4 Passengers

For information phone—
Telephone 547 or 961-W
Barter—Stonington,
Brown—North Haven,
Arey—Vinalhaven,

TEL. 1262-W
77-78Ttf

AUCTION SALE OF REAL ESTATE
A N D H OUSEH OLD FURNITURE
IN O W L’S H E A D , ME., O N SA T U R D A Y ,
JULY 1 1 ,1 9 3 1 , A T 1.30 O ’CLOCK P. M.

See Penobscot Bay and its 365
Islands, including Mount Desert
Island and its mountain, parks and
large estates.
130 Mile Flight, $8.00 per person
(Not less th an 5 nor more than 6
passengers)
70-tf

ROSE-ANNE LODGE
CHICKEN AND STEAK
DINNERS
A N D LUNCHES

FRIED CHICKEN, Maryland Style
a t all times
SHORE DINNERS ON ORDER
At Prices to Suit the Pattons
PRIVATE DINING ROOM
Afternoon Tea and Bridge Parties
Solicited
TEL. UNION 18-21
73-tf

H oward C. Burr, Auctioneer, So. Sudbury, Mass.

green house

PARISIAN BEAUTY SALON
Marie A. Laney
67 PARK ST.,
ROCKLAND
TEL. 898
77-tf

TEA ROOM
FULL COURSE

SHORE DINNER $ 1 .7 5
CHICKEN DINNER $ 1 .0 0

M odern L anguages and English
T horough preparation for College entrance
Individual or group instruction

A.

LIGHT LUNCHES
HOME COOKING TO ORDER
Opposite the old store at

O w l’s Head Village
idrs. Chester Philbrook, Prop.
Telephone 385-21
79*80

PA Y SO N , B. A.
PAINTING

TELEPHONE CAMDEN 2158
78* It

PA PER HANGING
DECORATING

<

Any meal is ended more
successfully witfl Chisholm's
Home Made Ice Cream. ..The
care we take in including
nothing hut purest, freshest,
finest ingredients In our prod
uct is what assures you that
when you serve Ice Cream of
our making nothing better
possibly could be served!

CHISHOLM’S
438-484 M ain S t

R ockland

Expert work on any sized job.
Call for estimate. You can save
money. We will go anywhere.

ALLEN & BREWER
•Il STATE ST.

ROCKLAND

T el. 612-W

78*80

THE

FO URTH

SA FE

The State fire marshal of Massachusetts has issued safety w arn
ings for ihc holiday season, and as they apply equally well to our own
community the list is here rtpuolished:
Beware of unlawfully buying blank cartridges.
Beware of buying for your children or others firecrackers over two
Inches in length or three-eights inches in outside diameter.
Beware of holding firecrackers in your hand.
Beware of throwing firecrackers in combustible materials.
Beware of flash crackers that contain an aluminum dust inside.
These are strictly illegal and have a greater explosive power th an
gunpowder.
Beware of exploding firecrackers or fireworks indoors.
Beware of what kind of fireworks you hold in your hand and don't
let the ends of so-called’Roman candles point directly at your body.
Beware of smoking about the premises where fireworks are perm it
ted on sale.
Beware of exposing fireworks for sale outside the walls of build
ing or in any door or window.
Beware of generating or producing inflammable gas or vapor th a t
will produce an explosion for celebration purposes.
Use only safety matciies in lighting fireworks.

CLEANSING
PRESSING
Suit Pressed 65c; Cleansed $1.40
100 Union St. Tel. 1049-J Rockland
City Delivery
79-81

THERE

IS

NO

Absorbed in his inspection of the
Ex-Mayor Andrew J. Peters of Bos
radio equipment on board the Mac ton who was brought to Knox Hos
Millan schooner Bowdoin Thursday i pital last Saturday with the ligaments
forenoon Kenneth V. White, a local ; of his right knee badly wrenched,
short-waver, was nearly carried to goes back to his beloved North Haven
sea. “Ken” confesses to have had a summer estate today, convinced th a t
strong desire to stow away, but the interruption to his vacation m ight
domestic and business affairs made have been under circumstances far
the idea impractical. He enjoys ac less pleasant. He has been much
quaintance with Ralph Brooks the pleased with the care he received at
Bowdoin operator and the desire to the hospital, and the kindness and
make the Labrador trip together was courtesy shown to him by all co n 
mutual. Incidentally it may be said ! cerned.
that*‘Ken” has one of the best shortThe Welcome to Rockland signs are
wavf radio stations in the State and
the walls of his den are fairly papered being redecorated by the E. H. Grie
painters.
with return cards.

F A M IL Y

PR ESEN T

ding anniversary at their home on made his home in St. Oeorge until
I wish to call to the kind and con
High street, Thomaston, recently, two years after his marriage. T he
they recalled that the weather was couple then moved to a new residence siderate attention or the public in
general that we receive many calls
at this office where the party calling
absolutely refuses to give his name,
and In fact very meager information
as to what it is all about. The tele
phone rings. Someone in a scared
and timid voice says: "Come right
down on the Owl’s Head road, there
is a fellow drunk and driving his
car.” Then, bang! up goes the receiv
£ StehllsOu
er, and that is all we know about it.
HIS su m m ery ja ck et costu m e o f
Out goes a trooper hunting for some
havy blue g e o rg ette sh o w s an
one progressing along the highway in
in terestin g trea tm en t of the w h ite
an illuminated condition. Tne troop
con trast m ode.
T h e one-piece
er does not have the number of the
d rees h at tw o sm a ll p leated ruffles
car or even a small description ol
outlining a strip o f cry sta l b u t
anything or anybody. He does not
ton s. W hite is rep eated in stra ig h t
know where or which direction the
w h ite revere on th e ja ck et and flail
car is going. In fact he only has gen
fin cuffs. W h ite g lo v e s, blue stra w
eral direction to go by, and very little
hat, blue and w h ite kid bag and
of that. He goes out and hunts
kid pum ps to m atch co m p lete th e
around for a couple of hours and
color th em e.
usually „omes back empty handed
and very much disgusted.
Now if the public wishes to have
protection and expects our officers to
answer calls of this nature and be
efficient, it must take some responsi
bility in the m atter itself, or we shall
refuse to send men out on these wild
goose chases. It is a small matter for
SIMONTON
the Informant to give his or her name
COMMUNITY HALL
| when calling this office, which by the
way is treated confidentially, unless it
is a very serious case when we need
all the witnesses we can get hold of.
That gives the officer a chance to go
N ew Novelty Orchestra
directly to the place and get some
Standard Time
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot Smalley of Thomaston
knowledge as to where the culprit
Admission 35c and 15c
has gone, and in most cases it is a
'
80-83
matter to get the number of the
identical with that on the day of their built for them in South Thomaston. small
and some description; whether It
marriage half a century ago.
They have occupied their present car
And a happy day it was for the home 15 years. Mr. Smalley’s last is a sedan, coupe or roadster, etc.
always helps to apprehend the
reason that the Smalleys had all of work was with the Central Maine This
guilty parties much sooner.
their children and grandchildren Power Company.
But deplorable as it is, the general
Mrs. Smalley was born in Steuben public
with them.
seem to think, that we possess
• ***
70 years ago last November. She for some superhuman instinct which en
SOUTH HOPE
Refreshments were served in the merly resided in Rockland, being a ables us to decipher what is going on
afternoon, a feature being the beauti daughter of Rev. John N. Brown, in other people’s minds, which unfor
SPECIAL
fully decorated wedding cake. The who was located here for a time.
tunately we do not. So please bear
For the 4th and Sunday,
couple received a purse containing
Both Mr. and Mrs. Smalley enjoy this in mind when calling this office
good
health,
maintain
an
active
in

gold,
and
were
also
generously
re
R O AST DUCK
for assistance, and try and help us
terest in the affairs of the community and we will surely make one big try
membered with cards, flowers, etc.
from Webber Duck Farm,
and
are
held
in
universal
respect.
Mr.
Smalley
was
born
in
St.
to help you.
Providence
NATIVE GREEN PEAS
(Lieut.) A. W. Cushman,
NATIVE BLUEBERRY PIE
in charge of the Third District.
CHICKEN Si STEAK DINNERS
CHICKEN BARBECUES
LOCAL, T H E A T R E S

T

DANCE

Saturday, July 11

COMMUNITY
SWEET SHOP

O W L’S H EAD
W EDNESDAY NIGHT
JULY 8
Smalley’s Orchestra
Auspices Bay View Society
80-81

Between heats there will be some
stirring athletic contests, including
foot races a t 220 and 440 yards and
the mile, high jump and pole vatUt.
These events are open.
The local theatres have attractive
programs and Sparks Circus is giving
performances a t 2 and 8.

SA N TA

CLAUS

The mystery as to what became of ington performance, and that ti
the Manchurian Spruce, taken from limbs which had been lopped off nes
Knox Arboretum during the winter the bottom to render the cutting easii
was solved Thursday with the con had been hidden away.
The act of vandalism was not mac
viction in Municipal Court of Norman
known until Mr. Lermond returnt
I
Whitehill, 21, of Thomaston.
home from Florida in the spring. H
I According to information furnished ' hair fairly bristled when he disco'
by Earl Maxey Jr., and Richard Wiley, ered the loss, and the machinery wi
Thomaston boys, Whitehill went to at once set in motion to find who ha
the Arboretum Dec. 20 of last year, been guilty of the desecration.
and among all the trees in that large i The complaint against Whiteh
preserve chopped one which had been j
alleged that he had destroyed a spec
duly labeled, and which the curator, men spruce tree valued at $300. He wi
Norman W. Lermond, especially defended a t the hearing by Frank .
prized because of the distant location'
Tirrell, and an appeal was taken fro:
from which it had been brought f o r ; the sentence of two months in Ja
transplanting.
awarded by Judge Butler. Bail w:
The testimony was further to the furnished in the sum of $500, tl
effect that the stump had been care- 1 respondent’s father acting as bond
fully covered afte r the George Wash- j man.

PUBLIC C A N HELP
W hen Mr. and Mrs. W ilmot Sm alley of Thom aston
Celebrate Their Golden Wedding Anniversary
Lieut. C u sh m a n Asks T h at
Inform ation Given Be A s
When Mr. and Mrs. Wilmot A. George 74 years ago, and was for
Definite A s Possible
Smalley celebrated their golden wed many years a granite worker. He

DANCE

Beth Harvester, bm .......... M. F. Donohue
Direct Patchen, bg ...... Jones and Butler
Chestnut Helen, bm ............. J. H. Hobbs

This Probably the Opinion of Thom aston Man W ho
Gets Jail Sentence For Cutting Christmas Tree

U S E D O l'R H O SPITAL

H oliday D ance
T O N IG H T

T ow n Hall
E. EM M ET ROSE

Afternoon
There will be three games in the
Knox County Twilight League. Rock
land plays a retu rn game in Camden
at 3 o'clock, an d Thomaston is play
ing a double-header in St. George
commencing a t 1 o’clock, standard.
The new baseball park in that town
will be dedicated, and there are

I

W HOLE

Frederics Permanent W ave

T U T O R IN G

Cool a n d C om fy

51
51
6'J

The Real Estate known as the “Rankine Cottage' and now owned
by William Tufts, includes an eight room house, with piazza over
looking Penobscot Bay; Bath, Running Water, two Open Fireplaces.
All finished in hard pine. Lower floor panelled.
Contents of housp includes: Reed Living Room Furniture, Refriger
ator, Piano. Tables, Chairs, Dishes, Beds, Blankets. Etc. Also three
parcels of land to be sold in separate parcels.
Terms on Personal Property—Cash
'
Terms on Real Estate—Stated at Sale
79*80

M A K IN G

INSPECTED THE RADIO

Fare To—
North Haven,
$3.00 $12.00
Vinalhaven,
3.00 12.00
Stonington,
4.00 16.00
(weather permitting)
15.00
Dark Harbor,
40 00
Bar Harbor,
24.00
Swan's Island,
20.03
Monhegan Island,
18.03
Isle an H an t,
16.03
Matinicus,

EAST UNION, ME.

ROCKLAND AWNING CO., Inc.

M IL F O R D

And here in a nutshell is what holi rumors that Manager Rawley is pre
day seekers will find Saturday, July paring an inaugural address
At Knox Trotting Park, commen
Fourth:
cing at 1 o’clock, there will be four
Forenoon
events on the racing card, including a
Baseball will be the sole outdoot matched race between Henry Jordan s
' attraction in this immediate vicinity, Miss Frisco W atts and Fred Carini’s
and it will pay all lovers of the n a Calumet Basset. It was either have
this matter settled or fetch out the
tional game to stroll out to Commun
gloves, and so the dispute will be
ity Park to see th e Knox County Twi settled on the track. Here are the
light League game between Rockland entries for the other races:
2.16 Class, Trot or Pace, Purse $200
and Camden. Rockland has broken
The Sheik .......... Burgess and Ellingwood
even in its four games thus far, and Sister Napoleon .... Burgess and Ellingwood
Henry of Navarre, Burgess and Ellingwood
is by no means reconciled to yielding Ramboller. bg ................. M. F. Donohue
Jingle Bells, bg ................. Harry Clukey
the palm to Manager Rawley's outfit I Peter Bingen, bg ................... J. H. Hobbs
2.19 Class, Trot or Pace, Purse $150
down the coast. Camden has a fine Bob Braden .......Burgess and Ellingwood
I Marda Harvester, rm .......... Dr. Hodgkins
team, but circumstances have forced Jingle Bells, bg ................. Harry Clukey
bg ................. M. F. Donohue
it into the cellar, from which it hopes ;i Ramboller,
Direct Patchen, bg .... Jones and Butler
2.24 Class, Trot or Pace, Purse $150
to escape today. The game will start
Rance ................. Burgess and Ellingwood
at 10 o'clock, daylight.
j Marda Harvester, rm .......... Dr. Hodgkins

— Ambition Is like hunger; It —
— obeys no law but Its appetite.— — tution, “Old Ironsides,” Jvly 13-16. A

NOW OPEN

HERBERT E. SIMMONS, Foreman
18 WILLOW STREET

O F F E R IN G S

Baseball, Track Events, Horse Trot, Circus and Motion
Pictures Are the Headline Diversions

8t"S**«’ ,«-’»**»***, ’**,S*,«***,,S**S**S’ ****S*8t the city to be celebrated in connection

FR EE PARKING AND PICNIC G RO UND S

A W N IN G S

H O L ID A Y

THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK

COME TO ROUND POND

Ji

THE

A B A T H M U ST ER

The C ourier-G azette

I ssue

V olum e 86.................. N um ber 80

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, M aine, Saturday, Ju ly 4, 1931

Saturday

O A K LA N D

PA R K

ranch in Wyoming. Her efforts to
find happiness as the wife of a hard
working rancher and finally, her deci
sion to desert her husband and re
turn to New York, make possible a
compelling drama th a t builds swiftly
and surely to a powerful and convinc
ing conclusion. The picture's action
is effectively divided between the
luxurious atmosphere of Park Ave
nue and the picturesque simplicity of
a Wyoming ranch.
"West of Cheyenne” a Tom Tyler
thriller is the holiday bill with con
tinuous showing 2 to 10.30.—adv.
♦ * **
Strand Theatre
The Fannie Hurst best-seller, “Five
and Ten,” serves as the latest star
ring vehicle for Marion Davies and
will be shown to Monday and Tuesday
audiences at the Strand.
The attractive daughter is toler
ated by the so-called “four hundred”
only because of her father’s millions.
When she falls in love with a poor
but social-register architect, -it would
seem that her money and his social
standing would be a perfect combina
tion. Life, however, is not as simple
as all that, and the girl discovers
ironically enough that her money is
her greatest handicap when the man
she loves is convinced that she is
“buying" him.—adv.

Y O U R F A V O R IT E POEM
IF

If you can keep your head when all
about you
Are losing theirs and blaming It on
you;
If you can trust yourself when all men
doubt you.
But make allowance for their doubting
too;
If you can wait and not be tired by wait
ing.
Or being lied about don't deal In lies,
Or, being bated, don't give way to hat
ing.
And yet don't look too good, nor talk
too wise;
If you can dream—and not make dreams
your master
If

you can think—and
thoughts your aim;

not

make

If you can meet w ith triumph and dis
aster
And treat those two Imposters Just the
same;
If you can bear to hear the truth you've
spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for
fools.
Or watch the things you gave life to,
broken,
And stoop and build 'em up with
wornout tools:

If you can make one heap of all your
winnings.
And risk It on one tu rn of pltch-andtoss,
And lose, and sta rt again at your begin
nings
And never breathe a word about your
loss;
If you can force your heart and nerve
and sinew
To serve your tu rn long after they are
gone.
Park Theatre
And so hold on when there Is nothing
“I Take This Woman,” Paramount’s
Is you
Except the will which says to them
absorbing dramatization of Mary
'Hold on!”
Roberts Rinehart's well known novel,
“Lost Ecstacy” is the Park feature If you can talk w ith crowds and keep
your virtue.
for Monday and Tuesday. Garv
Or walk with kings—nor lose the com
Cooper is the sta r of this interesting
mon touch;
story of modern marriage, and Carole If neither foes nor loving friends can
hurt you.
Lombard, William Powell's leading
If all men count with you. but none
lady in “Ladies' Man," is prominently
too much;
featured opposite him.
fll1 the unforgiving minute
w ith sixty seconds' worth of distance
“I Take This Woman" is the story

run—
of a beautiful, impetuous society girl Yours Is the earth and everything that's
In It,
who marries a breezy westerner,
And--which la more -you'll
deserts the luxury of New York life,
~ y son!
Mes with him to his barren
—Rudyard !

T he C ourier-G azette
THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK

SEES NICE GARDENS

THE

T W IL IG H T

LEAGUE

Correspondent Waxes Eloquent Over
Vegetable and Floral Offerings

Thomaston Hops O ut o f the Cellar A s Result of Lop
A Northend correspondent, who is
sided Victory O ver the Camden Team
a close observer of gardens—posy or

Rockland, Me.. July 4. 1031.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle,
who on oath declares th a t he Is Press
m an In the office of The Courier-Gazette, vegetable—writes:
and that of the Issue of this paper of
“In spite of recent cool weather
July 2. 1931. there was printed a total of
6156 copies.
W. H. BUTLER.
there are fine looking vegetables and

Thou wilt keep him in perfect
peace, whose mind is stayed on thee:
because he trusteth in thee.—Isa.
26:3.

Every-Other-Day

R ockland C ourier-G azette, Saturday, Ju ly 4, 1931

Page Tw o

flower gardens about the city. The
warm sun has brought forth vegeta
tion in abundance, and household
boards will soon be supplied with eat
ables from the local gardens, thus
adding much to the pleasure of the
palate, and bringing new life and
energy.
“Meanwhile the flower gardens con
tinue to send out beauty and fra
grance. Great clumps of peonies may
be seen in all their varying colors.
Mrs. Eagan and many others show
beautiful ones; also roses of every
hue and tint, the blue and yellow
iris, and here and there beds of oldfashioned June pinks, so sweet and
spicy. Other places show preference
for the variegated sweet william
and the multicolored bachelor's but
tons
"One flower-lover. Mrs. Kittridge.
Chestnut street, has a garden now
blooming in all the season's beauty—
roses, peonies, sweet scented garden
heliotrope, the large flowered double
white syringa or mock orange, fra
grant pinks and many other. I t is
indeed a pleasure to view the lovelyflowers and inhale the delightful
aroma sent out by the never failing
breezes.
“Mrs. C. M. Thomas and others
havT b e a u tffu T 'p ^ n V e s ^ d ^ g e ^ d s
of sweet-scented flowers. Mrs. Albert
Cables' climbing roses, red, white,
and pink, show much care. I cannot
name them all. but many have made
the city precincts bright and gay
with flowers, not only for their own
pleasure, but to share with their
friends in generous bouquets.”

Fourth Of July Games
Camden at Rockland, 10 a. m.;
Rockland a t Camden 3 p. m.; Thom
aston at St. George (two games be
ginning at 1 p. m. standard).
• *• •
Next Week's Games
Tuesday, July 7—Rockland at Cam
den.
Wednesday, July 8—Camden at St.
George.
Thursday, July 9—Thomaston at
Rockland.
Saturday, July 11—St. George and
Thomaston at Rocklgnd.

•••«

who made a triple and two doubles in
a row. The sterling Camden back
stop needed only this quality to make
him one of the outstanding men in
this league.
It was the initial game on the Cam
den ground, and Manager Thomas
was sorry th at it was not more aus
picious, but he may be relied upon to
put his team in the running.
The score:
Thomaston
ab r bh tb po a e
Felt, ss ............. 4 0 0 0 2
5 1
Burns, lb ........ 4 1 1 1 7
0 0
Feehan, If, cf .... 5 0 1 1 1 0
0
Boggs, 2b .......... 5 0 0 0 3 1 0
M. Sawyer, rf, p 4 2 2 2 0 0 0
Condon, c ........ 5 2 2 2 7 1 0
Benner, 3 b ........ 4 3 2 2 1 2 0
Vinal, cf. If ...... 4 3 3 3 3 0 0
Upham, p ........ 3 1 2 2 0 0 0
Stone, rf ........ 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

— by—

MILE-A-MINUTE M ARTY
YEfj w e 'c e 'X Lav T3T
C.OIM' Up GPeno) ° Fp, ,
IKE G l o t h o v S / ^ ^
kiPEK
WANTA
AUOKCr 7 /—

If

Sea View Garage, Inc., 6 8 9 M ain Street
KEllo, J I M .' Have

8 k

TO

The EaiQ
BY Ra Iu - /

A GOOD "TIME ?
w e MADe
M IL E S — A
P ltK lL LUNCH - Y
A N 1 A COOLIN&y /
S w iM /

Don 't

ask m e . m a Rty / jost

■DRIVE ME RIGHT OVER TO

SEA VIEW
GARAGE. INC.

ANO H E L 0 MF P ick OUT A GOOD
used car like ■
yourS-__^._y r s
|'m QoiK1To S igh

MY DCCLARATloH o f I
IHOEPC-NDENtE V-yi
R ight,
1

•v i" i

W< attribute a large m easure of success to our ironclad guarantee of satisfaction

The League Standing
, young pconj are working on a pag
The tie for last place was broken
R O C K V ILLE
I
CAM DEN
eant which will be given Tuesda
Thursday night when Thomaston
----;—
evening al the church. It Is hope
took Camden into camp. The Fourth
The Camden School Band will play
Mr and Mrs. Burleigh Blaisdell of Iparents a t i friends will show the!
R £A L ESTATE
of July games may bring several
1for the celebration in Wiscasset Stockton Springs have been visit- interest hf their presence,
changes.
Here are the present
j July 4.
ing relatives here this week.
, The soasd of the machine and th
RACING THE ATLANTIC
figures:
39 12 14 14 24 9 1
Mrs A. D. Coose has returned from
TRANSACTIO
NS
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
L.
Hunter
have
i of the op ning of the haying seasor
Won Los
a visit with relatives in Union.
Camden
1.000
St. George .......... 4
0
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hart of Auburn,
At noon today, at the sound of a
Arthur Fitzgerald and family J
Misses
Adelia
and
Esther
Morse
r
bh
ab
tb
a
PO
.500
Rockland ............ 2
2
Mass., as their guests over the Fourth. BrockviE
e
starting gun fired in Newport, R. I.,
Ontario, and Mr. an
leave
Sunday
for
Auburndale,
Mass.,
...
5
0
2
0
2
0
Daily,
cf
......
Thomaston .......... 1
2
.333
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jaseph are Mrs. Alton Jacobs of Norway hav
.000 Plaisted. 3b .... ... 5 1 1 1 1 0 0 Charles E. Griffin of Appleton sold where they will attend the American
Camden .............. 0
3
now nicely settled in their recently been gur-ts this week of Mr. and Mrjf
Ogier, ss ........
3 0 0 0 2 2 Oj land in Appleton to Lawrence D. i institute of Normal Methods.
on a transatlantic race to Plymouth,
J. Leonard. 2b .. 4 0 1 1 2 3 2 Howard.
Little Miss Lucille Dean of Rock renovated summer home which was E H. Pt ry.
England, from which historic port 311
Thomaston 12, Camden 6
formerly the residence of Mrs.
4 3 3 7 7 3 0
Thomas, c ....
port is visiting Miss Gladys Coose.
years ago our Pilgrim Fathers sailed
Georgia L. Bowman of Washington
Jaseph's parents.
Manager Paquin's boys from the Wadsworth, lb .. 4 0 2 2 9 0 0
Camden
School
Band
gave
a
conwestward and so made possible the
Home of Knox outplayed Camden Bennett, rf. p . .. 3 2 0 0 1 0 0 sold land in Washington to Agnes 5cert Thursday evening in Postofflce
Allen Gardner and family have
Island.
Fourth of July which we are now
afield and at bat in Camden Thurs Mayhew. If ...... 3 0 0 0 2 0 0 Shields of Rhode
moved to Rockland. They will be
square.
•
*
•
•
Greenlaw,
p
.....
3
0
1
1
0
1
0
day night, and broke into th e per
celebrating. Directing the adventur
The annual flower show of the missed in the village.
Lewis L. Richards of Rockport sold
centage column. Aiding in this Crockett, p ...... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mrs. Dana A. Sherer has returned
ous fortunes of one of the little craft
Camden
Garden Club will be held
land
in
Rockport
to
Ruth
H.
B
art
•
Boynton...........
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
achievement was Upham, a school
from a ten days’ visit with friends
July 20 at the Bok Amphitheatre.
is our own down-east sportsman, Dud
boy star of former years: who has C. Leonard, r f . . 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 lett of Rockport.
• • ♦•
■ The Methodist Sunday School pic in Bangor. A week of the time was
ley F. Wolfe, of Warrenton and Bos
been seen but little on the diamond
TIBBETTS
DYER
Bertha Elwell of South Thomaston nic will take place July 11, at Bel spent in camp on the shore of Mo
36 6 10 14 24 10 4
since th at time but whose deceptive
For
For
ton. Says the New York Times:
lasses
Pond
in
Eastbrook.
sold
land
in
South
Thomaston
to
• Batted for Crockett.
fast City Park.
shoots have kept so well in storage
It will be the first time in history
SALES
SERVICE
After
spending
two
weeks
with
his
Freeman
Elwell
of
South
Thomaston.
that he was easily able to outguess Thomaston ...... 0 0 3 4 4 0 1 0—12
■ Rev. Ralph Hayden Is this week in
th a t craft of their size have dared
• ♦• •
his opponents in all but one of the six Camden ;........... 1 1 2 0 1 0 1 0— 6
Brunswick, where he is one of the sister. Mrs. Herbert Waldron, in
the North Atlantic in speed compe
R A Z O R V IL L E
Jack Havisto of Union sold land In | corps of instructors at the summer Rockland, Lester Sherer is again at Fred C. Dyerfcearl Tibbetts
Two-base hits .Thomas 2. Threeinnings
th
at
he
was
on
the
mound.
tition. Many have made the north
Rev. Henry Ulmer, missionary of Greenlaw was hit liberally in three base hit, Thomas. Bases on balls, Union to William Pakkanen of Lynn conference of young people of the the home of his father D. A. Sherer.
TIL. 1219
ROCKLAND
ern crossing, hove to at times in the American S. S. Union, and Mrs. innings, but did not have th e support I off Upham 1, off Greenlaw 2, off Ben- Marsh, Mass.
Sunday School under the able di
Episcopal Diocese of Maine, which is
40 PARK STREET
gales and scudding at others before Ulmer were at the chapel Sunday, of which his team is capable.
•
•
•
•
nett 1. Struck out, by Upham 6. by
rection of Miss MacKnight is show
being held at Bowdoln College.
44tf
them. In extremes they have eased where he gave an illustrated talk and
Gladys M. Thomas of Rockland
The batting stars in th is engage M. Sawyer 1. Hit by pitcher. Ogier
Next Tuesday evening the Camden ing very satisfactory progress. The
off for stretches into calmer waters organized a Sunday School. Rev. ment were Vinal, the bespectacled Mayhew. Double play, Felt and sold in Rockland to Rhama E. Philto the south.
E. L. Sampson of Jefferson will middle gardener, who made three Burns. Umpires, Nelson and Fowler. brick and Eugene H. Philbrick of and Rockport Lions and Lionesses
will enjoy a box social at Sherman's
But the course before the ten pre speak at the chapel next Sunday safeties in a row, and “Til" Thomas Scorer, Winslow.
Rockland.
paring for the new thrash is 2950 after the school. A cordial invita
Point.
nautical miles, and with racing can tion is extended to all.
The following young people tiom
Edwina G. Sargent of Thomaston
cupying the Fillmore house since last
vas such as ballooners. spinmakers
St. Thomas Episcopal Church are
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kahrmann are
VIN ALH A VEN
fall has employment at Winslow's sold land In St. George to Lillian B. spending the week at the Episcopal
and bulging Genoa jibs set when at their place here for the summer.
Barter and Frank S. Barter, both of
ever there is a chance they will not
summer conference a t Brunswick:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Clark of
Dr. Pulling and family of W elles-, Mills.
blow to bits, the doughty little craft, Hyde Park visited with their mother ley. Mass., are at Honeymoon Lodge
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Comstock Rockwood. Maine.
• • ♦•
Dorothy Kimball, Ruth Leadbetter,
with their amateur skippers and navi Mrs. Clara Clark a few days recently. a t the Basin Falls.
of West Medford, Mass., were over
CIRCUS G RO UNDS AT
Helen A. Coffey of Owl's Head sold Ruth Norton, Rita Richards. Jean
gators, and some with entire amateur
night guests Sunday at Meadowsweet land in Owl’s Head to Annie F. Ayl- nette Ebert, Estelle Burgess. Dorothy
John Jones of Dedham, Mass.,
Mabel Carton of Brookline, Mass.,
ROCKLAND AIR PO R T
crews will make those miles up visited friends here last week.
Jones, Emerson Frye, William Pat
ward of Rockland.
is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Owen Farm.
through the roaring sea forties of
James Seavey is having his house
Miss Dana Lessner of New Jersey Roberts.
terson and Charles Leland.
latitude as nearly as possible to the is visiting her grandfather a t the
Mrs Harriet Jameson of East MilMrs. Joseph Kittredge entertained painted. Laureston Creamer is doing
curvature of the earth. That curve Village.
W ARREN
O nly Railroad S how Visiting M aine This Year
ton, Mass., is visiting her son, Dr.
the Needlecraft Club Wednesday the work.
is the bee line.
Mr. and Mrs. Ulmer were guests night at a waffle party.
C. Harold Jameson.
Dr. and Mrs. E. George Payne of
With the best of conditions, mean Sunday of Edith Overlock.
Members
of
the
Baptist
Sunday
New York city have arrived at their
ing fair breezes to carry them along,
Eliza Patterson and Eugenia Carver
School and several parents enjoyed
Mrs. George Bowman has sold her
APPLETO N
it will take them from twenty to farm to Massachusetts parties and who have taught the past year in cottage for the summer, after spend their annual picnic Thursday at
thirty days to make the passage. moved to her father's place in the Somerville, Mass., returned Thursday j ing the past two months in Europe.
Jefferson Lake.
I
------Mr. and Mrs. Carl Webster of Som
Mr. and Mrs. William Allen and
Strawberries are ripe and people are
During that time it is not likely they
for the summer vacation.
erville,
Mass.,
are
at
their
cottage
for
will have smooth sailing all the way. Light district.
son
Robert
will
spend
the
holiday
,
busy
harvesting
them and canning for
Mr. and Mrs. Hector Carney of
The girls arrived at Wetona camp
the summer.
winter use.
Records of conditions at sea refute
Worcester.
Mass.,
are
guests
of
Mr.
weekend
at
their
camp
at
Gurnet,
June 30.
Some of the farmers are commenc
Miss Adah Winter of Winter Hill,
any such idea.
Mr. and Mrs. William Rieser and
Mrs. Minnie Savage is with her son and Mrs Robert Carney.
Minnie Wood of Quincy. Mass., is Mass., Is passing the summer at Rcck- daughter Rosamond of Somerville, ing haying. At Springdale the Rob
Mr. Wolfe built his sloop Highland Elsworth Clark at Beverly, Mass.
guest of Mr. and Mrs. H arry Wil-1 fleld cottage.
Mass., will be house guests of Mrs. bins boys have made a good start.
Light especially for this race. She
Fred Jones has been lumbering for the
The fields arc lovely now with
son.
Edwin Emerson and Miss Raychel
J.
H.
McClay
has
returned
to
is the product of the well-known L. P. Jones.
clover, buttercups, daisies, in the
Lillian
Ross
of
Quincy
is
spending
Emerson
until
the
William
Over
lock
Narberth,
Pa.
His
family
will
remain
Burnell Overlock is home from his her vacation with her parents, Mr.
George Lawley & Son Corporation of
midst of the tall green grass.
at Christmas Lodge for the season.
house is ready for occupancy.
in Rhode Island and spend and Mrs. James Ross.
Edward Ames has improved the ap
Neponset, Mass., from designs of school
A.
W.
Maloney
is
ill.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilder
Moore
accom
IN T E R N A T IO N A L L Y
ing part of the vacation with his wife
pearance of his buidlings with a coat
Mrs. Hattie Smith and daughter
panied
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joshua
Ingra
Frank C. Paine who turned out the at Ralph Hibbert's.
Mrs. Hattie Wotton with her son's
Marjorie of Wakefield, Mass., are at wife and two children of Friendship ham of Camden motored last week of paint, in ide and out, and also
FAM O US
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vanner and Bridgeside.
America's Cup yacht Yankee. We
made other improvements.
were visitors Sunday at F. A. Flin- end to Ellsworth Palls where they
shall be following her progress with Edith Overlock were recently in Au
Richard
Ames
and
friend
Miss
Mrs. T. E. Libby returned Wednes i ton's.
were guests of George Gould. They
Lyndel have returned to Springfield
day from Rockland.
keen interest, recalling her owner's gusta.
visited Bar Harbor Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Howard spent
Mr.
and
Mrs.
David
Lunn
of
Wash
after passing two weeks' vacation in
Recent arrivals at The Breakers:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
O.
B.
Libby
open
triumphs in th a t former transatlantic the weekend at Union guests of Mrs.
Mrs. Stevens and son Storey of Cov ington, D. C„ were guests of Mrs. C. their wayside place on the South Maine. Whiic here they made trips
race to Spain—the story of which Hattie Fossett.
to the coast, Moosehead Lake, and
ington, Ky.; Miss Martha Shumard, R. Gray the past week.
rtook of the
Mrs. Carrie Clark visited Mrs. Mrs. Story, Miss Bronson and Misses
Mr. and Mrs. T. F Donegan and Warren road July 4. As usual they sai]ed Qn the
The Courier-Gazette took down from
wffi dispense home made ice cream, rare {oods Maine is noted for and
Elizabeth and Margaret Layman of children of Chicopee Falls, Mass., are
Mr. Wolfe's own lips—and wishing for Emily Grotton last week.
claimed they had an ideal vacation.
occupying their new cottage. House oh dairy and poultry products.
Mrs. Avis Meserve has been visit Cincinnati.
him the added Success to which his ing her mother Mrs. Rose Smalley.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyllie, Maurice , Mrs j ^ y Ames recently spent an
Mrs. Charles Boman entertained i the Ledge, for the summer,
ardent sportsmanship justly entitles
Mrs. Laura Littlefield is having Wvllie and Mrs. Fred Butler who have enjoyable two weeks in Ludlow, Mass .
Mr. and Mrs. Gideon Hallowell of the Bridge Eight Tuesday night at
rooms finished in the upper part ol been spending a few days in Arling- guest of Mr and Mrs Wal; ’r Hi!1,
A M E R IC A 'S
Rhode Island are passing their va the Red Lion.
him.
cation with their sister Mrs. Bowman
Carolyn Dyer is spending the her barn, Bert Carter doing the work. ton and Mansfield, Mass., returned and son jjjchar(j Ames, being present
^TENTED
M ASTER PIECE
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Barter and Tuesday. Enroute they called on at Richard's 21st birthday anniversary
at their cottage at Small Point.
Fourth with Mr. and Mrs. Howard
CELEBRATING THE DAY
Rev.
and
Mrs.
H.
M.
Purrington
at
i
children
of
Niagara
Falls,
N.
Y„
arc
The Whirlwind Squadron held j Dunbar, Rockland.
party.
services at Slater's Comer chapel
Kalle Sato has more than 1001 pul
Frederick Palmer of Boston Is at to arrive at their summer home here their home at M echanicians.
ASTOUNDINGNEW FEATURESAND INNOVATIONS THIS YEAR!
The
Twelve
Club
met
Wednesday
In spite of the fact that no organ Sunday evening with a full house.
!
this
week
for
the
remainder
of
the
lets and has marketed 1000 or more
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred K.
induamq
evening
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
,
season.
male chickens. He is building another
ized program celebration presents
Mrs. Emery Turner is employed at Cocmbs for his annual vacation.
< 7
Mrs. Louis Hanley an d daughter | Misses Itarhara and Ruth Comstock Counce. First honors went to Mrs. chicken house with concrete flooring.
itself, our community is in no sense to the girls camp.
GUICE EQUESTRIANS
THE
ORIGINAL
Edward
Spear
and
Clarence
Spear,'
of
West
Medford.
Mass.,
are
spending
Freeman Oushee and Damon
Mrs. Ilda Russell of Warren is at Gertrude of Thomaston are guests oi
NELSON
FAMILY
be a dead one in its recognition of
consolation
to
Mrs.
O.
B.
Libby.
Rej
M LLE. ROSINA
a
week
with
their
aunt,
Mrs.
Laura
Gushee are the proud owners of a
her summer place here.
her mother. Mrs. Flora Ames.
Independence Day. The story of
freshments were served at 11.30.
pony.
Levi Marr was dinner guest of Mr.
Clara M. Delano. 55. wife of Herbert ■
; Littlefield, at Meadowsweet Farm.
AERIAL WALTERS
F R A N Z WOSKA
Miss Bertha S tarrett of Malden is
Mr. and Mrs. H. Wellington Smith
It is now ideal weather, but last
what will be going on, told in the and Mrs. Charles Clark while in town Delano, died at her home June 30.
and his ferocious groupsatwildanimals
BILLETTI TROUPE
Saturday some lively thunder showMalcolm Hopkins who is much tn- i-of New York city have arrived at their home for the summer.
preceding issue of this paper, sug last week.
j cottage for the season and are to en
Mrs. Charles Starrett has been ill ers visited this section and laid the
L. L. Morton was a visitor in this terested in baseball witnessed several ■
TWO COMPLEX PERFORMANCES DAILY Af ? F M ANO6 PM.
gests that everybody will be busy who
dust, accompanied by hail stones as
games In Boston where he was the ' tertain several guests from Boston from summer grippe.
part of the tow-n Monday.
RESERVED
ARD GENERAL ADMISSION TICKETS ON SALE CIRCUS DAY
desires to make of the anniversary
and
New
York
during
July.
Residents of Pleasantville enjoyed large as cranberries,
Damage from the recent hailstorm guest of his sister Doris Hopkins of|
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills of Warren the lights and use of the electric
W alter Gushee, an Appleton boy, is
something that departs from his usual was slight in this vicinity, but it Medford. Mass. He returned this
A T CHISHOLM BRO TH ERS, O pp. Waiting R oom
daily routine. I t calls only for the looked at one time as if annihilation week to play on the home team the were visitors in this place Tuesday. current for the first time Monday now a landscape gardener in Ludlow,
75-80
Mr. and Mrs. George Minard who afternoon.
Mass., and conducts two large nurFourth.
was
sure
to
follow.
one specification of fair weather. It
spent the month of June at Dr.
Mr. and Mrs. George Brigham of series, with several assistants. When
The grass is looking fine and plenty
is a long period of years since our of it.
Payne's cottage, left Sunday for their Stafford Springs, Conn., who have in Massachusetts this correspondent
Swears-Polk
, home in New York. They made many been guests the past week of Mr. and took an auto trip with Mr. and Mrs.
city gave formal recognition to the
Monday morning in Union Church 1friends during their stay here who Mrs. Sherbourne Kallock, are re- Gushee and visited the nurseries. It
day, with the uplifting music of bands
George Leonard Swears and Lorna regret having them go, but hope they turning home Saturday.
was an unusual privilege as he has
heading a parade; the declamatoryDoris Polk were united in marriage by will soon be reckoned among our regMrs. Loring Orff of Thomaston many rare and costly specimens of
Rev.
P.
J.
Clifford
the
double
ring
J
ular
summer
residents.
platform presentation of that for
spent Tuesday with Miss Jennie trees and shrubs. Mr. Gushee is also
service being used. The ceremony! Rev. and Mrs. Charles Taytor and Starrett.
ably assisted in the work by his son
midable document, the Declaration of
was attended by immediate relatives ■son of Pasadena. Calif., have been the
Mrs. Ralph Crockett entertained Roger Gushee.
Independence, and a patriotic address
of both families. Mrs. Alfretta Adams guests of Mrs. C. R. Gray the past several young friends and their par
by some orator of more than local
of Portland was also present. The week. Mr. Taytor. known for years ents in honor of her little son Emer
bride wore her traveling suit of navy j as the boy preacher of England, sang son's first birthday, June 25. Lunch
fame. Then attractive young women
blue with hat to match. She is a for his father, who was at the time of salad, sandwiches, birthday cake
in beautiful white costumes, repre
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William a preacher in England, at the age of and cookies was served.
senting the sovereign States of the
, Calderwood, is a registered nurse. four years, and has been preaching
Charles Overlook is building a con
Union, rode in gaily bedecked hay
: graduate of Maine General Hospital, ever since he was nine years old. He crete walk for Dr. Fred Campbell.
Portland,
class
of
'30.
and
has
won
is now to begin evangelistic meetings
racks, throwing a great note of color
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Andrews ac- 1
j honors in her work, is of pleasing per in Elizabeth, N. J., and in October ana companied
into the procession, at the rear of
by Mr. and Mrs. George I
sonality and well Mked in her profes November will conduct meetings in
Teague and Seth Wetherbee motored
which trailed the local hand-engines,
sion. The groom, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bangor and Presque Isle.
to Pemaquid Thursday.
their redshirted firemen marching
Leonard Swears, is a graduate of ViMaynard Creamer and Harry
nalhaven High School, class of '29,
with almost syncronous step, and led
NORTH HOPE
Gordon are building a porch for
| was trombonist of the school orchesby that proud official, the foreman,
George Teague.
| tra and has been a member of the
All done writing June date lines for
William B arrett and friend Harry
his head enclosed in a flowing white
| Vinalhaven Band for several years.
leather helmet and in the bend of his
The wedded couple left on the morn this year. Truly the month has lit- Files of Boston, who have been on a ,
ng boat for a short stay in Rockland, ' qral*y V°7n' and 1i,ere 11 \s Juiy again trip to Bangor and Calais were ex- ■
arm resting gracefully a huge silver
(
returning Tuesday night and are oc- ' ®®yeral, farn?e.1? ha*e already com‘ pected to return Thursday.
trumpet, trophy of some triumphant
Rev. Howard A. Welch of the Bap
cupying the Osgood apartm ent at East ™e„ ^ e
*£ty
contest, from the mouth of which
Boston where they have begun house begin soon
""" "after the” Fourth. The tist Church will have for his Sunday
keeping. They have the well wishes severe thunderstorms of last Saturday morning subject, “Three Kinds of
sprouted a huge bouquet. Happy
brought much needed rain but on Workers.” Sunday School at noon I
of their many friends.
days, the song assures us, will come
some farms also did considerable when the new material will be tn
damage. One farmer reports severe use for the first time. Christian En
again. Them—let us revert to the
N these mad days of
PLEASANT PO INT
washouts on a side hill, destroying a deavor at 6, topic, “W hat is Christian 1
vernacular—was some of ’em.
runaway romances and
j good part of his crops and in places Patriotism?” Evening worship at 7 ,1
Pleasant Point is a busy place on ' there were hailstones, some falling subject, “Loyalty.”
rather casual marriages,
THE PERILS OF GOLF
the map this summer, every cottage here, but with no particular damage
Virginia Dodge of Rockland is
wedding announcements
and house being occupied, with more done.
visiting her grandparents Mr. and
Golfers are for the most part per
summer
people
than
ever
before.
arebecomingincrcasingly
&
In spite of rain, many from this Mrs. Frank Yattaw.
© N. Y. Zoolog^al Society
Mr. and Mrs. Philip T atler of Tren- section attended the benefit supper at
V et5
sons endowed with amiable charac
important. The smarter
HIS
is
the
extraordinary
animal
ton,
N.
J„
are
occupying
the
Shuman
_
_
______
_
Appleton last Saturday night, given
Vtes
teristics, kindly in association with
families are using LinSIMONTON
to which science is now turn house for the summer and have as \ for the benefit of a former neighbor
Go
o
<
0
>
iv
fellow-players and indulgent of errors
guests
Mrs.
Bonner
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
weave
Wedding
Station
ing concentrated attention in the
who is at Knox Hospital and con
that present themselves in the hopj- of discovering the notorious J. L. DeValliere of Trenton, M. J.
There will be no dance at Simonton
tinues very ill. Friends are hoping
ery for their announce
. G o * 00*
Community hall Saturday evening,
Mr. Howe and Miss K atherine Howe to hear soon of his convalescence.
processes of the game. It is only missing link. This kangaroo is a
ments because of its ultraA crew of men have been at work July 4, but beginning July 11 the
when his" achievements are rankly good specimen of the athletic of Haverhill, Mass., are guests of
correctness and because
animal which stands over six feet Charles Gould and sisters a t Gull the past week building the section of dance committee has engaged a new !
misrepresented that the golfer is In height, weighs 200 pounds, and Rock cottage.
road forming the Y at the top of Saf novelty orchestra for the weekly ]
V,&tVi *
its rich, vellum-like tex
inclined to register complaint. W hat is a matchless boxer. His reach is
F. A. Flinton has had repairs made ford Hill. The last piece of State dances which will be held on stand
ture
provides
the
perfect
on his buildings, A. W. Orne doing road on the main highway has not ard time.
much have been the painful’ reflec small but his speed is like light.
background for exquisite
At the regular monthly business
After centuries of peaceful life, the work.
yet been started. Many persons do
tion of President Veazie of the Coun
Joseph Farmer of Floral Park, N. travel this road and many more are meeting of the Simonton Community i
the kangaroo is also being brought
engraving.
try Club, who on opening the season’s into the spotlight of international Y„ is spending the summer with his I anxious to have the short'rough sec- Association Thursday evening it was I
tournament with a masterly drive of trade. Nearly 1,000,000 skins a year grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. B. L. tion rebuilt that they may go through voted to hold the Simonton Com‘ . ’I
THE COURIERmore than two hundred yards, finds are brought from Australia into the Stevens.
with safety. The mail driver who r'-'nitv Fair Aug. 22. Albert B.
GAZETTE
There will be a supper in the Pleas- , makes four trips every day over this Witherspoon was apponted genera!
the historic and loudly-applauded United._ States where they are
and made into shoes' for an t Point schoolhouse July 10, with stretch seems deserving of praise for manager of the 1931 fair.
shot reported in the local paper as tanned
athletic uses and men’s general everything good to eat.
his patience.
“200 feet,” making of the event a wear. The “roo," as the Aussies
Mr. and Mrs. Warren of Waterville
At this season ol the year we make
c ___
derision, in place of the triumph call him, looks proud of his new and Wilbur Strong and family of
Friends: “Don’t cry, little boy. You’ll all forms of automobile insurance our
specialty. Tel. 675, Roberts & Veazie
which justly should be emblazoned j distinction. His skin >qakes the Thomaston are occupying the Clark get your reward in the end."
W E lfu iN U P A P E R S
cottage on Gay's Island for a week.
Tommy: “S'pose so. That's where Inc. M. F. Lovejoy Mgr., Masonic
or> »he club-house walls.
| itrongest and most sv > |ea th e r
W alter Pinkham who has been oc- I alius do ge’
Anown, weight for v
,
Temple.—adv.
46-S-tf
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TALK O F THE TOW N
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
July 4—Independence Day.
July 4—Sparks circus at the Rockland
Airport.
July 4—Horse ‘race at Knox T rotting
Park.
July 4—Opportunity Class picnic at
Spruce Head island.
July 4-18—Encampment of 240th Coast
Artillery at Fort Williams.
July 6-21—Vacation Bible School at
First Baptist Church.
July 7-8—“Love 'Em and Leave ’Em”
In Watts .hall, Thomaston.
July 7-14—Squadron runs of Eastern
Yacht Club in Penobscot Bay.
July 25—Dedication of General Knox
Memor.al at Thomaston.
July 20—Camden Garden Club Fair in
Bok Amphitheatre.
July 3i-Aug. 1- Third annual Camden
Yacht Club regatta.
Aug. 4—Annual Eastern Star Field
Day. Glencove Grange hall.
Aug. 12—Rockport—Midsummer Fair by
Ladles' Sewing Circle on Baptist lawn.
Aug. 19—Owl's Head Church fair.
Aug. 22—Sim onton Community Fair.
Aug. 24-26—Eastern Maine State Fair
at Bangor.
Aug. 31-Sept. 3—Central Maine Fair at
Waterville.
Sept. 1-3—Hancock County Fair at
Ellsworth.
Sept. 7-9—Bluehlll Fair.
Sept. 7-10—Maine State Fair at Lewis
ton.
»
Sept. 11-12—Monroe Fair.
Sept. 16-17—New Belfast Fair.
Sept. 22-23—Unity Park Fair
Sept. 29-Oct. 1—North Knox Fair.
Oct. 6-8—Lincoln County Fair.

WEATHER
Flags flying, tun-makers frolicking,
firecrackers
fulminating,
feature
Freedom's famous Fourth. Forecast
fortunately fair, with possible local
showers. This week has brought
fine summer weather with moderate
temperntures and sunshine at least
part of each day. Wednesday's
showers encouraged the gardens, and
southerly breezes have kept the air
comfortably cool. The mornings are
showing exhibitions of fog that right
ly pertain to our dogdays, but the sun
soon dispels them and all's right with
the world.
A. H. Robbins has entered the em
ploy of the Rockland Pharmacy.
Deputy M arshal Walter J. Fernald
■nters Sunday upon his annual vacaion of two weeks. ''Elwell’s Point ”

P a g e T hree
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Every-Other-Day
In recognition of the holiday this
Saturday issue of The Courier-Ga
zette comes from the press Friday
afternoon.
The Waldoboro Lions Club is a r
ranging for the transportation of that
town's school children to Bath on the
occasion of the Frigate Constitution's
visit to that city.
Roland Racklifle resumed his du
ties on the R.F.D. Wednesday after
a two weeks' vacation spent largely
on the staging of his new home now
being erected on Lawrencp street.
The First Baptist Vacation Bible
School will open Monday under direc
tion of Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald
and Miss Emily MacDonald. Ses
sions will be held each week day ex
cepting Saturday, from 9 to 11.45 a.
m. All children are welcome.
Leonard Campbell has resigned his
position as telegraph operator at the
Western Union telegraph office and
will be employed in the tea store
conducted by his father-in-law R. V.
Stevenson. Mr. Campbell is an ex
ceptionally capable telegrapher, and
Manager Clark's regret a t losing him
is shared by patrons, who have appre
ciated his courteous services.
Miss Helen Corbett, city matron
tells of receiving many calls from
persons—women especially—who have
been informed that there were jobs
a-plenty awaiting them in Rockland.
This may or may not be true of near
by summer resorts, but Rockland is
having a little more than it can do to
take care of its own, and Miss Corbett
hopes that situation will become un
derstood.
Bennett, who made such a success
ful showing against Thomaston in the
few innings he occupied the box
Thursday night, has been slated by
Mgr. Thomas to pitch the home game
Fourth of July afternoon when
Rockland will be the opposing team.
In the morning game a t Rockland he
will work Boynton or Mayhew. Man
ager Fowler is giving "Chummy" Gray
an early trial.

RO CK PORT

R IN G IS BR O K EN
IN THE

Tw o A lleged C attle T hieves
A re In Jail and Suspect
U nder Bonds
Farmers in the rural sections of
Knox, Waldo and Penobscot Counties
who have been speeling with one eye
open for several weeks, will get a good
night's rest now for the cattle steal
ing syndicate which has been operat
ing in these parts has been broken up,
two of it reposing in Bangor jail and
a third alleged member under re
leased $1000 bail, all held for the Oc
tober grand juries of Waldo and
Penobscot Counties.
The last to be apprehended was
Clayton Hunt of Burnham, charged
with the theft of two cows from the
etock yards of Libby Bros., of Burn
ham and two from the pastures of
Oscar Hathaway of Troy, which it is
alleged he carried in a truck to Ban-,
gor and sold to a cattle dealer. When
brought before Judge Doak in Belfast
municipal court he pleaded not gu.lty
but was held for the grand jury on
the testimony of Orrin Ireland and
Howard Urquart, the other two mem
bers of the alleged syndicate who are
held In the Bangor jail. These men
confessed, the officers say, and impli
cated Hunt. Judge Doak Issued a writ
of habeas corpus and had the two
men taken to Belfast to testify.
Hunt was also identified by the Ban
gor cattle dealer as a man who had
sold him cattle. Ireland and Urquart
testified th a t the three men worked
together collecting the cows and car
rying them in trucks to Bangor divid
ing the money which the animals
brought.
The ring has been the terror of
the rural districts for weeks and was
run down by the sheriffs of Waldo
and Penobscot Counties, assisted by
the state highway police. Hunt was
released when A. J. Hunt and E. H.
Hunt of Burnham qualified as sure
ties for $1000 bail.
WANT SMITH AGAIN

Mrs. Asenath Erickson and daugh
ter Gertrude of Winterport are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. John Erickson, Huse
street.
Miss Laura Tolman and Miss Flora
Richardson were guests Monday of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Clough.
The T. Charlton Henrys and Wil
SERMONETTE
liam Chatfields have arrived at their |
summer cottages on Beauchamp
Point.
Prayer
Miss Thelma Erickson has employ
Prayer is something more than
mental or even spiritual exercise. ment for the summer at Hotel Ed
wards.
It is vital to a human soul. Prof.
Misses Ruth Miller, Solveig Heistad.
Henry Drummond called atten 
tion to the fact that there are Lois Burns surd Beatrice Graffam have
laws governing the spiritual realm j returned from Bucksport where they
as in the natural; but what Is attended the Epworth League Insti
often overlooked Is the transcend t u t e for one week.
ing Importance of the one over
Mrs. Mark Ingrana.n of Camden
the other. Natural laws that a f was the guest Thursday of Miss Carfect humanity, of health, be i rie Libby, Amesbury Hill.
haviour, human relationship, ties
Mrs. Ethel Spear will entertain the
of kinship, material prosperity, i Trytohelp Club Monday evening at
scientific progress, education, art, j her home on Main street.
all pertain to this life. They are
A meeting of the Farm Bureau will
important in uplifting the race; i take place Tuesday afternoon at the
and the ufiderstanding of them, home of Mrs. Frederick Richards with
and the power to accept, and the
Mrs. Nina Carroll in charge. The sub
will to abide by them, differenti ject to be discussed “Kitchen Aid."
ates man from the animals about Meeting at 2 o’clock sharp.
him. Still at best these laws are
The Johnson Society with guests
primarily concerned with this life. ‘ spent a delightful evening Wednesday
That spiritual growth and life 1at the L. E Upham camp, Hosmer’s
is governed by laws equally im
Pond. A picnic supper was served
portant is not so generally under and outdoor sports enjoyed.
Mrs. Ada Libby's house. Amesbury
stood. I t is unfortunate that chil
dren are not made acquainted Hll, is being painted; W. F. Dilling
with these laws early in life. ham in charge of the work.
The masons completed their work
Prayer is not alone for the priest
or minister. It is not an experi on the Bok Improvement job but the
ence for the church or prayer carpenters, painters and graders are
meeting—It Is the expression of still busy, with considerable work
yet ahead.
the soul with God.
Warren Oliver and daughters Lois
Natural laws pertain to a life,
and Ruth returned Wednesday to
short at beSt and that must end.
Spiritual laws, of which prayer is their home in Newton, Mass., after
the most vital, transcend earthly spending a week at The Birches,
laws, and deal with the soul in Beauchamp avenue. The two girls
life, in the hour of death, and th at will enter a training camp at Sharon,
coming realm which is eternal. Mass., for the summer.
Mrs. Edward Auspland left T hurs
Things perish, but the eternal
day to spend the holiday with rela
forces live.
W. A. H.
tives at Deer Isle. She will be joined
there today by Mr. Auspland who is
At the Congregational Church Sun working a t North Haven for a lewday morning Mr. Rounds will preach weeks with a crew from the New
on the subject, "The Spirit of Free England Tel. & Tel. Co.
dom In America." The Pilgrim Choir
will sing.
N O R T H HAVEN
• ***

"Love laughs at locksmiths,” runs Some Bay State Democrats Who Are
Thomas Foley has sold his cottage
Not Being Stampeded By the
at Crescent Beach to Mrs. Flora C. the old adage. And even in that un
fortunate environment known as the
Roosevelt Boom
Peabody of Warren.
almshouse the word of four letters
passion" has been
The first move toward having
Clifford O. Perry is having his an  signifyingto "tender
have Its little chuckle Massachusetts delegates go to the
nual vacation, part of which is being known
The feminine charms of one of the next Democratic national conven
spent in New York
Sunday, July 5, services will begin
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal)
Inmates of the Rockland institution tion pledged to the support of Exthe services for tomorrow will be ap- , in the old church for the summer.
The second annual picnic of the proved so disturbing recently that Gov. Alfred E. Smith of New York propriate for the fifth Sunday after In order to best accommodate the
Knox County Amateurs will be held she was transferred to another insti as a Presidential candidate was made Trinity: Holy Communion at St. John's island people the time of the m orn
tution and the almshouse is now pur this week when a group of prominent
July 12 a t Megunticook Lake.
suing the even tenor of its way.
Democrats filed papers for the or at 7.30; choral eucharist and sermon ing session has been set at 10.30,
ganization of the Alfred E. Smith at 10.30; evensong and sermon at St. Standard time. Since a year ago the
Miss Gladys Oliver has resumed
building has been thoroughly re
The reception accorded to the for President League of Massachu John’s a t 7 p. m.
her duties a t the store of Fuller• • «•
paired and painted outside and in 
Cobb-Davis after enjoying a two steamer North Haven when it docked setts.
side. New chairs for the choir loft
for the first time at the town which
The papers show that Representa
weeks' vacation.
At the First Church of Christ,
is its namesake was very gratifying tive James E. Hagan of Somerville is Scientist, corner of Cedar and Brew have been bought with funds sup
plied by Mrs. Bray of Owl's Head—
The Sunshine Society is invited to to the company, and the story has chairman of the league, with Arthur ster streets, Sunday services are a t funds left in her care from the
meet Monday afternoon with Mrs. been interestingly told by our North D. Healey of Somerville, Representa 10.30 and the subject of the lesson chapel services held years ago a t
Minnie Miles. All who wish to do so Haven correspondent. Mention was tive John A. Jones of Peabody, Rep sermon tomorrow will be "God." Vinalhaven. Evening services will be
aye requested to take a box lunch and accidentally omitted of Charles Buck resentative William H. Doyle of Mal Sunday School is at 11.45. Wednes held in the new church at night at
lin, the chief engineer who went to den, vice chairmen; Arthur Walsh of
remain for a picnic supper.
Nova Scotia after the craft, and su Somerville, secretary, and Miss Mae day evening testimony meeting is the usual hour for the summer, 7
at 7.30. The reading room is located j
The usual rubbish inspection tour perintended the repairs and altera Hagai of Somerville, treasurer, among at 400 Main street, and is open week o'clock standard time, 8 o'clock day
by the fire department members made tions. Mr. Bucklin has been a long the organizers. In his communica days, excepting holidays, from 2 until light. Sunday morning the pastor
will speak upon the theme “Citizen
before the Fourth at the rear of Main time employe of the company, and tion to Secretary Cook, Chairman 5 p. m.
ship."
Hagan says;
street business houses showed ah un loyally devoted to its interests.
•
•
•
•
The finance committee will con
"The Alfred E. Smith for President
usually well kept condition.
The Lockheed Vega airplane in League of Massachusetts for the pur
The subject of the sermon Sunday duct its annual canvas next Monday
July 2 is always a red letter day for which Commander MacMillan and his pose of endeavoring to bring about morning at Littlefield Memorial for financial support of the church
L. W. Benner as it marks the anniver pilot, Charles Rochevillc, are to make the nomination and election of a Church will be “God’s Hand I during the coming year. It is sincere
sary of the opening of his barber their Labrador expedition has been great humanitarian, an able states in History," and Mrs. Clarence Dor ly hoped th a t each one upon the
shop. I t was 53 years ago th a t he carefully dolled up a t the Curtiss. man, a courageous leader, a keen man and Mrs. Grace Fish will render island may feel it a privilege as well
Wright sea base, and will be a Fourth student of politics, a broad-visioned a duet. The junior church will meet as an obligation to support the
first turned the key in the lock.
of July visitor at Wiscasset where In planner, an outstanding Democrat, at 10.30 with Miss Olive Bragg as church and all for which it stands
The absence of McCarty from the dependence Day is to be elaborately and the one who has cemented the superintendent; Sunday School at in ideals, character building and
lineup of the Texacos is accounted celebrated. In the process of over party in Massachusetts and who has 11.45 and Young People at 6.15 Wesley Christian faith in God.
for by the fact that he is having hauling the machine and putting it the utmost confidence in the people Stuart leader. The service at 7.15 will : Mrs. Emery Wooster and daughter
trouble with one of his knees. He is in condition for the long flight Pilot of this State, is hereby formed to be fifth the series, “Pictures That Ida were in Rockland Tuesday.
Among those to attend the medical
an efficient, hard-working outfielder, Rocheville had the valuable assistance bring about the election of delegates Preach." The picture and sermon
of Donald Fogg, young son of Dr. Neil pledged to the support of Alfred E. will concern “Christ and the Rich meeting at Greenville last week was
and a favorite with the fans.
A. Fogg, who is a nephew -of Com Smith for President." .
Young Ruler." There will be a cornet Dr. Daniel Woodman. The return
Harry Mittclle. for a year past m an mander MacMillan. The takeoff for
solo by Norman Crockett. Wesley trip was made with Dr. Ellingwood
ager of the local store of the Eastern Labrador will be made bright and
Stuart will lead the Tuesday night to Rockland, Dr. Woodman arriving
A P PL E T O N R ID G E
in North Haven early Saturday
Furniture Co., leaves tomorrow for early Sunday morning, and the flight
prayer meeting.
will
be
made
In
a
single
hop
if
the
morning on the Morse. _
Manchester, N. H.. having made a
• **•
Rev. and Mrs. L. E. Watson and
weather
conditions
permit
it.
The
Mrs. Daniel Woodman and Arthur,
very pleasant business connection in
son are in Monticello, guests of
The third and last sermon in the and Mrs. Brown and Junior motored
that city. During their residence machine has a cruising radius of 1000 friends for a few days. Miss Doro
series
on
“Angels"
will
be
given
at
miles.
here Mr. and Mrs. Mittelle have made
thy Stackhouse who has been their the First Baptist Church on Sunday to Yarmouth last week, Mrs. Woodman
many friends who regret their de
and A rthur continuing on to Boston.
guest for the past two weeks returned morning.
The subject will be: j They all returned the first of the
Tuesday
afternoon
there
will
be
or
parture. Mr. Mittelle was an active
to
her
home
in
Monticello
with
them.
"Angels,
Their
Relation
To
The
ganized in Rockland a local Chapter
worker in the Forty Club.
Ruth Simmons of Belfast is the Christian Believer." The choir will ' week.
of the Delphian Society under the di
Saturday is the glorious Fourth of
guest
of Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Perry.
sing, “We Praise Thee O God,” JJuly! Let us make it safe and sane.
The American Legion drum corps, rection of Mrs. J. Marden DeShon of
Rev.
Mr.
Smith
superintendent
of
which is to parade Main street the Portland. The Delphian movement the Maine Christian Civic League Heyser, and "For He Shall Give His Over the radio are coming broadcasts
night before the Fourth, will make is based upon the idea of developing spoke a t the Baptist Church Sun Angels," from the Cantata, the 91st warning of peril from the use of
Psalm, Ballard. The church school powder, caps and toy pistols. If
its appearance at 9 o'clock instead of and turning into practical channels day evening.
will meet with classes for all ages at injuries come seek treatment a t on«e,
10 so th a t those who do go to bed the powers of the adult woman's mind
Lawrence
Moody
has
been
ill
noon. The Endeavorers will hold Also come the caution in regard to
early "the night before" may have an whatever her previous training or the past week with intestinal flu.
their meeting at 6.15. The people's fires—one act of carelessness may
opportunity to see and hear it. I This club experience. Being national in
Misses
Alice
ana
Ruth
Moody
were
evening service will open a t 7.30 ■entail great losses.
item is printed for the benefit of scope, avoiding religious and political
those who will receive this paper differences Delphian appeals to the recently guests of relatives in Au (lasts just one hour). The organ,
Everybody In North Haven is busy.
gusta.
progressive American woman who is
*• • •
piano and choir will* lead in the
Friday 1.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earle
Bradford
and
ambitious to have a keener insight
everybody's sing." The choir willI
C hurch Notes
son
of
Augusta
spent
a
few
days
last
sing. “Jesus Lover of My Soul."!
Mike Roman of the New County into, and better understanding and
Monday night the regular business
road cranked his automobile near the appreciation of life and its problems. week a t A. H. and L. N. Moody's.
Schnecker and the mixed quartet
Mrs.
Lilian
Post
and
sons
of
Frank
corner of Main and Park streets Mrs. DeShon, residential secretary for
will present “One Sweetly Solemn meeting of the North Haven Baptist
Thursday afternoon, and all would Portland and vicinity will be present lin, Mass., are visting her parents Thought,” Ambrose. Mr. MacDon Church was held in the study at 7.30,
have gone well had not one of the for this meeting, to be held at 2 Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Proctor.
ald's subject will be “Your Fourth of with a good number present. The
Sunday visitors of Mrs. Elizabeth July." The Daily Vacation Bible treasurer’s report by Deacon C. S.
child passengers thrown the car into o'clock at The Thorndike, when offi
gear. When the machine started for cers will be elected and plans made Stanley and daughter were Mrs. School will begin on Monday a t 9 Staples were read and accepted. It
Josephine Stanley
of
Stockton o'clock. I t will continue each day was voted th at whatever small deficit
ward Roman was pinned between it for meetings in the early fall.
Springs, Mrs. Kate Stanley of Pros from 9 to 11.45, except Saturday. [ might appear at the end of the year
and another car, one of his legs being
“Love 'Em and Leave ’Em,” the big pect, Mrs. Carrie Cousins of Portland The happv prayer and praise service I th at the same be included in the
badly injured.
Broadway success, Is a hilarious, de and Miss Gertrude Stanley of Ston will be held Tuesday evening a t 7.30. budget for the ensuing year. The
finance committee offered through
Reger L. Gowell is acting tem lightful comedy. Appearing in this ington.
its chairm an Mrs Chester Dyer its
porarily as manager of the Rockland play, which will be given next Tues
John
D.
Sloan,
coal
miner
of
Kona,
Roy Miller Is the only pupil at the
report calling for a budget of $4,380,
Tallow’Co., Warren B. G ardner hav day and Wednesday nights at Watts
Lynchburg School, near Girard, 111. Ky., aged 54, Is the father of 34 chil approximately the same as th a t of
ing retired on a pension. Mr. G ard Hall, Thomaston, will be Adelyn
dren.
last year. Attention was called to
ner was manager of this concern 26 Bushnell and Marshall Bradford.
Edmond Bodman has returned to
the fact th a t considering the repairs
years and prior to that had served One of the principal roles will be his ship the U.S.P. Pennsylvania after
made upon the Pulpit Harbor Church
a long time in the same business. He taken by Atwood Levensaler. This a 20-day leave with his parents, Mr.
the finances of the church have come
is widely known in Knox. Lincoln young man has won great success as and Mrs. Charles Bodman.
through remarkably well. At the
and Waldo Counties and enjoyed the the leading man of the Dramatic club
conclusion of the meeting Frank Bev
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
full confidence of the large clientele at the University of Maine, and his
erage in behalf of the church pre
many friends and admirers will now Welcomes contributions from Its read
with which he dealt.
sented to Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse
have the opportunity of seeing him ers upon any subject of public Interest.
COTTAGE at Crescent Beach to let for in a comedy role. From rehearsal re All communications m ust be signed, al
a beautiful basket of flowers as an
though signatures will be withheld upon
season or by month: three sleeping
expression of love and goodwill. S ur
iMOins, on beach, seciuded. Address C O T  ports, a surprisingly brilliant perform request. No attention paid to anony
80*82 ance of Janie, the young sister, will be mous communications.
TAGE, care Courier-Gazette.
prised and deeply moved Mr. Huse
given by Miss Vada Clukey; a per
expressed feelingly gratitude and ap
V IN A L H A V E N A N D
preciation for the gift and all th a t it
formance that could hold its own
represented in generous support and
with that of a professional; and all
ROCKLAND
co-operation in building up the
the other members of the cast are
ST EA M B O A T CO .
giving extraordinarily fine charac
Kingdom of God in North Haven.
terizations. All seats are 50 cents
BOATS
and will be checked a t McDonald's
Between
N O R T H W ALDOBORO
Such good health depends upon
drug store Monday morning.
ROCKLAND
a good spine. Nearly every one is
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington,
Mrs Oraville Shuman who has
Rev. Orville J. Guptill of the Sea nursing some weakness which oc
j been passing a few weeks a t George
Swan’s Island
Coast Mission boat Sunbeam, was casionally develops into a real ill
i Btnner's returned to her home
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
ashore Thursday, wearing a particu ness.
! Tuesday.
larly expansive smile. A Courier-Ga
JULY 1
Not many who go through life
Eva Wright of Lowell, M ass, is
Subjeet lo C hang/ Without Notice zette reporter learned th at the cause in this way realize th a t the cause
visiting her sister Della Bornheimer.
of it was a family reunion which was is the spine, or th a t chiropractic
Rex Prescott of Liberty was a busi
Eastern Standard Time
in prospect for this diligent missioner
ness caller in this place Monday.
at Bar Harbor over the holiday and spinal adjustments will remove
DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTEQ
Mrs, Vina Eugley who has been
weekend. Present on th a t occasion such causes of weakness.
VINALHAVEN LINE
visiting her daughter Mrs. TU.Ima
are four of his children—Philip H..
By my Chiropractic health meth
Hall in Gardiner has returned home
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily ex who is one of the editors of the Syra
od I correct diseases of the eyes,
cept Sunday at 7.00 A. M. and 1.00 P. M. cuse (N. Y.) Post-Dispatch; Lois B.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Morse were in
ears, nose, throat, lungs, heart,
Arriving at Rockland at 8 20 A. M. and
i Rockland Tuesday.
2 20 P M. Returning leaves Rockland at Guptill. who is a teacher in Upper
stomach,
liver,
kidneys,
bowels
and
9 30 A. M and 3 30 P M direct for Vinal Gloucester; Orville, Jr., who is a
Mrs. Alice Morse and daughter
lower organs.
haven, arriving at 10.50 A. M. and 4.50
Mrs. Miles Olidden of Rhode Island
teacher in Oakfields: and Nathaniel,
LIVE POULTRY— EGGS are
P. M.
a t the Morse homestead for a few
Phone 1163 for an appointment.
STONINGTON & SWAN’S ISLAND who resides at home. Philip is ac
Also Dressed Poultry our specialty for
weeks.
companied
by
his
wife,
and
Orville
over
tweiity
years.
Shipments
so
D R . BLAKE B . A N N IS
t
LINE
Sadie McGuerty Is in Union where
licited, highest market prices, prompt
Jr., by his wife and daughter Millireturns, financial responsibility as
Steomer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
she has employment.
C hiropractor
sured. Satisfaction or our shippers
cept Sundays at 600 A. M.. Stonington cent. The Sunbeam’s summer as
Several from Camden attended the
is shown by the fact th a t we re
6 55 North Haven 7.50; due at Rockland signment is to visit the 14 vacation
ceived over 400 coops in one day.
about 9.00 A M. Returning, leaves Rock schools scattered along the coast be
Old Home Sunday service a t the
“Scientific Chiropractic Correctly
Send for testimonials, quotations and
land a t 2 00 P. M ; No-th Haven 3.00,
M. E. Church. A picnic dinner was
tags.
Applied”
Stonington a t 4 00; due to arrive at tween Muscongus Bay and Machias
served in the vestry. Rev. W. D.
Bay. These schools are for children
Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M.
W.
P.
WYMAN
&
CO.
R ock lan d , Me.
Batchelder preached at both morning
4 Fanentl Hall Market Boston, Mass
15 and under, and some have an en 30 H igh S treet
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
72-tf : and ^fternoon services.
tO-tl
rollment as high as 60,

T hat Good H ealth
W hich You W ant

Sherw in -Williams

PAI NJa HEADQUARTE RS
“Specify Sherwin-Williun> Paint and engage
a good painter,”

- C O S T S L E SS on Y O U R H O U S E
T H A N A N Y O T H E R P A IN T
I
[J J

uai

, What will it cost you to paint your
house? That is what concerns you
rather than the cost per gallon.

ba

ic r
u r Pa*nl cost s^ou^ be measured by the
H O U S E P A I N T surface covere(j and years of wear.
SWP House Paint is made from the finest raw materials —
covers half again as much surface as “cheaper” paint and
lasts years longer. For a paint job on your house that neighbors
will envy use Sherwin-Williams SWP House Paint and save
your painting dollars.
Outside Gloss White

Per Gal.......................

S3,50

Regular Colors
Per Gal.

$3.30

TIMELY /WCCErriONf
S-W FLOOR ENAMEL

.95

R a p i d D r y in g

SW
MAR NOT
** J
n
F a,tD ri

A beautiful rapid drying enamel finish
for wood, concrete or linoleum
floors. Per quart...... ...........

jrater-resisting floor varnish made to walk on.
F01- °*k’ *'?ht maple, birch or printed
linoleum. Per quart ...............

$1.25

S-W SHINGLE STAINS servative
For Shingle
;roo,fs Stains. Theyuse
Pre;
prevent
decay and bring out the beauty of the grain of the wood.
Furnished in all the latest shades. Per gallon....................

... _

$ 1 ,5 0

The popular modern
fast - drying home
lacquer. Easily applied. Exquisite colors. Dries while you wait.
. .
Per half pint............................................................................. 0 0

BRUSHING LACQUER

I f your roofs are painted in warm
weather you get a better job and use
less paint.
O ur Ebonol or Liquid R oof Cement at
$1.00 p et gallon and less or larger
quantities is the best paint to use.

W. H.

G LO VER CO.

453 Main Street
Telephone 14
ROCKLAND, MAINE

married
SWEARS-POLK—At Vinalhaven. Ju n e 29.
bv Rev P J. Clifford, George L. Swears i
and Lorna D. Polk, both of Vinalhaven
DEERING-SILVA—At Medford. M ass.
June 27. George William Deering of
Pittsfield. Mass., and Martha Isabel
Silva of Medford, daughter of Mrs
Maude Stone Silva, formerly of Thom aston.
CARLE-LANG—At Rockport, June 25. by
Rev. F. Harold Bickford, Robert Carle,
Jr a»d Miss Helen Lang.
DALEB-DAVIS—At Hartford. Conn.. Ju n e
29. Joseph Daleb and Miss Mildred
Davis.
HOLT-ROBERTSON—At Tenant's Har- ,
bor. July 1. by Rev. F. W Barton. Otis '
Rav Holt and Grace Ruth Robertson,
both of Rockland.
CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our thanks to the
neighbors and friends for sym pathy
shown us during our recent bereave
ment; also for use of cars and beautiful
floral offerings sent.
Mrs H attie Fossett and Mrs. Sarah
Pinkham.
Union, Me.

W H Y H A V E H EADACH ES?
Try the Simple, Safe and Effective

BALLARD'S S S TABLETS
A non-narcotic, non-habil-forming sedative. Relieves all Pains,
Nervousness. Brings refreshing sleep. In a little box, 20 doses 25
cents. Sold everywhere.

JO B

S O U T H A PPLETO N
Several in this locality have started
haying.
Mrs. Lula Williamson of Thom as
ton visited a t her daughter’s last
week.
Mr. an d Mrs. Bryan Clark and
family recently motored to Farm ington, accompanied by Evelyn Philbrook who is to take a summer school
course.
Sylvia Philbrook has been visiting
relatives in this vjpinity for the past
two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kilby and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Keaton of B an
gor were a t the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Philbrook, Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Weymouth
of'Rockland were Sunday visitors at
John Clark's.
Dr. and Mrs. S. C. Pierpont were In
town recently.

1855

1931

E. A . GLIDDEN & C O .
W ald ob oro and R ockland
H ighlands
A r tistic M em orials In S to n e

122S-tf

We make our printing say ‘Hello’
. . . cordially, interestingly, a t
tractively. We make type talk
with ready attention and con
vincing salesmanship. We plan
your printing requirements with
intelligence and economy.

STATIONERY
BOOKLETS
BROCHURES
BROADSIDES
OFFICE AND
FACTORY
FORMS

15he C o u r ie r - G a z e t t e
Rockland, Maine
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b

H O L D Y O U R ST O C K
A dvises C en tral M aine P re si
dent, W h o Tells Stockhold
ers of C onditions

L

QUEBEC’S L A U R E N T IA N NATIO NAL
P A R K RESP LEND A N T SPECTACLE
T O U R IS T S E N J O Y N A T U R E S B O U N T Y I N O N E O R
C O N T IN E N T S B E A U T IF U L SPOTS

9

President Walter S. Wyman of the
Central Maine Power Co. has issued
the following letter to the stock
IO
ii
holders of Central Maine Power Co.:
Since the first of April business
\<NNN15
11
13 w IM
conditions in the State as a whole
lb
appear to have been slowly and
w
steadily improving. The number of
20
17
18
19 L
persons employed has been increas
ing, an occasional new industry has
21
been established and some old ones
have increased their activities. Cen
tral Maine Power Cos output of kilo
watt hours is 50.7 per cent more than
it was in the same period in 1930.
23 2M 25
L
2B 29 30
Quite a good deal of this is due to the
27
new paper mill at Bucksport, but if
we leave th a t out of account, the
32
31
33
output for the three months ending
June 30, has considerably increased.
i5
34
3b
One of the pleasant experiences
■fNCMYTMORENCY PALLS. FQ. A SHORT DISTANCE FROM STC. A N N E DE BEAL/PR E„
which I meet with during this time
WHERE HOMERS CAN B E SEEN AND MIRACLES CONN N O A L L Y HAPPEN/.
of
business
depression
is
the
chance
38
39 W
to observe "how little some of our
laurentidc
n
a
t
io
n
a
l
parr
..
T
he
w
Maine towns appear to be affected
SPORTSMAN'S PLAYGROUND *FQUEBEC.
MO
Ml
by it. If we take the country as a
whole, or even the world as a whole,
there is no doubt but we are going
42
M3
through one of the most serious busi
ness set-backs that has ever been
experienced. Gloom has been so
thick th at one could almost feel it
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont)1 1
in the air, especially in the larger
1-Before
]37-An evergreen tree 16-Temperature
4—To equip, as soldiers 3S-A climbing shrub
cities. Rumors of every kind about
(abbr.)
7-Chief of evil spirits 4O-Fastens
unfortunate and unpleasant events
18-Rub out
8-Kingdom
that were said to be about to happen
41- Wants
20-The
whole
sum
'(
10- Skill
42- Organ of sight
Here Are Some of the Reasons For the Popularity of the New and Greater were prevalent, a great many u n 
23To
pet
^|
11- A month (abbr.)
fortunate and unpleasant things
43-Time period
Sparks Cirrus
24- Pertaining to Asia J
12- Metric land-measure
have happened. Just the other day,
25A
town
on
the
14- Appearing as If
however, I was in one of our medi
VERTICAL
gnawed (bot.)
Danube River la \
um sized Maine towns for a few
TH O RN D IK EV 1LLE
P O R T CLYDE
15- lnsect
1-Greek letter
Wurttemberg
Robert Crabtree is in Squantum, hours. It was really about as pros
A very heavy hail storm visited this
17-Profoundly
2- Scarcely
•26-Weirdly (Scot.) 1
vicinity Saturday afternoon accom Mass., where he has employment for perous a looking place as one could
C A K E LA L /E Y R E , /AY TH E DISTRICT O P
19-Allure
wish for. The streets were full of
3- Entrance
27- A precioos metal *
A ROAD SCENE IN THE DISTRICT OF /P E N T LAORLER.P.Q.^
panied by lightning and thunder. a few weeks.
S T A G A T n E .P Q - >7 /R E A L R E S O R T -SECTION.
21- Narrative
automobiles
and
people,
the
stores
4- Ascended
Au extremely beautiful rainbow fol
28- Sick
<
C.
C.
Childs
and
family
were
Sun
22-Carved Indian pole 5- Modern
seemed to be busy. The houses were
lowed.
29- Approaches
I
day visitors at Raymond Ludwig's, well painted, the lawns cut and there
23- Rest
6- To tangle
High up, set in th e Province of I g ran ites and gneisses o f gorgeous square miles covers a territory in
Rev
Guy
Vannah
supplied
the
pul
Hope
Comer.
27-Canonize
seemed to be a general appearance of
7- A herring like fish 30- Attempt
Q uebec lies t h e Lnurentian coloring are the region’s rich which nature has been particular
pit a t the A. C. Church.Sunday dur
William Lothrop and family went peace, happiness and prosperity. I
31-Dormant
9-To chop into small 32-A small bag for %
National
Park, a resplendant re legacy from the greatest of all ice- ly lavish with h er favors of rivers
ing the absence of the pastor.
carrying money N
Sunday to Crockett’s Point where
33- A pale moth
trea t for jaded n erves.
pieces
sheets, the Laurentides Glacier. and lakes, m ountains and forest
Mrs. Chester Fowles of Augusta they joined the Neighborhood Club talked with some of the people who
33- N. E. State of U. &
34- Man's name (short) 12- Farm animal
Oldest of m ountains, the LaurA n d sunsets, a magical play of abounding in fish and game. A
spent th e past week with her mother from East Union and all enjoyed lived in this town and they said
35- Pertaining to the
entides,
massive,
solid,
hard,
these
13- Self
37-An expression of
“Yes, times are a little hard" but
lig h t an d shadow over wide ex territory through which fine
Mrs. Frank Hopkins.
|
a
picnic
together.
) country
is more grandeur th a n simple panse of forest covered hill and modern macademized roads con
disapproval
)
15-A little island in
really they could not see th a t it
Mrs. Clftra F. Clark has returned
36- Place
beauty in their asp ec t. Hills and d ale; a spectacle worth going far trast strangely; the Province of
Clifford Wellman accompanied by made much difference to them. A
inland waters
3S-Vertly
from a visit in Warren and New
valleys
of superb sculpture, in to see, and, once seen, never to be Quebec contribution, making this
| Lucretia Pushaw, Lester Merrill, few of their people were out of work
Hampshire.
Solution to Previous Puzzle
numerable
beautiful lakes and forgotten.
Abbie
Merrill.
Myrven
Merrill
were
in
fairyland accessible to tourists
but
not
many
and
they
were
looking
Mrs. Maud Anthony has bought
limpid streams, a n d exposed
I ts a re a of thirty seven hundred and sportsmen.
Bluehill
Sunday.
Mrs.
Abbie
Merforward
to
an
event
which
was
to
the house owned by Isidor Gordon,
O
R
F
F
’S
C
O
R
N
E
R
HS500C1
, rill remained with relatives for the take place soon and which they
ITIAIE LJS
and is having repairs made.
□affiQ SH
JB O M 0 a y
The ladies of the Farm Bureau
thought would average up employ
Miss Ruth Gillmore of Everett, 1week.
|AiR[TJiA
were delightfully entertained Friday Mass., is a guest of her aunt Mrs. I Mr. and Mrs. S. P Crabtree were ment conditions in that particular a hundred pupils have b een enrolled who exchanged it for other securities
□ ER,C|
H IT A mB b U R
iRiD MDEDB
T R .T V *-75 E t H d T
at the home of Mrs. W. A. Jackson. E tta Teel.
callers Friday on Jonsie Dunbar of town so they would be about as good for the first year and it is expected offered them by persuasive salesmen
th a t it will attract a g re a t many peo- have regretted that action exceedingThe subject for the day was "Home
H Je R yI v e n u S # a R E A ;
this year as ordinarily.
Miss Phvllis Simmons is in Gor- West Rockport.
pie to this section of the S ta te . Work is ly d u rin g the past year. Let me urge
Furnishings." Wall papers, curtain ham where she will attend summer
[DA5 j T E ° W n L A R E Df
• • • •
Eleanor
Hansel
of
Camden
is
visit
now in progress and th e school will you once more to hold your stock and
materials, color schemes, room ar
ing Ruth and Elsie Crabtree.
This town was not the only one be opened on July 1.
when you have money to invest buy
rangement, etc., were discussed and school.
Rev.
Arthur
Baker
of
Island
Falls
Norfolk
Doughty
has
employment
that I have been in where things
) demonstrated by Miss Lawrence.
During the past week th e re was a morewas calling on friends in town Fri at J. W. Kerley’s. East Union.
seemed to be moving along about as very sharp rise In the p ric e of many
Mrs. Elmer Smith of Lynnfield. day.
.
-----------------Mrs. Ella Bowley of East Union usual.
By NELLIE MAXWELL i
Mass., and Mrs. Henry Meyer and
commodities and in the sto ck market,
OUTLOOK IS PROMISING
Miss Marion Davis was in Quebec spent the past week guest of Mrs. D.
It is true th at there are towns in not only of this country b ut of the
sons
and. Miss’ last week, a delegate from her class' C. Hemenway.
♦F4-F-F-F4-F<-F-F«4-4-4-F4-4-4-F4-«+-H
TI
, Leonard ,and
J? Floyd
?
-'sent Wentworth Advises
Helen Meyer of Dorchester returned ] at the University o{ Maine.
j Mr and Mrs Samuel Aylward and Maine which are very badly h it by whole world. One fin an cial writer (
W hen I h a v e attem pted to
business conditions. I do not be
Poultrymen To House Well Devel
Thursday to their homes after a few
Mr and Mrs. William Merrill and Mrs. Gray of Rockland called at lieve th at they are numerous and I stated today that the r is e in stocks oped Pullets
,Join m y se lf to others by se r v 
days’ visit here.
on the New York S to ck Exchange
ices,
it p roved an In tellectu al
children of Wollaston, Mass., are at Lester MerriTTs Monday evening,
do not believe that the persons liv
Maurice Leonard of Wiley's Corner the home of __
. . . . . . .
trick —no m ore. They e a t y o u r
Mrs. Merrill’s parents.
Muriel Childs enjoyed the company ing in them are feeling as badly which took place in t h e past few __
outlook is very promirservice lik e apples, and lea v e
has been visiting Ralph Jackson for Mr. ancj Mrs. Sherman Benner,
of seven of her little friends, ac- about it as folks that I meet in the days Is the sharpest experienced T h e
you out. B u t love them, and
since 1929. Many people believe that 'Mg fo r the coming fall and winter,
a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Simmons of Wis- I companied by their mothers, on her larger cities.
th ey f e e l y o u and d elig h t In
SO U TH W A L D O B O R O
this reaction which h a s followed and poultrymen of Knox and Lincoln
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Ludwig arrived 1consin are visiting Mrs. Simmons' third birthday anniversary, June 18.
you a ll th e tim e,—Ralph W aldo
Taking the business of the coun
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Robinson and Saturday and are at Mrs. Addle mother Mrs. Jennie Butler.
Games were enjoyed by the little try as a whole, some years are good President Hoover’s suggestion in re- Counties should be sure to house as
E m erson.
Mr. and Mrs. William Shuman of Achorn's for the month. Mrs. Leon
Mrs. Libby Barter of Wallston is folks and ice cream and cake served, and some years are bad with all gard to one year’s m oratorium on In many well developed pullets as pos
ternatlonal
debts
m
arks
th
e
end
of
_
....................
Portland were recently guests at Achorn is also there.
visiting Mrs. Alice Trussell.
Muriel received several pretty gifts. sorts of variations from one ex
Seasonable Good Things
County Agent Wentworth,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Coolbroth of
Mrs. Alice Burrows’.
Rev. John Holman. Mr. and Mrs. The guests included Marietta Crab- treme to the other. During the past the depression, and t h a t from now S!b e ’
/ “'HICKEN is a ment which nearon
the
business
world
will
steadily
T
h
e
hatcheries
report
of
June
first
Mr. and Mrs. J. Percival King and Tenant's Harbor were Sunday visitors Clifton Morse and Mrs. Lucy Mar- tree. Doris Payson, Everett Crabtree, thirty years, it has become my firm 
ly every one likes and we serve
sons Percy and Donald of Rochester, at Albert Elwell's.
1shall attended the Advent confer- Charles Merrifield, Harry Merrifield, ly established opinion that here in improve its conditions. T here seems Indicates that not as many chicks It ns often as the purse will allow.
to be a good deal of foundation for were hatched this year as last. JanuN. Y., arrived a t their summer home.
Mr. and Mrs. Vellis Weaver, daugh- ence Sunday at North Haven.
i Laura Bowley and Lucy Bowley.
For variety try :
Maine we rarely feel either the ex thls and good grounds fo r believing ary was 49,v ,ess Feb 37,, Ifss
The Lindens, Tuesday of last week, ter Frances and Evelyn Ralph spent
Rev. Guy Vannah and family of
-----------------treme depths of depression or the th at we are going to see better times. . .
Chicken Alabama.—Arrange the
’
Their sons Rolf an d Ronald will join Sunday at Cumberland Mills,
Massachusetts have been spending a
S
O
U
T
H
W
A
R
R
E
N
heights of prosperity that come to Some of the shrewdest observers tell M arch 31 less- APrl1 25 < and May pieces of chicken in a baking pan
them later.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Achorn were in few weeks at their cottage at Spruce
as for fricassee. Add water and a
sections of the country.
us th a t we are about to e n te r a period 17 less than Ma>’ 193°Mrs. Herbert Oldis and daughter Damariscotta Saturday.
Point.
i McLellan Gilchrist and daughter other
little butter and cook In a moder
The operation of our new plant a t
Pearl Leonard of Wiley's Corner
Miss Emily Buker has resumed her Mrs. Nellie Benner and Mrs. Frances Bingham was interrupted during the of the greatest prosperity which this T h is will mean fewer pullets to be ate oven, basting every fifteen
Helen of the village visited Mrs. Oldis'
parents Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Winchen- has been spending a few days at Ed duties a t the postofflce after being Foster of Cushing were guests last winter, before the pond was filled by country has ever know n. Here in 1housed next fall.
minutes for an hqur. Add a table
ward Reed's. t
bach last week Wednesday.
confined to her home by illness the Wednesday at Charles Copeland’s,
the soring run-off This SDrina i
T Wel* SitUated t,° bT ' ' Although there are a large numMrs. Adeline Hoch, Miss Alda Hoch past few weeks
l
°
I flt from .wide spread prosperity Our b ir ol cggs in storage_ th e nuniber of spoonful of chopped onion, a teaMr. and Mrs. William Shuman, Mr. and
Katherine
Jordan
of
Rockland
spoonful of salt and pepper to
water came along about the first
Sanford Walter spent Sunday in
Manley Turner of Lincolnville visited last week with her grand- week in April and since th a t time communities have been attracting a cases js about 300.000 less than last taste. Cook another half hour,
and Mrs. Edw. Shuman and Mrs. Gardiner,
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
great deal of attention a s affording year The poultry situation is in a basting often. Serve with hominy
parents Mr. and Mrs M. P. Jordan.
Alice Burrows visited Mr. and Mrs. win Walter and Mr. and Mrs. Sidney visited Herbert Stimpson last week.
the two units which have been in 
William Bradford in East Friendship Walter.
Miss Heien Davis is at Monhegan
Mr. and Mrs. George Lermond and stalled have been in full operation. opportunities for m anufacturing lo- much better condition, the June re and sweet potato croquettes.
cations. I think in the years to come porb being 35,000.000 pounds as comrecently.
Salmon Cream.—Flake one con
The Girls 4-H sewing club had its where she has employment for the son Edwin and Miss Muriel Coffin of We have found it possible to use the the preparation which h a s been done par ecj with 61,000,000 in 1931 and a
of salmon or fresh fish (boiled may
Mrs. Serena Winchenbach has re tour of inspection Tuesday afternoon. summer.
East Waldoboro motored to Beverly, Bingham pond In such a way as to
will
bear
a
great
deal
o
f
fruit
and
fjve
year
average
1924
to
1928
of
be used), season with onion juice,
turned home from Richmond.
Miss Norah Clark has employment Mass., Saturday for a few days'visit store considerable additional water th a t while we may n o t look for any 51 000
In vu.i.Mcmj
company with their leader ___
and
Thomas Creamer and daughter assistant leader, they visited the at Tenants Harbor for the summer. with relatives.
Which would otherwise be wasted, spectacular growth, y e t business in, c le a n range, open air shelters and pepper and salt to taste, fold In
the whites of three eggs, then add
F^ “ C!Srri^ )e^ S h° f_
Mr and Mrs. Albert Jameson and thus benefiting not only ourselves
Jennie of Dutch Neck were Sunday home of each member and were
shown the work accomplished thus
H cottage children of East Friendship were at but all other owners on the Kennebec Maine will go surely a n d steadily jn m any cases iots of milk, will make one cupful of cream whipped. Cook
guests at A. J. G enthner’s.
\ profitable pullets this fall.
In water tw enty minutes. Turn out
o r ffor
n r tthe
ho m
ar
T
h p crirls
ave done
Mrs. Mafy Orne's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. A rthur Silliman of i ffar
year.
The
girls hhave
done a l L a n “ s t n a
river.
I t Is believed th a t this forward.
Your stock in C e n tra l Maine
-----------------of the mold and serve with hol
Jam es Wilson is building an addi
New York have been guests at the excellent work and later a t the local
method of operating the pond will
Mrs.
Annie
Page
and
Mrs.
Rose
Co. has been a good invest- ; An elderly lady was asked what she landaise sauce, using one table
Scofield’s.
I contest an opportunity will be given dition to his garage.
mean the saving of some two or Power
Marshall
called
on
Mrs.
Cleveland
ment for 25 years. I t never had a th o u g h t of modern young men. Her spoonful each of butter and flour
Mrs. Caroline Balano is in Knox
Mrs. Austin Winchenbach visited the public to see what this group
three billion cubic feet of water in better
Burns Friday at Friendship.
opportunity to p rove its worth I reply deserves to be set on record: ! cooked together, add one pint of
Hospital receiving treatment.
has done.
the run of a year. Three billion
Capt.
Allie
Demuth
is
repairing
her parents in B ath Sunday.
At the Baptist Church, Rev. Milton
than In the present depression. A “Why, ther're only carbon copies of boiling w ater and when well cooked
cubic
feet
of
water
is
equivalent
to
his
house
and
also
building
an
addlBert Brazier is driving a new Ford
remove from the fire and add one
■R. Kerr, minister, services Sunday at
very considerable n u m b er of people the nren who existed in my time."
A P PL E T O N
sedan.
3 30. subject. “Religion. What the tion to it. Silas Hyler of Cushing has a foot of water on Moosehead Lake.
tablespoonful of butter, the yolks
Since the cold weather we have
Mrs. Annie Brown of Friendship is
Wild strawberries are so abundant Cost;" music by the girls’ chorus. At | 1he contract.
of four eggs, two tablespoonfuls of
had
a
small
crew
of
men
busy
a
t
visiting at I. E. Wallace's.
that shortcake greets one every day. 7.30. evangelistic song service, a full
tarragon vinegar. Strain and add
M,r - and
°- A, Copeland Mid
Mr. and Mrs. J. Curtis Pitcher of , Abner Grant Jr., is expected to visit half hour of good singing, message by ; mother called on Mr. and Mrs. Bingham cleaning up the construc
one tablespoonful of finely minced
tion work find doing some grading
Milton, Mass., have been guests of , bjs paren4s over the Fourth and his the pastor; 2.30 p. m. Sunday School; ! James Morse in Camden Sunday.
parsley.
on
the
grounds
around
the
station.
their parents
Mr, and jjrs. W. O | sjs(gr Miss Linnibel is to return with Thursday at 7.30, prayer and praise
*- »»Good Will Grange held another of
Entree of Giblets.—Cook thor
Pitcher.
oughly the hearts, livers and giz
birthday suppers last Thursday These men will probably be busy at
! him for a week's visit in Quincy, service, the people's service, choir rethat
work
all
through
this
summer
zards
• of several chickens: chop
hearsal at the close. Strangers and evening. The birthday anniversaries
j Mass.
fine and thicken the broth, add sea
the following occur in June and and a part of 1932.
Prof and Mrs. M. H. Elliot are home visitors are cordially invited and will
July: S. H. Creighton, Edwin Vose,
sonings, onion juice, lemon juice,
OUR J U N IO R PUZZLE {for their summer vacation from Har- receive a welcome.
Cora Jones, Jerry Libby, Maurice
some chopped mushrooms and a
1vard and with Mrs. Elliot’s mother,
The water In the Bingham dam is
little tabasco sauce. Put Into
Borneman, Florence Whitehill, Jesse
Grace Marsh and Miss Sophie
ramekins and cover with buttered
Mills, Mabel Mills, Gertrude Hahfi 135 feet above the water below It.
R a d io Rom eo, J u lie t
j Perry of San Francisco, Calif., were
All the logs and pulp wood which
crumbs; bake ten minutes and
and Ray Simmons.
1at Abner Grant's Thursday. Miss
serve when the crumbs are brown.
M. P. Jordan and George Mont come down the Kennebec river have
Perry is a teacher in the public
Veal may be added to extend tne
gomery left on the boat Saturday to be passed over this dam. The
[ schools in San Francisco and has
quantity of this dish without losing
night for Providence where they logway which we built was more or
been employed in one school for a
any of Its attractiveness.
less an experiment In design.
It
have employment.
period of nine years. This is her first
Shrimp Tardo.—Take one can of
Children's Night will be observed was Important to build a logway
| trip east of the Rockies.
shrimps, one cupful each of cooked
which
would
pass
the
wood
and
logs
tonight,
Thursday,
at
the
Grange.
Frank D. McCorrison is visiting his
rice and thick cream, one table
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Bucklin, Mr. with the smallest possible amount of
daughter and family in Middlebury,
spoonful each of melted butter and
water
as
of
course
the
water
which
and
Mrs.
Frank
Page
and
Mrs,
Vt. The daughter’s husband helps to
grated onion, three-fourths of a i
is
used
in
this
way
is
not
available
Amanda
Grafton
motored
to
Bangor
train Uncle Sam's Morgan horses
tablespoonful of Worcestershire ’
! Sunday and visited Mrs. James for the station generators. A large
there at the U.S.M.H. Farm.
sauce and one-third of a cupful of
part
of
the
drive
for
this
year
has
Packard
Mrs.
Grafton
will
remain
The Pentecostal Union closed Sun
tomato catsup. Melt the butter,
there for an indefinite visit with her now gone past the dam and, so far
day evening, the house being packed,
fry the onion, add the shrimps,
as
we
are
able
to
determine,
the
log
daughter
Mrs.
Packard.
and all day Sunday all standing room
rice, sauce and catsup. Bake twen
way
has
worked
perfectly
I
t
uses
Charles
Maxey
was
taken
to
Knox
Staken. Delegates from Aroostook,
ty minutes.
very
little
water
and
gets
the
wood
Hospital
Sunday
night
suffering
from
JWaldo, Lincoln and many other
<©. 1930, Western Newspaper Union.)
and
logs
safely
into
the
river
below.
appendicitis.
counties in the State were present,
The
company
provided
a
100
horse
Capt.
Allie
Demuth
left
Sunday
■and several from Boston, Portland,
night for a week's business trip to power boat In this pond for use by
New Jersey and Connecticut, and
the Log Driving Co. in getting the
j New York and Boston.
i Mrs. Gibson with students from the
Capt. Alton Chadwick of Thomas logs through the mill pond. As the
Bible Institute, Providence, R. I.
ton is painting the buildings of W. pond Is about 12 miles long, In places
■The students furnished the music.
150 feet deep and a mile wide it was
K. Jordan.
About 500 plates were served to visit
Mrs. Minnie Ludwig and grandson thought th a t there would be very
ors a t the Valley House from Friof Thomaston and Mrs. O. A. Cope- little current and therefore consid
i day to Monday morning. Deputy
! land and mother were visitors Wed erable difficulty in getting the logs
Sheriff and Mrs. Webster of SearsThe Noblesse p a tte rn in Community china and silverware shows
nesday on Mrs. Addle Norwood and through the pond and that most of
! port were in full charge and everythe possibilities of harmony in table settings. The simplicity cf design
SALAD DRESSING
them would have to be towed. I t
j Mrs. Mabel Mills In Warren.
i thing went like clockwork, all ex
plus its close unity of pattern lends an air of discreet good taste, so
Mrs. Alice Spear of Rockport called was found necessary to tow some of
penses being paid in full with a bal
invaluable to gracious entertaining.
! on old friends in this place Sunday. them but a great many of them were
ance in favor of the Union. A new
driven down by the wind and the ex
Chevrolet car given to Rev. and Mrs.
By Betty B axter
isting current.
Sweeney, State evangelist, was dediW E S T LINCOLNVILLE
ULIA SANDERSON and Frank
A great many people are comment
| cated and presented to them at the
Crumit, in one of their best re
entirely new expression of perfect complement to your decor
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Libby were ing about the beauty of the drive
close of the afternoon meeting.
membered stage poses. It was In in North Appleton Sunday to visit along th e state road above the dam
the trend for harm ony in table ative scheme. The Grosvenor pat
Evangelist Seaman remains and will such a balcony as this, not uniike ■Mrs.
Libby’s parents Mr. and Mrs. During the summer the company will
decoration Is found in the new te rn represents yet another taste.
hold services each Sunday afternoon the famed balcony in Shakespeare’s , Charles Plummer.
A delicate Adam design is etched
have
occasional
pieces
of
timber
be
Why suffer tortures from Rheu
china and silver in matching de in color on fine white china for the
I and evening.
‘‘Romeo and Juliet”, th at Frank
Maynard Wiley of Atlantic, Mass., tween the road and the river cut
' IN T H E JUNGLES. <
matism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscu
signs which have ju s t appeared in hostess who wishes to express an
first sang “Sweet Lady” to Julia, arrived Monday for a brief visit with away so th at a more complete view
lar Lameness, Sprains and Bruises
Johnson: "Isn't th a t tall dark man in the musical comedy "Tan
jewelry stores.
Here is an exciting picture!
old
world
dignity.
The
silver
comes
whsn
his mother Mrs. Nellie Wiley and of the lake may be had.
Since
the
average
hostess
cannot
gerine.” That was the beginning family.
An African boy is running away ! with the big feet your eye doctor?”
also in these three designs.
One new development which oc
Perkins: "I thought so till I got his of the team of Crumit-Sanderson.
afford a different s e t of china and
It Is this careful choice of table
from 'som ething and he looks
METHYL BALM
J. A. Brown of Camden with his curred this spring Is the construction
bill He's a skin specialist."
silver
for
each
occasion,
the
Com
Now
they’re
perhaps
the
best
appointments, which makes the
mighty scared, too. If you w ant
| crew of workmen is cutting the hay of the Eastern Music Camp on the
will bring almost Instant rallafT
munity
sets
have
b
een
designed
to
known
team
in
radio,
starring
guest feel that he is not just eating
on the J. F. Wiley estate this week.
shores of the Messaloriskee Lake a
to see w hat lurks up in the
harmonize with m any types of dec but is “dining” in the best sense of
tw ice weekly on the Blackstone
A scientifically compounded ex
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Allen, Miss little way below Oakland. This will
branches of th e tree to pounce
oration. The Noblesse pattern has the word. Against this background
Plantation Program. During the Doris Allen and friends of Belfast be the second music camp of Its
ternal application that should ba
DR.
ETHEL
H
.
CRIE
oil the hapless youth, take your
a dignified simplicity which makes of simple correctness the hostess
summ er months they will feature visited Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Allen kind to be built In the country. The
in every horns. 8old only at
O steopathic Physician
pencil and jo in all the numbered
a charming background for the may, if she wishes, display her in
such famous songs by Crumit as Sunday.
first
was
in
Michigan
and
has
been
Johnston’s Drug Store
dots together, starting with dot Free Children’s Clinic 9.00 to 10.00, “The Gay Caballero”, and “Sweet
formal dinner or luncheon.
dividuality in a striking centervery successful Indeed. A great many
Every Saturday Morning
I^ady”, the latter which he wrote.
mFS' ReX
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
number one a n d ending with dot
ilf the tone of your home is mod piece or in lighting effects. The
prominent
musicians
and
teachers
of
Office Phone 136—Residence 83
incidentally, In honor of the merry | daaBhter ° { Texas arrived Saturday
Sent Poet Paid on receipt of prioa
number fifty-four. I would be a
ern, the Deauville p attern with Its whole is knit together by the unify
music
In
the
East
have
become
Inter
.
n
7
7
I
and
are
occupyng
the
Eugley
cottage
MAIN STREET,
THOMASTON
71 cents
design in silver triangles is the ing china and silver.
bit frightened, too. wouldn’t yon?
ested In this camp. Something over
for the summer.

o
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A . L o o k

in to

ik e
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F u tu re

S u p p ose a crystal g a zer, gifted w ith the power to lay the future before our eyes, parts the curtains and gives us a glim pse into
th e future—
B e fo r e our eyes u n fo ld s a picture o f CO NTINUED and INCREASING prosperity for our America— already the m ost prosperous
n a tio n in the w o r ld !
A n increase o f m illio n s of p op u lation in the U n ited States.
Transportation sy ste m s developed to such a d egree that distant rural sections becom e easily accessible suburbs.
Industry, decen tralized from th e f e w congested areas, follow ing the present trend toward the sm aller community, closer to raw
m aterial, lower overh ead , ideal lab or conditions.
A healthier, h ap p ier race, w orking shorter hours, taking full value of play hours, yet producing MORE in the shorter working tim e
b eca u se of in creased efficiency o f labor and m achinery.
But enough o f the general— th e picture chan ges, and in it place w e see the future of OUR O W N COM M UNITY!
O pportunities h a v e been grasped, possibilities realized . Ear’, sees the result of having done his part. WE H A V E BECOME
T H E O NE O U T ST A N D IN G T O W N IN TEN W IT H EVEN /
REATER GOAL BEFO RE US!
W e h ave M ADE p e o p le like u s; trade with us; liv e with us
N ot just through H A PPEN STA N C E, but because w e have m ade
O U R town a b etter place in w h ic h to live than other towns I a te r schools; better churches; better h ealth conditions; better w ork
in g conditions; w e have made O U R town m ore beautiful, -r.d have given it a m ore pleasant personality!
W e have made it a BETTER BU SIN E SS T O W N because we have m ade people lik e to come to d o business w ith us. And w e
h a v e grasped our opportunities as they have b een presented to us, and have m ade our town a good place to earn a living in by
b rin gin g industry to it, and by expanding our trad e radius.
T hrough our sc h o o ls, churches, c lu b s and business organ?
ions, w e have perfected our present policy o f making those living o u t
sid e our corporate lim its FEEL T H E Y ARE A P A R T O ' JU R TO W N, by joining w ith us in our every community activity.
P roperty values in creased— b u sin ess better— population
ubled.
Com m unity detrim en ts rem oved; community possibilities mproved!
H ea lth , wealth, prosperity for a ll, because w e a ll did our part!
A n d from the in spiration of th is fleeting glim pse into our future w e turn to TO D A Y and DO our part in the fulfillm ent or this
fu tu re for our com m unity!
The past, th e present, and the fu tu re ! W e have reviewed the past of our community with
respect a n d reverence fo r the pioneers of this com m unity; w e have safeguarded th e pres
ent w ith a sincere study and survey of community conditions and problems; N O W
LET US S A F E G U A R D O U R F U T U R E by D O IN G our part of m aking OUR community
TH E ONE IN TEN

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PERRY’S LAUNDRY
IVORY S O A P EXCLUSIVELY
578 MAIN STREET

M. B. & C. 0 . PERRY
FUEL AND GROCERIES
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND

D YER’S GARAGE
DO DG E SALES & SERVICE
DRINK “H O W D Y” A N D SMILE

THE THORNDIKE

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.
PARK STREET

HOTEL ROCKLAND

ROCKLAND

T. F. KEATING, Prop.

A ROCKLAND PRODUCT

HAVENER’S FINE SODAS
741 MAIN STREET

M cDOUGALL-LADD CO.
INSURANCE

K nox C ounty M otor S a les Co.
Authorized Dealers in

F O R D PRODUCTS

A . C. McLoon & Co.

EOOST FO R Y O U R HOM E TOW N
AND EAT

“HOME TO W N B R E A D ”
IT IS THE BEST

M oody’s Gas & Oil Station
Gulf Products Exclusively
Try Our Fuel Oil for Economy

MUNSEY MOTOR C O .
Fuel and Furnace Oil Our Specialty
ROCKLAND, MAINE

c

ST. CLAIR & ALLEN

LAWRENCE PACKING CO.

Agents for The Texaco Co.

Manufacturers and Jobber* of

G. A. LAWRENCE

FIREPROOF GARAGE

TEL. 646-W

ROCKLAND

W. H. GLENDENNING

VEAZIE HARDW ARE CO.

Central M aine P ow er C om pany
NORTH NATIONAL BA N K

FINE CO NFECTIONERY

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

C. M . BLAKE

CRIE HARDW ARE CO.

ANTIQUES, W A L L PA PE R , PAINT

SECURITY TRUST COM PANY

CUTLER-COOK C O .

ROCKLAND, MAINE
W arren, Vinalhaven, Rockport, Union, Camden

ROCKLAND, MAINE

SHELDON’S DRUG STORE

ROCKLAND

LOBSTERS
FURNACES CLEANED AND REPAIRED
Tanks and Sheet Metal Workers
Locks Repaired and Keys Made

"GREGORY’S”
“G O O D CLOTHES”

Rock. M arble & G ranite W orks

ALFRED P. CONDON
TEL. 966

CAMDEN

THURSTON OIL CO.

w dm

75 PARK STREET

15 HIGH STREET

ROCKLAND

TH E REXALL STORE

444 MAIN ST.

THE FLINT BAKERY

TEL. 727

TAVERN STUDIO
Antiques Bought and Sold

THE SPECIALTY S H O P
COR. MAIN & ELM STS. TEL. 288

KNOX COUNTY’S HOME NEWSPAPER
ROCKLAND, MAINE

LIVINGSTON MFG. CO.

KNOWLTON’S MARKET

W . H . GLOVER & CO.

FREEMAN S. YOUNG

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

REAL ESTATE

ROCKLAND

THE CORNER DRUG STORE, Inc.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

R ockland & R ockport Lime Corp

I. L. SNOW CO.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

M ARINE RAILW AYS

I

* 4h| h| h| i4h| h| i4|»* •?.•>

** 4*++

COR. MAIN & PARK STS.
ROCKLAND
Established 1868 Incorporated 1926

ROCKLAND PH AR M A CY CORP.
COR. MAIN & LIMEROCK STS.

ROCKLAND

THOM ASTON
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Page Six
DEERING-SILVA

TREE THAT HAS
ALTERED MAPS

NEWINSTRUMENTMEASURES
WITHIN .00004 OF AN INCH

Probate N oti c e s __

IJn Everybody’s Column

;

W ANTED

;

FOR SALE

!

SITUATIONS

I

STATE OF MAINE
I Advertisements In th is column not to
Ancestors of the Bride Are WellFrancis Tillson is at home for a
To all persons Interested In either of exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
*> .*.
*•*
I?
Known
Thomaston
People
cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
few days. He is a member of one of i
the estates hereinafter named:
| lines 5- cents each for
- one time. 10 cents
EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER and
EXPERIENCED COOK wanted Imme
the bridge crews of the Highway Com- ,
—
.
I
__ position forenoons.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, for three times. Six words make a line. diately. Anplv PARK STREET CAFE. 71 typist would like
mission There are several bridges
The wedding story printed below is
care Courier-Gazette.
Park St. Manley T. Perry, Prop.
78-80 Write J. M
Optical Coincidence Guage of High In and for the County of Knox, on the
79-81
to be repaired, the first one at Ells- taken from the Medford .Mass,. ;
YOUNG MAN desires a comfortable.
16th
day
of
June
in
the
year
of
our
Lord
Accuracy Perfected by Govworth
i Mercury. The bride is a daughter of
fairly large, well furnished room, cen- J WORK wanted—I need work badly—
one
thousand
nine
hundred
and
thirtyI
trally located. Must be warm during wlu do anything, go anywhere, drive car
Mrs. Charles Mclnnes and daughter Mrs. Maude Stone Silvia, native of
ernment Expert.
winter. Address ROOM, care COURIER- or truck. L. F. E.. care this office.
one and by adjournm ent from day to
Marian have opened their summer , Thomaston, and Mr. and Mrs. Gilman C inchona, Source of Q u i
78*80
79*81
GAZETTE.
day from the 16th day of said June the ,
Washington.—A new instrument following matters having been presented
home on Beechwoods street.
D. Stone of 30 Beechwoods street are
MRS.
W
A.
FIFIELD
Is
still
taking
IMMIGRATION
AND
CUSTOM
Inspec
p
••• ••• «•*•♦•••• •«. ■». *•> ••• •••
nine, H as Given 300 Y ea rs
which makes measurements so ac for the action thereupon hereinafter In- i $
orders for doughnuts, chocolate, mo tors. Men 21 to 45. Salary to start $175
The Thomaston ball team has ' her grandparents., . ,
lasses and plain sugar. 98 CEDAR ST per month. Common education suffi
curately th a t it is apt to be out dtcated it Is hereby Ordered:
emerged from its eclipse, the score a t !
' *
SMALL TENDER picked up adrift Tel. 978-W.
o
f
Service
to
Man.
78-80 cient. We coach you. Write giving age
That notice thereof be given to a l l 1Ju n e 14. CHARLES H. BEVERAGE.
not more than four hundred-thou
Camden Thursday being. Camden 6 .1 A pretty wedding occurred Satpresent employment. Write B. G..
FULL SHAGGY KITTENS wanted, and
Interested, by causing a copy of North Haven, Me.. R. F. D.. Box 44.
--------- 79*81
sandths (.00004) of an inch one oersons
Thomaston 12.
urday evening June 27. in the First
order to be published three weeks
e
78*80 three months old or older. Write sex care Courier-Gazette.__
way or the other and does it with this
Washington. — Cinchona, source
Edwin Lynch and family have re- , Universalist Church. Medford when
end
color.
BAY
VIEW
FARM,
North
NORWEGIAN
GIRL desires waitress
successively In The Courier-Gazette, a
Haven, Me.
77*82 work for the summer. TEL. 972-R
out touching the parts being newspaper published at Rockland in said
of quinine, whose 300 years of
turned from two weeks’ vacation spent , Miss Martha Isabel Silva, daughter
78*80
that they mav appear at a Pro- j B* ••• ••• ••• •••••> ••• *•»■••••• ••• ••• ••• IP
gunged, has been developed by Dr. County
KITCHEN GIRL wanted at once at
at Long Island, N. Y„ and M aple-| of Mrs. Maude Stone Silva of 221 service to civilized man w as re
bate Court to be held at said Rockland. |
PARK STREET CAFE, Manley T. Perry. WORK IN TEA ROOM, Gift Shop or
I.
C.
Gardner
of
the
United
States
cently
celebrated,
has
probably
Carolina
street,
Medford,
was
united
on the 21st day of July A. D. 1931. at
wood, N. J.
Prop._________________ __________80-82 store wanted by young lady witn expeeight o’clock in the forenoon, and be
bureau of standards here.
At Mie Baptist Church Sunday the in marriage to George William Deer- J done more than any other tree to
ANTIQUES of all kinds wanted—to buy I iieuce. TEL. 199.________________
heard thereon If they see cause.
It
is
called
an
optical
coinci
change
the
map
of
the
world,
ac
ing,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edwin
Deer
services will be: Sunday school 9.45:
hooked rugs, glassware, old bottles, h a ir-1 YOUNG GIRL wants position as
EMMA E. PERKINS, late of Warren. I
dence
gunge.
One
eyepiece
which
cording
to
a
bulletin
from
th
e
Na
cloth
furniture, old books and pictures, mother's helper or to care lor children,
ing
of
59
Elizabeth
street.
Pittsfield.
J
morning worship, 11; the pastor's
Will and Petition for Probate
TEL. 45-X.
80*It
will magnify 85 diameters, prisms deceased.
thereof, asking th a t the same may be [ TWO TENEMENT HOUSE for sale, at jewelry. KAY TURNER, Thomaston.
topic. "Forces T hat Make For Ameri The Rev. Robert A. Nunn of th e ' tional Geographic society.
to change the direction of sight proved and allowed and that letters tes 94-96 Mechanic St. Must be sold to -------------------------------------------------- 'JL5! CAPABLE- WOMAN wanted for general
"The bark of this once unknown
can Greatness.” At 7 p m.. topic. church officiated and the double ring
tamentary
Issued
to
Emerson
Oran
I
LAW’N
MOWERS
to
sharpen
and
re
estate. A. K. WALKER, Rockport
housework. TEL. 367-21.___________80-82
and adjusting lens make tip tills Perkins of Warren, he being the Exr. j settle
service was used. The church was tree th a t grew wild in the forests
"Restless Rest."
Tel. 8812 Camden.
79-84 pair. Prompt service. Will call for and
STUDENT desires position*
novel instrument.
named in said will without bond.
deliver. CRIE HARDWARE CO. Tel.fifi.tf
791 1 forCOLLEGE
Mrs. Henry B. Bryant who has been beautifully decorated with cedar trees. , of South America has made habita
FARMS
from
one
acre
to
170
for
sale.
summer as clerk, cashier or office girl.
The operator looks Into the eye
Rockland.
ble to white men thousands of trop
ESTHER PERRIN, late
de farms to a ranch. Terms to
“AVa of Warren,
; --- Chicken
_ _ _ TEL. 190-13 Thomaston.___________ 80*82
visiting friends in Brockton. Mass, palms, ferns and cut flowers.
piece, focuses it, by careful ad ceased. Will and Petition for Probate satisfy you, or will exchange for other
The bride was gowned in white ical areas that formerly were
and New York for several weeks, re
I I CAN U SEthrce more men or women
thereof, asking th a t the same may be property.
GEORGE
M. SIMMONS
GEO
justment makes two points, the proved
on mv sales force In Knox County. Write
and allowed and that letters tes Rockland. Tel. 4
turned Thursday. Miss White of satin with a veil of rose-point lace J death traps,” says the bulletin.
78-83
distance
between
which
is
being
S. W.'BRADFORD, Dlst. Sales Mgr. Shaw"The
powerful
enemy
th
a
t
cin
tamentary
Issued
to
Charles
Perrin,
of
Brockton accompanied her for a visit. and tulle and cap of lace fastened
I
HAVE
LISTED
fine
house
values
in
nessy Co., Friendship.__________ 78*80
measured, appear to be in almost Warren, he being the Exr. named in said all parts of the city. Some especially
The Baptist Sunday school will pic with orange blossoms and pearls, chona fights so successfully is
will
without
bond.
LADY WOULD LIKE POSITION as
the
same
spot.
malaria.
Before
the
discovery
of
good
buys
in
the
better
houses.
I
have
nic at Oakland next week, the day to bride’s roses and lilies of the valley.
housekeeper or would take Invalid home.
ELLA C. CUSHING, late of Boston, several fine pieces of business property,
He then reads on a scale the dis deceased,
259 TALBOT AVE.. City.___________ 78-80
exemplified copy of the will farms, cottages, etc. Cottage to let for
be decided by the school next Sunday. She carried a shower bouquet of ■ cinchona and its action, little could
tance between these spots accu and probate thereof, together with a I season at Ginn's Point. T. J. FOLEY.
YOUNG MAN desires position as truck
WORK HORSE, Yankee rake, mowing
All children under 15 years will go She was given in marriage by her be done to combat ‘ague,’ ‘m arsh
rate within four hundred-thou petition for Probate of Foreign Will, Phone 862-W
75-80 machine hay rack, nice set of double driver or private chauffeur. Familiar
free; all others 20 cents for the round eldest brother, Raymond M. Silva of fever,’ and ‘Jungle fever,’ as ma
asking that the copy of said will mav be
with all makes of cars. Can be reached
sandths
of
an
inch.
The
instru
harness.
Apply
to
WILLIAM
DONOHUE.
laria
was
called.
It
attacked
tens
FARM
for
sale,
about
55
acres.
Good
allowed, filed and recorded in the Pro
Medford Hillside. The flower girl
trip. Special car.
' 78-80
ment is so ruggedly constructed bate
utitc Court
w utv m
/ji County, and th a t . buildings, house, barn, garage. Plenty Rockland. Tel. 527-M.____________ 79-81 , by Tel. 277-W.
of* ouk
Knox
Robert Creighton will motor home was little Miss Natalie Adams o f , of millions of persons in the trop
hard and soft wood, pasture and
HARD AND SOFT WOOD for sale, j POSITION DESIRED TO WORK as
and so easy to operate that such letters testamentary be issued to Carl W. of
ics
and
the
warmer
and
moist
re
Friday night to spend the holiday. Pittsfield, d niece of the groom, j
of Boston. Mass., he being the fields; 2Smiles from Thomaston Prison, fitted, mill slabs 4 ft. and fitted; lumber Mother's Helper" or caring for children
accuracy is reached in routine Moffitt,
executor named in said will without on Cushing road. Small amount down, and trap stock, price reasonable; prompt through summdr vacation. Address
He will have as passengers Mrs. Stonie She wore a frock of pink point ed'- ' gions of the temperate zones, and
balance on rent plan. Price $1550. V. F. delivery. RALPH E. CLINE. Spruce Head MARY F. SLEEPER, South Thomaston.
measurements.
caused
millions
of
deaths.
It
Is
bond.
W. Jameson of Boston who is coming esprit and she scattered rose petals believed by some historians that
71-tf Tel. 58-13._______________________ 79-tf j Me.
'
77-tf
One application of this long dis
JOHN H ROSS, late of Hingham. Mass., STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080.
to spend several weeks in Camden in the pathway of the bride. The
SEVEN ROOM house, four acres land,
FRESH JERSEY COW AND CALF, good
tance measuring is the finding of deceased, exemplified copy of the will and
malaria,
nurtured
in
the
marshes
and Thomaston; and Miss Mabelle matron of honor. Mrs. Leita M. Lind of th e Campagna, had an impor
thereof, together with a pe for sale, also 6 room bungalow. 6 room milker MRS. WILLIAM BLAKE. R. D. 1.
the exact size of a piece of casting probate
tition for Probate of Foreign Will, ask house, farms, summer cottages, building Box 101. City. Phone 263-3.____
79*81 ]
Brown of Portsmouth. N. H„ who w.ll sey of Medford, a shchoolmate of
which has ju st been poured from ing that the
tant
p
art
In
bringing
about
the
fall
V..V copy w.
of ——
said will
..........—
may be , lots and general real estate service ol
LARGE LOT OF LAND and small house
spend the holiday.
the bride, wore turquoise blue point
molten m etal and before it has allowed, filed and recorded in the Pro- ; nil kinds. ROBERT U. COLLINS, 375 not
of
Rome.
entirely
finished,
to
be
sold
at
a
bar
Mr. and Mrs Donald Robbins a r d'esprit and carried a bouquet of
bate Court of Knox County, and th a t Main St.. Rockland. Me. Tel. 77.
66-tJ gain. ERNEST C. DAVIS, Fuller-Cobbcooled enough to be touched.
'•In Greece, too, this energy-sap
letters testam entary be issued to Thorrived Friday morning and are a t the Talisman roses.
)l» .«.
FOR
SALE—Penobscot
Bay
farms
anc
Da
vis,__________________________
79-81
If the optical guage Is fitted with vald S. Ross, and Harold S. Ross, both
ping disease is supposed to have
for sale and rent, attractive
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Moody.
The four bridesmaids were Miss I played an Insidious ro le; and
FURNISHED APARTMENT to let. at
HORSE RAKE; will trade for wood,
a periscope system, measurements of Hingham. Mass., they beine the cottages
prices,
ideal
loactlons.
tea
houses,
and
Executors named in said will without shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast liens or anything. C. F. PRESCOTT. 29 16 Summer St. Adults only. Apply to
High street.
Dorothy V. Llovd of Meredith, N. H.. there are sortie who explain the
can be made far in the Interior of bond.
MRS.
CRIE.______________________ 79*81
Dr. Harry Elliot and family of Salem Miss Marguerite Sargent of Melrose passing of the mysterious Maya
Maine.
66-tf Prescott St. Tel. 76-J.____________ 78*80
hollow castings where it would b e
ESTATE MARY E BANKS, late of
THREE FURNISHED rooms to let for
—NEW MILCH Guernsey cow and calf
arrived in town Tuesday They will Highlands, both of whom were class-, civilization of Central America as
impossible or very difficult to take Avon. Norfolk County. Mass., deceased.
for sale HERMAN L. ALTO. Mt. Pleasant light housekeeping, with use of bath s
spend the month of July a t the mates of the bride at Lesley Normal a surrender to the Joint attacks
road. West Rockport. Inquire at 6 p. m. BAY VIEW SQUARE. Tel. 459-J. 79*81
a mechanical measuring instru Petition for Administration, asking th a t ,
Priscilla G. Fenner, of Brockton. Mass.. :
doctor's cottage in Cushing.
________________________________
78*80
School of Cambridge; and Miss Eliza of malaria and yellow fever.
FIVE ROOM TENEMENT to let on
ment
or some other suitable person be a p 
Miss H arriet Burgess is at home beth Slocomb cf Malden, a teacher !
PONY for sale, good size, carriage, Court St. All modern improvements.
Even the thickness of a coat of pointed Admx. w ithout bond.
ERNEST
C. DAVIS._______________ 78-tf
sleigh,
harness,
saddle.
J.
P.
TUCKER.
Malaria Dangerous Enemy,
for a few days from her duties in the at Medford Hillsode. and Mrs. Edna
paint can readily be found with
ESTATE KATHERINE MATHER, late
Wiscasset, Me.
x
78*83
SMALL furnished sleeping room to let.
office of The Courier-Gazette.
Tuttle Nussey of Braintree, an inti
the new optical guage. The diam of Rockland, deceased. Petition for Li
“I t was when the white men
TWO SMALL BUILDINGS for sale. Call at 24 FRANKLIN ST. or Tel. 1074-J.
to Sell Real Estate, situated In
Mr. and Mrs. James Carney have mate friend of the bride. All the at began to live in the tropical coun
eter of a precision grinding wheel cense
78-80
15x20 and 9x12. C. G. HOYT. South
Rockland, and fully described In said
If you have a cottage to let or
been entertaining his sister. Mrs. ?.I tendants wore gowns of peach point ' tries that they came to realize that
Union.__________________________ 78-tf
or lathe can afco he accurately de netitlon filed bv Gilford B. Butler, of , desire
FURNISHED APARTMENT of three
summer
boarders
advertise
the
A. Kyle of Marlboro, and Mr. and d'esprit and they carried old-fash-1 m alaria (or the various aliases un
South
Thomaston.
Exr.
termined without stopipng the m a
TWENTY-TWO VOLUMES Kipling. Il rooms to let a t 49 Pleasant St., adults
fact In this paper where thousands
Mrs. Harold Kyle of Brookline. Mass., ioned bouquets.
lustrated. gilt top. cloth binding, perfect only. LILLIAN BICKNELL, 82 Llmerock
ESTATE MARY C. HALL, late of Rock- | will read of it.
chine.
der which is passed) was an ex
condition; 24 volumes Waverly Novels, St.______________________________ 78*80
land,
deceased.
Petition
for
Confirma
the pas. week.
Attending the groom as best man ceedingly dangerous enemy. Many
tion of Trustee, asking that the City of i FURNISHED COTTAGES to let at cloth, good condition; 9 volumes Irvings'
FURNISHED APARTMENT of 2 rooms
“Love 'Em and Leave 'Em." the was his brother. Edwin W. Deering of of th e earlv colonists in Mexico,
Rockland, be confirmed as trustee of Waterman’s Beach to accommodate large Works, leather. Bargain for a book- and priv ate bath to let. at 192 LIMEWe L ack Humor, Says
play to be presented at W atts hall Miami. Fla. The ushers were Geof Central and South America, India
certain estate given in trust for the or small families, by week or month, or lover FRED W. WIGHT, 13 Claremont ROCK ST. Tel. 600 or 211-M.______ 77-tf
benefit of the J. Fred Hall lot in Achorn whole season. Prices reasonable. Quiet, St. Tel. 1005-M._________________ 78-80
by Adelyn Bushnell and local players frey H. Houlder, a friend of the and the East Indies died of the
FIVE ROOM apartm ent to let. upstairs.
pleasant, private locations. P. O. ad
G eorgia Woma S o lo n Cemetery.
PLENTY OF PEAS for sale and other Orient
is a merry character comedy bound groom. Ralph O. Silva, a brother of disease. And then the tropics at
newly renovated. Inquire
E V. SHEA. South Thomaston. Me. vegetables
ESTATE FREDERICK G SNOW late of dress
in season. H. E. BOWDEN. LOUISE St.,WILLIAMS
Atlanta, Ga.—Letters by the Rockland,
or NELSON B.
Tel.
853-11
Rockland._____________
79-81
to please all who like mirthful en he bride, both of Medford: Thomas least partially squared th eir debt
deceased. Petition Perpetual
Lake Ave. _Tel._1183-R. __
___78-80 COBB. Fuller-Cobb-Davls._________
76-u
score from every section of Amer Care of Burial Lot. filed by Frank H. I n 
tertainment. Tickets are much in de B. Nussey of Braintree, a friend of bv furnishing the one drug so far
TWO 3-ROOM COTTAGES to let
CHAMBER
SET
OF
SIX
PIECES,
spring
Situated on high land facing the water. and mattresses, small desk, oak arm chair. UPSTAIRS RENT of five rooms to let,
ica are pouring in these days upon graham. of Rockland. Exr.
mand and will be checked at McDon the groom and Edwin W. Archer of discovered that can successfully
ESTATE DORA F. METCALF, late of Meals served at the Inn if. desired. and small tables for sale. Inquire at 22 : lights, toilet, cellar, shed. Call at 41
Miss Bessie Kempton, member o.
ald’s early Monday morning.
Charlestown, a cousin of the bride.
combat malaria.
deceased. Petition Perpetual OWL'S HEAD INN. Mrs. Truscott.
PEARL ST. or dial 2102 Camden. 76-81 FUI.TON ST. Tel. 213-R__________ 76-tf
the Georgia house of representa Rockland,
Mr. arid Mrs. Elliot Feyler and son Miss Natalie E. Kinsman, organist of
Care of Burial Lot. filed by Harry T. Suke ________________________________ 78*83
APARTMENTS to let. 2. 3. 4 or 5 rooms
“The cinchona tree w as first
CABBAGE PLANTS for sale. Danish, with
tives.
forth. of Grand Valley. Colorado. Admr.
of Somerville will spend the Fourth the First Universalist Church, played
COTTAGES
on
the
fresh
water
or
salt
Inquire NAUM & ADAMS,
end other kinds. OVERNESS South bath.
found growing wild In forests on
Main St. Tel. 627._________ 76*81
People
in
the
hinterland
want
to
ESTATE WILLARD A. WARDWELL. 1 water and Penobscot Bay. Terms to sat Ballhead
with relatives here.
SARKESIAN. 157 Talbot Ave. Tel. 568-W.
the wedding marches and accompan
the mountain slopes of Colombia,
isfy
vou,
or
will
exchange
for
other
i
know more about her resolution to late of Rockland, deceased. Petition to property. GEORGE M. SIMMONS. Rock ________________________________ 76-tf
FURNISHED ROOM to let. modern
William J. Harrison of this place ied the soloist. Joseph C. Heathcock
Determine Inheritance Tax. filed by Alan
Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia. Tradi
at 5 UNION ST., opp R. R.
levy a ta x of $1 a day upon L.
has recently been appointed manager of Lowell, a cousin of the bride, who tion has it that the value of the
HAY LOADERS, side rakes, hoists.' conveniences
land Tel._4._____________________ 78-83
Bird, of Rockland. E*r.
station.__________________________
75*80
and dump rakes for sale. C. M.
wearers—not “of the green"—but
of the First National Store, Waldo ang "O Promise Me” and “I Love bark in treating malarial fever was
COTTAGE for sale or to rent for sea mowers
ESTATE MARIETTA STONE, late of
FIVE
ROOM
APARTMENT to let In
BURGESS.
Union.
Me.
Tel.
17-3.
80-82
of “red neckties, variegated sox, North Haven, deceased. Petition to De son, at Elmore, Maine. Has never been
boro.
You Truly."
first discovered when some fever
FOR SALE—Chamber set. bird's eye the Blackington house, 34 MASONIC ST.
decorated or colored ‘shorts,' or termine Inheritance Tax. filed by E. occupied. Electric lights, water in house,
Lee Walker is at home for the holi
completely r<
hed: fine view over maple, bed, mattress and box spring, Tel 722-M_______________________ 74-tf
Russell Davis, of Lincoln. Mass., Exr.
stricken Indians drank from a
A Hillside Teacher
stockings with Tuns’ in them."
day.
salt wa»cr. For particulars write bird’s eye maple bureau, very large, bevel
THREE FURNISHED rooms to l e t ESTATE ALBERT COPELAND, late of looking
pool into which a cinchona tree
“What the United States needs Warren,
Miss Silva is a graduate of Som
Kenneth Johnson has returned to
deceased. Petition to Determine A. H. HUNTER. T en a n t’s Harbor, Me.. edge plate glass mirror. $60; over stuffed kitchen. living room, bedroom, small
had fallen, and were cured.
today more than anything else is Inheritance Tax. filed by Flora C. Pea R. F. D., Box 24._________________ 78-80 chair with patent rocker, over stuffed bath room, cook stove, gas stove. Adults
the home of his grandparents. Mr. erville High School, Class of 1926,
match, good condition. $15 for only. MRS. CARL OLSON. 19 Myrtle St.
“ Medicins made from cinchona
COTTAGE for sale or to let for season chair toone
not a 5-cent cigar, nor even a good body. and N. B. Eastman, both of War78-80
and Mrs. William Pratt, after spend and of Lesley Normal School of Cam
good couch, walnut, u p 
at Cooper's Beach; 6 rooms, electric both;
b ark was first used in treating
can opener, but a sense of humor,” ren. Executors.
holstered.
one dandy cot bed. $2; one
ing a week with his mother. Mrs. bridge, 1928. She has been a teacher
REV
lights, fireplace, nice water. *garage; 10 rattan high$5;chair,
Jefferson
St.
ROOM
to
let.
24
ESTATE
DORA
F.
METCALF,
late
Of
good. $1.50; two green
w hite sufferers from fever in north
Miss Kempton said.
80-82
in the Hillside school for the past
James Carney, Beechwoods street.
Rockland, deceased. Petition to Dete: - minutes from Rockland. MRS. L. E. porch chairs. $1.50 each; one heavy wal W. M BREWSTER.________________
ELACKINGTON
Tel.
178-R.______
78-80
ern
Peru
(now
Ecuador)
about
Her
resolution,
she
said,
was
mine
Inheritance
Tax.
filed
by
Harry
T.
three
years.
She
is
also
a
member
MODERN
TENEMENT,
eight
rooms
and
n
u
t
dining
table
and
six
chairs,
value
Herbert Sprague is spending part ol
1630. After it saved the life of the
COTTAGE to let at Crescent Beach, all <200. $50. FRED W. WIGHT. 13 Clare- garage, to let. all improvements. Bfit
“diabolically planned” to create a Sukeforth, of G rand Valley. Colorado.
his vacation with his cousin. Malcolm cf Rovall Chapter, Order of the East
Admr.
modern
Improvements.
LENA
K.
SARcentral
location.
Apply
DR.
R.
W.
m
ont
St.
r______________________
80-82
Countess of Chlnehon. wife of the
laugh in the Georgia liouse, and
Carney.
ern Star. She formerly resided in
BICKFORD Tel. 611-M__________ 80-82
ESTATE JAMES F. GRINDEL. late of GENT. Tel. 990-M or 994._________ 76-tf
viceroy of Peru, in 163S its fame
THE
NEW
SILENT
GLOW
Range
Burncoincidentally to "show just how Rockland,
Winter Hill. Both bride and groom
deceased, final account filed
MAINE COAST—Crescent Beach—six ! er. with Super Heater for sale. Ask about
THREE furnished rooms to let. or
grew- rapidly. It is to this happy
ridiculous some of the revenue for allowance by F. Stuart Grlndel, of room
members of the First Universalist
cottage, garage to let for July and i our free premium offer for July and single rooms, all modern. HILL DANE.
S O U T H W E S T H A R B O R are
Bangor, Exr.
cure that the tree owes its name,
bills in committee actually are.”
August; three m inutes from beach hotel. August. There Is no bottle to fill with 30 High St. Tel. 427-R.___________80-tf
Church and are past officers of the
ESTATE WILLARD A. WARDWELL, Aoply MRS. A. ROSE. 26 Clarendon St., the new automatic feed which takes oil
for in honor of the countess, Lin
Mrs. J. S. Harmon of Jonesport who church school and Young People's
Georgia's general assembly is in
TENEMENT to let. North Main St.,
of Rockland, deceased, first and final City. Tel. 213-W_________________78-80 direct from drum. Find out about it front
naeus named it inchonn, inadver
hall, living room, with fireplace
special session, trying to find $7,- late
has been the guest of her sister Mrs. Christian Union.
account filed for allowance by Alan L.
now. A T NORWOOD. Warren. Tel. 22. and oak
SUMMER
COTTAGE
for
sale
or
to
let.
dining room, kitchen,
tantly dropping the first ‘h.‘
Fred Robbins the past week returned
oOO.OOO to meet a state deficit— Bird, of Rockland. Exr.
and service in Knox Co. for Silent bath room,floor,
Mr. Deering, a former resident of
at Ingraham Hill, on the shore, bath Sales
sleeping room, hot and cold
Glow.
Inc.
74-tf
hence
Miss
Kempton’s
bill.
ESTATE
LAURA
E
WADSWORTH,
late
to her home last Saturday.
“The
powdered
bark
was
soon
electric
lights,
city
water,
all
modern,
_
water,
electric
lights,
cellar and piazza.
this city, was graduated from Med
of Camden, deceased, first and final ac completely
64-tf
furnished.
Inquire
at
NEW four cubic ft. all enamel Frigid- Tel. P. L. HAVENER 792.
Mr. and Mrs. Merrill Pond and ford High School in 1931. and was ' afterw ard introduced into Spain
count filed for allowance by C. D. Wads CROCKETT'S BABY SHOP. Rockland
alre
for
sale.
Never
used
will
sell
very
TO LET—5-room flat, all modern. 23
little daughter Marilyn and Mrs. treasurer of his class as well as be
and other parts of Europe where
worth. of Camden. Admr.
reasonably,
completely
installed
and
66-tf
Fulton
St.
Inquire
ROSE
PRESCOTT.
Figures Show Farms A re
Isabell Vaber of Springfield. Mass., ing member of the football squad ' it was known as ‘Countess powder’
guaranteed. A. T. NORWOOD, Warren. 240 Broadway.
ESTATE MARIETTA STONE late of
66-tf
T^‘l_22___________________________ 74-tf
North Haven, deceased, first and final
and ‘Jesuits' powder.' The latter
were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs for several years. He is a member of
G
ain
in
g
in
Population
and storage space to let. V.
account
filed
for
allowance
by
E
Russell
NEW CRAWFORD enamel range for F. GARAGE
nam e was attached to it because
Fred Robbins. It was Mrs. Vaber’s the Samuel Crocker lodge. A. F. A:
Notices
of
A
ppointm
ent
STUDLEY. 69 Park St. Tel. 1080
sale, color buff and green. A new stove I
W ashington—The farm popula Davis, of Lincoln. Mass., Exr.
first visit to Mount Desert Island and A. M. He is employed as assistant I much of it was taken to the Old
60-tf
WILFRED G REYNIER. late
at greatly reduced price. A. T. NORtion of this country is on the In ofESTATE
World,
distributed
by
members
of
I.
Charles
L.
Veazle,
Register
of
Pro
she was charmed with the place.
Englewood.
New
Jersey,
first
and
final
WOOD,
Warren
Tel.
22.__________74-tf
SIX
ROOM tenem ent to let. modern,
manager of the Berkshire Power and
crease for the first time in a dec account filed for allowance by Marinus bate for the County of Knox In the
Miss Peabody and Miss Eddy of Heating Co., of Pittsfield, where he j the religious order returning from
HARD WOOD for sale, fitted $14, limbs unfurnished, at 9 Suffolk St. Apply MILState of Maine, hereby certify that in
TON M. GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St.
55-tf
ade, the Department of Agriculture Contant. of Hackensack, New Jersey. I the
America. In England it was ad
New Bedford. Mass., arrived at their now lives.
following estates the persons were $10. junks $12. long $10. Soft wood and
Admr.
slabs
$8. lumber $30 per M. T. J. CARstated recently, when figures re
SIX ROOM tenem ent on Warren St.
appointed Administrators. Executors and
as ‘Feaver Bark.’ A
cottage last Saturday.
GRACE
P
ARMSTRONG,
late
of
Rock
The groom's gift to the bride was , vertised
72-tf
ROLL.
Tel.
Rockland
263-21.______
to
let.
gas.
electricity,
toilet.
Apply
12
Guardians
and
on
the
dates
hereinafter
leased showed that, considering land. deceased test and final account
demand developed and
_ 66-tf
a necklace of pearls and to his best ' marked
BERRY BASKETS for sale. Wholesale WARREN ST. Tel. 577. __
the normal increase of births over filed for allowance by William II. Arm named:
within a century or so the ship
j CARRIE M YOYKEL. late of Rock- and retail. Get our prices before order- i FURNISHED and unfurnished apart
man a cigarette case and to the ush
deaths, the January 1, 1931, popu strong. of Rockland. Admr.
ment of the hark from northwest
deceased. April 21, 1931. James L. lng elsewhere. V. L. PACKARD, Rock- ments to let. Inquire 12 KNOX ST. Tel.
E s s a y o n M e a t W in s
ers. pen knives. The bride's gift to i ern South America became an im
LOUISA F MAHONEY, late of Vinal- ' land,
lation was 27,430,000, as compared
Yoykel of Rockland, was appointed Exr. land., successor to G. H. Hart._____ 69-tf 156-W.__________________________ 60-ui
haven. deceased, first and final account without
the matron of honor and the brides- j portant industry. The demand for
bond.
with 27,222,000 on the same date filed for allowance by Mertie Mahoney
SEEDLINGS—large variety of flower
LET E. A. KNOWLTON die your saw#
maids, necklaces of crystals and
I MARTHA D. ALLEN, late of Rockland, seedlings for sale, 40c per doz., very) and repair your furniture at 216 LIMECarver, of Vinalhaven. Exx.
in 1930.
more and more bark resulted in
deceased.
Jti&d
16th.
1931.
Walter
H.
strong,
stocky,
dark
green.
Open
eve
pearls. A reception was held imm.edi- j th e destruction of all cinchona
ROCK
ST. Tel. 1010.
66-tf
ESTATE WILLIAM A McLAIN. late of Butler of Rockland, was appointed Exr. nings. stop when out riding. On back
Fewer people are leaving farms
ately after the ceremony in the I trees in reasonable reach of civil
deceased. Petition ft • Admin without bond.
road Rockport to Camden, tu rn left
and greater numbers are moving to Rockiand,
istration.
asking
that
Arthur
A.
Clough,
church parlors. Music was provided ( ized centers, and there seemed
GRANVILLE G. MILLER, late of after crossing bridge. Mall orders filled. 1
them, according to the department. of Rockland, or some other suitable per
67-tf
by a friend of the bride. Miss Elizadeceased. Ju n e 16th, 1931. Ralph CHATER'S GARDENS, Camden.
danger that the trees might be ex
During 1930, 1,543,000 persons left son be appointed Admr. without bond. 1 Union,
A. Miller of Warren, was appointed Exr.
LUMBER for sale. Save. Direct from ‘
beth Sargent of Melrose Highlands. , terminated.
ESTATE OSCAR A HIX, late of Rock without
farms for towns and cities, as land,
bond.
the
manufacturer
to
the
user.
Fitted
I
deceased, first and final account
Assisting the young couple in receiv
compared with 1,876.000 in 1929, filed for allowance by Hattie E. Hix MidALBERT H. Newbert, late of Rockland, wood $14. junks $12. 4-ft mill slabs $6.50,:
Java Now Center for Cinchona.
ing were the bride’s mother the
stove
length
$8.
shims
15
bundles
$1.,
deceased. June 16th. 1931, Ella L. New
while th e movement to farms dur wood. Admx.
bert of Rockland, was appointed Exx. Delivered. L. A. PACKARD. R. F. D.. 1
bride's eldest brother, the attendants ,
“But the world had become so
ESTATE OSCAR A HIX. late of Rock without
ing the last year was reported as
Thomaston. Me.__________________ 61 -tf i MOTOR A M B U LA N tf
bond.
and the groom’s parents. Mrs. Silva
iand.
deceased.
Pr
tit
ion
for
Distribution
dependent on the bitter drug from
the largest since 1924.
DANIEL H. GLIDDEN. late of Vinal • SEVEN-ROOM house for sale, large lot, i
filed
by
Hattie
Hix
Midwood,
Admx.
was gowned in rose beige chiffon and
cinchona that botanists and mer
Last year 1,392.000 pqersons
haven. deceased. Ju n e 16th, 1931, Je a n  garage, Thomaston St. V. F. STUDLEY.1 Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
ESTATE LAURA E WADSWORTH, late nette
lace and wore a corsage of sweet
Carver of Vinalhaven, was ap 69 Park St. Tel. 1080._________
chants and statesmen combined to
59-tf
moved to farms, as compared with of Camden, deceased, Petition
served the families of Knox County
itlo for Dis- pointedG.Exx.
w ithout bond.
peas. Mrs. Deering was in orchid- j save the industry by transplanting
a peak movement of 1,396,000 In trlbution filed by C. D. Wadsworth, of
FARM for sale In Lincolnville. 150.
LADY ATTENDANT
CLARA
A.
HALL,
late
of
Rockland,
de
Camden,
Admr.
flowered chiffon with a corsage of , it. Plants and seeds were col
acres,
modern
buildings,
pastures,
hay.
I
1924.
June 16th, 1931. Simon H. Hall apple orchards, pulp wood, good m ark et.1
Day Tel. 450
781-1
IRA M. SNOW, late of South Thom as ceased.
sweet peas.
lected about the middle of the
of
Rockland,
was
appointed
Exr.
withj
MRS H P. BUCHANAN. 36 Mountain
ton. deceased. Will and Petition for Pro out bond.
he collation was served by friends I Nineteenth century (in many cases
St... Camden. Tel. 2597
66-tf |
bate thereof, asking that the same may
B U R P E E ’S
CARRIE S. ROBBINS, late of Owl's
of the bride, including Miss Mae , secretly) and transported to India,
R ochester Starts W ar
be proved and allowed and that letters
FOR SALE
testamentary issued to Albert E. Snow, Head, deceased. June 16th. 1931. Mary
Innis. Miss Helen Grav and Miss I Ceylon and Java. The industry
ROCKLAND, ME.
Small
house,
4
miles
below
Thomaston.
L.
Brewster
of
Rockland,
was
appointed
South Thomaston, he being the
on Autom obile Splashers of
5 acres land. Must be sold.
Dorethy Sexton, teachers in the Hill
failed in Ceylon, but Java is now
Executor named in said Will w ithout Admx. c. t. a. w ithout bond.
Cottage
at
Holiday
Beach.
bond.
sode school: and Mrs. Dorothy HamRochester, N. Y.—Pedestrians
th e world's chief producer of cin
ESTATE HERBERT L. BUCKL’ N. late ERNEST C. DAVIS, Euller-Cobb-Davis
WILFORD C. FOSSETT, late of Union, of Warren, deceitsed, June 16t i. 1931.
ner of Malden, and Miss Meta Reeve ; chona with India second in impor
who have had their clothes soiled
77-79
Levi
Bucklin, ot Warren. »/as ap
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
tance.
Relatively
small
quantities
because of the carelessness of au thereof, asking th at the same may be pointedR. Admr.
and Miss Alice Cowin, both of Med- I
MARCELLING AND SHAMPOOING by
w ithout bond.
appointment.
KATHERINE
SMALL.
18
of
the
bark
are
now
exported
from
tomobile drivers will rejoice In the proved and allowed and that letters tes
ford. Mrs. Frances S. Soulder, a
ESTATE RALPH L. MILLED, late of
G6-tf
following edict added to Roches tamentary Issued to Hattie M. Fossett, Rockport, deceased. June 16th, 1931. Gay St. Tel. 737-M.
South America.
friend of the groom and Mrs. Marion
of Union, she being the exx. named in Jessie L. Miller of Rockport, was apter’s traffic law:
Odams of Pittsfield, sister of the
“By nature’s strange chemistry
said will w ithout bond.
• pointed Admx. w ithout bond.
t* ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •». ••• •«. .
groom served the wedding cake. Mrs.
there is manufactured in the bark
“The driver of a vehicle must
ESTATE DORA F. METCALF, late of
ELINOR ROBINSON, late of Rock
♦
Jennie J. Silva was in charge of the
of certain spicies to th e cinchona
use care and caution .and must not Rockland, deceased, first and final ac port. deceased. June 16th. 1931. Grace I
Miss Mildred De Haven, Sanford guest book.
filed for allowance by Harry T. Mildred Robinson ol Rockport, was a p  4
i
tree a substance- quinine that is
drive, operate, or run the same in count
Sukeforth of Grand Valley. Colorado. pointed Exx. w ithout bond.
high school girl, whose essay on
4
Among the 200 guests who attended
sure death to the tiny microscopic
a reckless or negligent manner, or Admr.
meat won highest honors for the vere several from Pittsfield, where
JAMES F. WOODSUM. late of Rock
parasites, that, living In the blood,
in any way so ns to endanger the
ESTATE LILLIAN A HOMER late of land. deceased. Ju n e 16th. 19J1. Amory B.
state of Maine in the Eighth Na Mr. and Mrs. Deering will reside.
GENERAL
CONTRACTOR
and
builder,
cause malaria. The drug also has
lives, person, or property of oth Boston. Mass., deceased. Petition for Li Allen of Rockland was appointed Exr. old or new work. M .W . PULKIN. West
tional Meat Story Contest which
to Sell Real Estate, situated in without bond.
a preventive effect, so that it is
ers or of himself, or so as to splash cense
Meadow road. City. Tel. 734-J.
76-tf
Owl's
Head, and fully described
in said
just came to a close. Over 13,000
g ' r X n n f l M ^ s b y A ^ erP h °
H ’ m C r' ° f
S
^
S
T
^
A
?
'
indispensable
to
both
sufferers
mud,
water,
or
other
substances
BUY A LOAD OF WOOD of O H. CRIE.
E A S T UNION
girls were entered by their teachers.
malaria and those who will
upon the body, clothes, person, or n r i g n i o n . M a s s . A a m r
h
prt w
hrrm n n n
n r i Maynard
M avn n rrt M
R rnw i
Thomaston. Tel. 122-2 and join a long
bert
W. SSherman
and
M. Brown
Mrs. Chloe Mills of South Hope I from
The contest is sponsored annually
ESTATE WILLIAM ANDERSON, late of both of Appleton, were appointed Admrs. i lTst of satisfied customers. Wood fitted •
be exposed to the disease. The
property of others.”
by the National Live Stock and was a recent visitor of Mrs. Mary
$14. junks $12. small round stove lengths
South
Thomaston,
deceased,
first
and
and
qualified
by
filing
bond
on
same
1
Indian government finds quinine
$10, 4 ft lengths $10.
75-tf
final account filed for allowance by date.
Meat Board.
Robbins.
so important that it maintains ex
Arthur
E.
Harjula.
Administrator
of
the
There were 102 present at the com- I tensive groves of cinchona, fosters
ESTATE JULIA M. BLACKINGTON. I MARCELLING, 50c; shampooing. 50
A m erican Trained S eals
estate Erick Harjula. said Erick H arjula late
___ __16th
_ cents. Evening appointments a specialty.
Rockland, deceased. June
•nunity picnic June 28 at Crockett’s I Its growth by private horticultur
being the Administrator of the estate of 1931. ofThe
Security Trust Company "of MADELYN McCABE, 20 Oak St. Tel. 191
Beach. Ash Point. All enjoyed a de- i ists, and operates factories in
to Pay Visit to Europe William Anderson.
Rockland, was appointed Admr. and _____ ___________________________77-tf
FREDERICK G SNOW, late
'ightful day and plans are already j which quinine is extracted from
•J It m ay be a sm all run or
Seattle, Wash.—Europe's nobility ofESTATE
DIC K IE S A Y S —
MARIA1’0 W “ t IBBFTT^ nf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS a t all times
Rockland, deceased, first and final qUE3TATEby
eing made for a repetition of the 1 ttie bark. Finally the government
Ju n e ” « h . W3I
Tib- Prompt servlce’ CRIE HARDWARE CO
will be entertained by America's account filed for 'allowance by Frank H.
a
half a m illion impressions
luting another year.
Ingraham of Rockland. Exr.
betts of Rockland, was appointed Con- 1-------------------------------------------------------foremost trained seals.
uses its postal machinery to help
The
Bailey
family
of
Woburn,
|
ESTATE FREDERICK G SNOW, late servator. and qualified by filing bond on ! PAPER HANGING, Painting and ma.
. . leaflets, folders, broch
The
dozen
seals,
capable
of
bal
distribute
the
medicine
so
that
one
OWE TVUUQ WE TRY TO
I son work of all kinds. A. W- GRAY.
Rockland, deceased. Petition to De same date.
Mass., have arrived at their summer i may purchase it as easily as he
ancing anything from a oue-cent of
termine Inheritance tax. filed by Frank
STTE.R fiLEAB OF PRIUTII4G
ESTATE WALTER W. DOW, late of ' Contractor. Tel. 33-M.
___ 66-tf
ures,
catalogues, blotters,
home here for the season.
piece to a chair on their noses, H. Ingraham, of Rockland, Exr.
can buy a stamp.”
Washington, deceased. June 16th, 1931
PRIVATE COUNTRY HOME for mild
IS TROU3LE-BRSEPIWO LETTERS
G. D. Gould and bride of Warren !
letterheads,
handbills or
Clara S. Overlook of Washington, was mental cases and aged people. Doctors
climbing
ladders
and
walking
on
ESTATE
FREDERICK
G.
SNOW,
late
CRmeiZlUG LOCAL PEOPLE 'W ,
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Dis appointed Admx. and qualified by filing reference. M. H. DIXON, Main St.. Box
were among the dinner guests at [
their two flippers—according to of
w
hat
have
you?
. . . W hat
bond
June
30th.
1931.
lUSTiTonows'u eowomoMS!
52.
Clinton.
Me.__________________
tribution.
filed
by
Frank
H.
Ingraham
,
80*82
Rose-Ann Lodge Sunday, accom- '
their owners, John and Roland Ta of Rockland, Exr.
ESTATE HATTIE E. DOW. late of
WROWGS AMO ABUSES SHOULP
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods
ever
the
job
uanied by Mr. and Mrs. John Robin
bor,
brothers—
left
Tonawanda
re
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD, Es Thomaston, deceased. June 30th, 1931. at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
BE ADJUSTED PRIVATELY, AMD
Old Law Provides
son.
cently for New York, where they quire. Judge of Probate Court, a t Rock Harrison L. Dow of Rockland, was ap- j Mail orders solicited. H. C. RHODES
WOT BROADCAST TO THE
pointed Admr. and qualified by filing Tel. 519-J.
land. Maine.
— W e Do It Right!
Prof, and Mrs. Alfred Jones of New i
66-tf
will
sail
for
Europe.
bond on same date.
Attest *
Horse for A u toists
York are occupying the May cottage
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register of Probate
WILLIAM O. ROBERTS, late of Cam- '
Newmarket, Ont. — Motor
for a few weeks.
den. deceased. June 23rd. 1931, Marcia
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
N ew Headlight Is A id
A. Roberts of Worcester. Mass., was ap
ists would have to carry a
The girls arrived at Highfield. Mars
pointed Executrix without bond. Z. M .,
horse with them when they
Till and Alford Lake Camps t h i s ,
Dwinal of Camden, Maine, was appoint- ■
O steopathic Physician
to Navigation in Fog
want to park, it an old town
Oil Burners for Ranges
week.
ed Agent in Maine.
• • •«
by-law were enforced.
It
Attest:
San Francisco—Some dny the
AND HEATERS
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
provides that "no vehicle
captain may turn to the first mate
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register of Probate
HIGH GRADE HEATING OILS
PHONE 136
Daleb-Davls
80-S-86
shall be parked on the main
and ask: “Hear that headlight?”
We Service All Kinds of Burners
Miss Mildred Davis, daughter of I
Sounds funny, but John C. Rohlfs,
street unless a horse is at
G. A. LAWRENCE
Hr. and Mrs. George Davis was mar- j
marine expert, declares that a new Phones 2C0 or 971-J.
tached."
Rockland
•ied to Joseph Daleb, June 29, in
This old by-law is one of
type of headlight with a modified
A n A d . In T h ese
63-tf
W O RK DONE
lartford. Conn. Miss Davis had re- I
many unearthed by the
radio beam, combining light and
sided with relatives in that city for j
AN
YW
H
ER
E
sound, will soon make navigation
town clerk.
C olum ns W ill Sell
everal years, being a graduate of the
PROMPT SERVICE
in fog safe.
4 R A D IO EXPER T
ligh school there. The newlyweds
Water Pipes Repaired and Relaid.
irrived here Tuesday and will be at
A n y t h i n g From a
Inside and out. Digging included.
the home of her parents for a brief I
Sell Your Broilers and Fowl While
Pipes Wired Out. Sewers Dug,
.^ ^ E R V IC r ^
stay. Congratulations are offered by 1
HANDY
Laid Out and Cleaned when
' the Market is High
N e e d le to an A nchor.
G LO BE L A U N D R Y
many friends of this place.
Plugged.
Cesspools Dug and
TO H.’-VK IN
Portland, Maine
C a ll or write
Rocked.
Shallow
Cellars
Dug
W h a t D o Y ou W ant
R . W . TYLER
Quality Work,
Family Waahingt
Deeper. Floors Cemented and
A S H PO IN T
THE HOME
Repair
Shop
at
My
Home
at
“The
CO H EN BROS.
Walls Repaired.
Called For and Delivered
There will be a gospel service at the
’Keag.” Service calls answered to all
to S e ll?
P r e p a r e d b y N o r w a y M e d ic in e C o .N o r w e v .M * *
WARREN, TEL. 2-3
\sh Point chapel next Sunday eveParcel Delivery Service
S. E. EATON
parts of the county. Phone Ken
YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
ling, conducted by Misses Nash and
TEL.
534-J
ROCKLAND,
MEAnd a Truck Will Call
Walter Dorgan, T ei. 106R I f it f a i l s t o b en e fit y o u w h en u s e d a s dir*- te d on White at 437 or call Lime City Sales,
Yhittier of Bowdoinham, former pas
41Stf
6 0 -tf
the i n s i d e w r a p p er * T ? V ib o ttle .S o ld b y a la d o a iw i Inc,, 967.
tors at Ash Point.
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S o c ie ty
In add itio n to personal notes regard
Mrs. J. A. Richan and Mrs. K. C.
ing departures and arrivals, this depart-1 Rankin gave a tea Thursday after
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. noon at the former’s home for their
Notes se n t by mall or telephone will be mother, Mrs. Vandealia C. Young,
gladly received.

in honor of her 82d birthday. Assist
ing at serving were three of her
granddaughters, Misses Winola Rich
Mr. a n d Mrs. W. E. Morgan and an, Dorothy Ayer and Lucille R an
children Kenneth and Vernet mo kin. Mrs. Young has 27 grandchil
tored to Bangor Wednesday where dren and 14 great-grandchildren.
they were guests of Miss Edna F.
Wood of Brewer. A pleasant feature
Mrs. Catherine Simmons and
was picnic supper at the Bangor daughter, Mrs. R. C. Robarts, have
salmon pool and the satisfaction of gone to Bridgton to make an ex
seeing two handsome fish landed, tended visit with Mrs. Simmons'
each weighing about 10 pounds. Dur eldest daughter, Mrs. Guy S. Lord.
ing the fishing season, the pool is 1
a popular place for sightseers, there
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Clifford
often being 50 to 100 cars parked (Doris Hook) of Arlington, Mass., are
along th e bank.
spending a two weeks’ vacation
alternately with their parents Mr.
Master Charles Emery is the guest and Mrs. Arthur Gardiner of this
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Farrand of , city and Mr. and Mrs. Carl Noyes of
West Meadows over the Fourth.
Belfast.
Mr. an d Mrs. Richard Hodson and 1
and Mrs.’ Robert A. Webster
son Spaulding of Reed's Ferry, N. H„ areMr.spending
the holiday with rela
and Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge and tives in Old Town.
son George of Freeport, L. I., were
guests yesterday of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Leavitt, Mr.
Charles A. Emery. Pacific street, on
Mrs. Roy Anderson and Miss
their way to South Thomaston where and
they will be guests of Mr. and Mrs. Iola Leavitt of Woodfords are week
George Green. A family party is be end guests of Mrs. Herbert Hall,
Summer street.
ing held a t the Green home.
TELEPHONE .......................... 170 or 794-W

Miss Ruby E. Davis of Elm street
Mrs. Llewellyn Keller who is the
guest of relatives at Christmas Cove is visiting her uncle C. B. Davis in
will be joined by Mr. Keller for the Arlington Heights, Mass.
holiday and weekend.
John Wood of Norfolk, Va., has
Members of the P.J. Club had been on a ten-day leave of absence,
luncheon Wednesday evening at Oak visiting his family, 20 Brick street.
Grove cabins followed by bridge at He returned Monday to Newport,
the hom e of Mrs. John Stetson, Cam R. I. where he is stationed.
den.
Rockland members present
Mrs. Herbert Lord, Mrs. Samson
were Mrs. W. S. Cameron. Mrs. Ray
mond C. Perry, Mrs. E. L. Scarlott Miller and daughter Barbara and
and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper Jr. High Mrs. Minne Pendexter motored to
est honors were carried off by Mrs. Augusta Wednesday and spent the
day there.
Cameron.
Thomas Fraser has returned to
Tire Auxiliary of Sons of Union
Veterans is to have a bridge party Painted Post, N. Y., where he has
Tuesday evening at Grand Army Hall, employment. He has been spending
a week with Mrs. Fraser (Martha
with Mrs. Mabel Beaton as hostess.
Bodman) and daughter Betty.
Mrs. Lillian A. Bernhardt of Penn
Randall, son of Mr. and Mrs. E n
sylvania, a National secretary of the
D elphian Society, is in the city and sign Winchenbaugh, celebrated his
will rem ain for the organization of fourth birthday Tuesday afternoon
the local Chapter next Tuesday a ft by entertaining 18 little friends.
ernoon. Mrs. Bernhardt is accom Games were enjoyed and the refresh
panied by Miss Rhoda Leilich, also of ments featured a birthday cake of
Fourth of July colors. Mrs. Win
Pennsylvania.
chenbaugh was assisted by Mrs. Le
Mr. and Mrs. S. D. Crosby go to roy Kalloch.
Wiscasset today to be guests of their
Albert Hallowell is home on a va
daughter, Mrs. Harvey Pease over the
cation from the Woolworth store in
holiday.
Old Town.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Patterson of
Miss Gladys Oliver of Fuller-CobbNew York were guests today of Mr.
and Mrs. Orrin Smith, Ocean ave I Davis force has resumed her duties
nue, on their way to Vinalhaven to be after two weeks' vacation.
guests of Mrs. A. U. Patterson.
Mrs. A. A. Fales of Belmont. Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robbins of has opened her cottage at Crescent
P ratt. Kansas, are at the Carver sum Beach for the season.
mer hom e at Vinalhaven. Their son.
Thad, has entered the Y.M.C.A. Camp
Mrs. Mildred May is a weekend
a t W inthrop.
guest of her mother, Mrs Annie MacAlman. accompanied by Mrs. W. R.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. W itham and Phillips of Brookline, Mass., whose
family are to spend the Fourth at guest she has been for several weeks.
Green Island.
Mr. Phillips is on a business trip to
Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Marden deShon
who have been in the city for the
Mr. and Mi’s. Edward Angus of
week have returned to their home in Chelsea Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Portland.
Mrs. A. A. Stone, 54 Broad street.
Miss Ruth Brown of Vinalhaven is
Miss Myrtie Hemenway of New
the guest of Dr. and Mrs. Freeman F. York has arrived for the summer
Brown.
i and is the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
Annie MacAlman, Broad street. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton left Hemenway is an instructor in lip
today in their yacht Karona for Bar reading in the public schools of New
H arbor for the holiday and weekend. York.
They have as guests Mr. and Mrs. B.
B. Sm ith.
The Stark family has arrived from
: Texas on its annual summer sojourn
Miss Nellie Teel is the guest of her i at the Samoset Hotel.
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Farring
—
ton H art, at Martinsville.
Rev. B. P. Browne and family of
Winchester, Mass., are at Cooper's
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Emery of Beach for the month of July and
Pacific street are to spend the holiday part of August.
and weekend at Camp Charliettc,
Spruce Head. They are attending the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Harry Boynton of
family gathering at the home of Mr. Lexington. Mass., arrived yesterday
and Mrs. George Green, South Thom and are at their Crescent Beach cot
aston, tomorrow.
tage for the summer.
T he Methebescc Club will have an
The bridge party given last eve
outing Wednesday at the cottage of ning under the auspices of the BPW
Mrs. A. R. Havener, Crescent Beach. Club had five tables, and honors were
Take basket lunch.
won by Miss Ruth Blanchard, Mrs.
Fred Achorn, Mrs. Olive Sylvester,
L ear Peterson who is the guest of Mrs. Thomas McKinney and Mrs.
Mr. an d Mrs. Ambrose Peterson at Elizabeth Murray. Mrs. W. H. An
Vinalhaven was guest of honor a t a derson acted as hostess.
card party last Friday evening given
by Mrs. Peterson.
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Hampton
(Grace Emery) who have been resid
Mrs. Stephen P. Gould of Washing ing in Tulsa, Okla., are to make their
ton, D. C„ is at Vinalhaven to spend future home in Yonkers, N. Y.
the summer with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Porter L. Lawry.
Mrs. George Gilchrist who has been
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. John
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Ayer of Med I. Snow, Masonic street, and of Dr.
ford. Mass., arrive today to be guests and Mrs. Eben Alden in Thomaston,
of Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Oxton, Suf has returned to Belfast.
folk street, for a short time.
Mrs. Edward Benner entertained
Mrs. E. C. Moran Jr., entertained the Itooevik Club Wednesday at her
;he T Club Thursday evening for cottage at Seven Tree Pond. Lunch
uncheon as an observance of the eon and sewing occupied the time
birthday of Mrs. Rhama Philbrick.
happily. The next outing will be
Tuesday, July 21, at Hill Top Inn,
Mr. and Mrs. Stanton Glover of Warren. Reservations must be a r
Naugatuck, Conn., are occupying for ranged with Mrs. Benner not later
two weeks The Birches a t Alford's than July 20.
Lake.
Mrs. William Howe and daughter,
Lee Mayo is home from Akron, Ohio Miss Esther Howe, and John Esteron a vacation.
brooke of Marlboro. Mass., who have
been guests of Mrs. Frank L. Green,
Mrs. E. F. Glover entertained the Slimmer street, return tomorrow.
ladies of Group 4 of the Universalist
C hurch at her home on Claremont
Mr. and Mrs. George Aldridge of
street Wednesday. The afternoon Rochester, N. Y„ are occupying
was spent pleasantly in outlining the Treasure Point Camp for a few weeks.
season’s work. In order for the new
com ers to become better acquainted,
Mrs. Millie Thomas was hostess to
a musical stunt was put on which
proved both successful and entertain the Hatetoquitit Club Monday after
ing. About two-thirds of the finan noon at her home on Robinson street.
cial obligation of the group was Honors in bridge were won by Mrs.
pledged on the spot, and a part of Orrin Smith.
th e am ount turned over to the treas
Opportunity Class met last evening
urer. I t was voted to hold a rum
m age sale in October. Refreshment? in the First Baptist parlors, with 20
were served in the dining room, with members and three guests present.
Mrs. George H. Welch, Mrs. O. B. The hostesses were Mrs. Bernice
Lovejoy and Mrs. R. L. Wiggin assist Chaples. Miss Jennie Guptill, and
Mrs. Chloe Farrington. Mrs. Louise
ing th e hostess.
Ingraham conducted the Scripture
Steamship tickets to all parts of reading, and a poem was read by Mrs.
th e world. We attend to all details Clara Gregory. Iced tea, sandwiches
including passport and visa. Phone and cakes were served. The August
675 for details. Robert & Veazle, meeting will be with Mrs. Evelyn McInc., Masonic Temple. M. F. Love- Kusick at her cottage at Cooper's
Beach.
Joy, Mgr.
36-tI

Robert Carle, Jr. and Miss Helen
Lang were united in m arriage by Rev.
F. Harold Bickford of Mars Hill, June
25 at 7.30 o’clock, a t th e Pentecostal
Church in Rockport, in the presence
of a large company of rela’ives and
friends. Music was furnished by Miss
Mora Seamans and Miss Pauline Wil
ley. Among ministerial guests and
their wives present were Rev. and Mrs.
S. F. Seamans of Appleton; Rev. and
Mrs. C. B. Staples of Rockland; Rev.
and Mrs. Charles Sweeney, Searsport;
Rev. and Mrs. R. D. Goodwin. Provi
dence; Rev. Christine A. Gibson,
Principal of the Bible School at East
Providence, and
the
officiating
clergyman, Rev. F. Harold Bickford.
The church was tastily decorated
with green and cut flowers. At the
appointed hour Mr. Carle entered
accompanied by bis brother Roy
Carle. Preceding the bride-to-be was
Miss Mary Lockhart, who was gowned
in orchid flat crepe, and carried yel
low roses. Miss Lang, dressed in white
flat crepe, with veil and carrying
white roses, entered on the arm of her
father, George E. Lang.
Following the wedding ceremony
the company adjourned to the nearby
house of the Carle Brothers, which
had been decorated in an attractive
manner with cut flowers and ever
greens, and where th e reception was
held. Refreshments including the
bride’s cake were served. Many beauti
ful gifts, of silver, cut glass and linen
were presented th e goung couple.
Congratulations followed from the
entire company, and the guests unit ;d
in the wish that th e future hold for
this popular young couple, who are
both members of the Pentecostal
Cnurch and students of the Bible
Scr.ool at East Providence, the best
and brightest of the things of life as
they go forth to labor for the Master.
Mr. and Mrs. Carle left by auto
F: day morning for a wedding trip
through New Hampshire and to New
York.

N a r c is s a L o c k e d H e r
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T H E G R A D E SC H O O L S

H aving T o Do W ith S m art
Lads and Lassies A t P u r
By JANE OSBORN
chase S treet
"^A RCISSA FENWICK w nsaper’ son of rare enthusiasms. She
had been keen about a wide variery
of tilings. Once it was thorough
bred dogs, with strong emphasis on
police dogs—though the only dog
she had ever owned was a nonde
script, dun-colored canine that had
attached himself to their rambling
old suburban house. She became a
devotee of the art of Velasquez at
one time, though all she could see
of his work was from the imperfect
reproductions In a few books from
the circulating library. Now she
was enthusiastic about the short
stories of Morgan Dare. Strange
enough when Morgan Dare laid his
.
.x,
plots
In ^x„x„
mining and- lumber _____
camps_
had very little love Interest and
was regarded by his publishers as
having no following among women
readers. However, Narcissa hon
estly admired him. She read every
thing that Morgan Dare had ever
published, and waited Impatiently
for his next production.
One morning at breakfast her old
er brother, Edward, happened to
he drinking his coffee and eating
his buttered toast at the same time
that Narcissa was.
t.ie
“Hello, Cis,” I commented
commented
the
me™ that Dare
elder brother,
met that Dare
fellow last night—guest of honor
at the club—ladies’ night.” Edward
paused to drink coffee, and contin
ued: “Odd having him come on
ladies’ night, too, because the ladies
never read him. Fine chap, though,'1
“You mean Morgan Dare,” Nar
cissa had been saying, and her blue
eyes became almost black with en
ergetic disappointment. “Why, 1
perfectly adore him. I eat him
alive—I think you were contempt
ible not to ask me. And it was
ladies' night, and you knew how
very enthusiastic I am about Mor
gan Dare.”
“Weren’t any children there,’’
commented Edward and then
grinned while Narcissa reminded
him haughtily that she was twenty,
“Why, I mightn't ever have another
chance to see him,” she said.
Narcissa’s eyes snapped fire. Ed
ward knew the depth of her dis
appointment, though he perhaps
did not count on the possibilities of
her resentment.
The Fenwick household had been
considerably depleted. Two of the
brothers, an uncle and an older sis
ter were away from home. Aunt
Martha, who kept house, and the
servants had rooms at the back of
the house. Old Mr. Fenwick was
quite deaf. So Narcissa’s plan i.f
revenge was bound to work well.
Edward had called out to her us
he left to tell Aunt Martha he
wouldn’t be home for dinner. It
was then that Narcissa thought of
her plan.
As the day advanced she noticed
with regret that it would probably
he unusually warm and balmy for
May. She had hoped for a chill
evening, with possible showers and
perhaps a spattering of snow.
After her father had gone to his
room that evening, after the serv
ants were all In and after good
Aunt Martha had gone the rounds
to see that the windows were all
securely locked and shutters on the
downstairs windows all well bolt
ed, Narcissa crept downstairs.
She surveyed the heavy old front
door with close scrutiny. It had
a special lock, a key to which the
elder brother Edward carried.
When he was to be out late the
bolt was not drawn. Narcissa care
fully drew this bolt and then
turned another ancient lock at the
top of the door. Then she stayed
awake until midnight. She heard
the late train draw into the station,
waited fifteen minutes and tlien
heard steps on the veranda. Ed
ward had come home; he couldn't
possibly get in. The garage was
locked and he would have to stay
out all night or walk to the vil
lage with meager chance of finding
shelter there. Narcissa dropped off
to sleep secure in her revenge. In
the morning she would unbolt the
door before anyone was up and
not confess her guilt until after Ed
ward had aired his grievance to the
entire family.
That morning when she drew the
lock she peered through the cres
cent aperture in one of the front
shutters to see if her brother were
on the front veranda. Instead of
one man she saw two. One was
asleep in a dilapidated hammock
and another, the stranger, in a rick
ety steamer chair.
That morning she appeared at
breakfast smiling serenely.
Her
revenge had worked better than stie
had hoped. Edward had apparently
brought home a guest and had been
put to the embarrassment of lodg
ing on tlie front porch with him.
Served him right. She hoped tlie
guest was some one of importance
so that Edward would be really em
barrassed.
Edward greeted Narcissa with
more than usual enthusiasm, both
he and his guest rising as she en
tered.
“Here he is, Cis,” he said. “Tills
is Mr. Morgan Dare. I brought him
out for the night, which we spent
on the veranda.”
There were rather embarrassed
handshakings. “I told Mr. Dare how
you admired his work, and hensked
to meet you. You're the first wom
an lie ever heard of that liked his
writing.”
So it was. Morgan Dare tarried
two days, so charmed was he with
the only girl who admired him. And
when he went it was with his
troth plighted to that of Narcissa
Fenwick.

The girls of Purchase Street School
DECLARE YOURSELF—
have been greatly enjoying the swings
forever
free from future money
erected this spring. The boys' swings i
troubles by opening a savings ac
have been made lately by Mr. Loth- I
rop. with the help of some of the ;
count here NOW. By adding regu
larger boys, who dug the post holes. 1
larly to your initial deposit the
The boys and girls wish to thank Mr. J
amount saved will increase rapidly,
i Lothrop and the parents who so genaided by liberal interest payments.
[ erously helped with the candy sales.I
Then, for you, in the years to come,
AH of the rooms have received their
dental honor certificates from the
every day will be INDEPENDENCE
State, most of them denoting over
DAY!
50 percent enrollment of pupils with !
proper dental corrections.
New records have been bought with
i money from the music fund. Some j
; :irc
use with the rhythmic band
and others for music appreciation.
We now have one hundred really
Rockland, Me.
worth-while records.
The pupils from different rooms
have been taking turns playing the
H O T ®
band instruments for marching. The
best drummers this term were Ken
neth Post, Dudley Harvey, David
Randman, and Virginia White.
' The pupils in Mrs. Sanborn's har- closely: Wallace Vinal, Robert Brooks,
, monica
band
enjoyed
a picnic
- „
j
,
x, at Jef
rr,, Robert Fogarty, Gladys Curtis, Viola
ferson and reported a fine tune. The , Nickerson and Marion Hall.
i
J wh° ™ rted the band to , Two names have been added to the
’
“ S, °
/S T A
50 dental honor roll. Milton Robarts and
thoroughly enjoyed it that they are Baibara Twaddel.
hoping there will be another band
These pupils have had 100 percent
When you become a depositor in the ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILD
next year.
ING ASSOCIATION.
The three harmonica pupils who in both oral and written work in
YOU HELP YOURSELF because you get the habit of systematic
took special part at the High School arithmetic for th e week: Barbara
saving. There are no haphazard methods here. You deposit a fixed
performance this month were George Twaddel, Milton Robarts, Virginia
amount the second Monday of each month. Your deposits are safe
Robishaw. Maurice Johnson and Ed White, Robert Brooks, Helen John
because they are invested here at home in first mortgages on the
son, Evelyn Seavey, Joseph Anastasia,
ward Sullivan.
deRochemont, Cynthia
homes of your neighbors and friends. No better security can be
I T h ere'are 67 pupils at Purchase Clarence
found anywhere. Not a dollar of your money goes outside of Knox
i street wearing seven-point health Greeley, Robert Kalloch, Gladys
County.
pins and 76 six-point children. These Curtis Roland Robishaw, Robert
YOU HELP YOURSELF because your investment returns an u n 
pins are awarded by thfe State and . F°8arty and Priscilla MacCaslin.
usually good rate of interest. Our dividends have been at the rate
cover the six minimum requirements , Grade Two, Thelma Russell, tcachof 5W% since 1907.
for health. The showing of a birth w' :
YOU HELP OTHERS because your money is loaned to people in tliis
certificate covers the seventh point.
June Chatto, Joseph Pietroski, Je n 
vicinity to buy, build or improve their homes.
Mrs. Theodore Sylvester. Miss Myra
**• •
nie Thompson and Lucy Thompson
YOU HELP OTHERS because they find it easy to deal with us.
Joyce and Miss M arian Blackington
Grade Three, Helen Perry, teacher: , have not .been absent during the
They pay no bonus. Interest is never more than 6% and the ex
have been occupying th e Britto cot
Pupils neither absent nor tardy j school year,
penses of making a loan arc very moderate. From $6.01) to $8.00 for
tage at Mcgunticook Lake for the
during the whole year: William I These pupils have had a perfect
examining title and making papers and 75c for recording. Your
week.
Ames, Harold Harvey. June Johnson,'attendance this last term: Christy
deposits may be as little as $1.00, or as much as $50.00 per month.
Linnc Rivers, and Russell William- l Adams, Grace Blethen, Donald BorMrs. Elon Gilchrist of Chicago, ac
FIND US AT 18 SCHOOL STREET AND ASK FOR MORE
son. Those not absent for the past ' gerson, Clarence Butler June Chatto
INFORMATION
companied by her sister, Mrs. Coole
term: William Clough. Oscar Mai- ' Beverly Harmon, Glenn MacDonald,
and children Elizabeth and Robert,
burg, Robert McCaslin, Barbara Madeline Hurd, Ruth Lerman, James
of Wisconsin, were recent guests of
Philbrook, Kenneth Post, Martha Moulaison, Joseph Pietroski, Ellison
Mrs. John I. Snow, on their way to
Seavey, Robert Smith and Roland Robinson, Louise Seavey, Rena Smith
Belfast to visit Mrs. George Gilchrist.
Thompson.
Dorothy Stearns, Jennie Thompson, i
J 8 School Street,
R ockland
Grade Three had 10 six-point chil Lucy Thompson, Charles Weed, Ruth
68Stf
dren and five seven-point pupils, Witham and Almon Young.
The Junior Auxiliary of Winslowwhich is 50 percent of the number
Holbrook Post, A. L. is to have a
Grade Two. Thelma Snow, teacher:
registered.
picnic Monday a t Ingraham Hill.
Pupils having perfect attendance j
most attractive view from the amphi
VISITORS SHOULD SEE
The attendance has been remark for term are: Donald Berrgren, Shel- i
Members are to take picnic lunch and
theatre and that will be improved
ably good the whole year but espe don Billings, Elmer Conary, Robert
meet at Legion Hall a t 10.30 a. m.
, x x
,.
xx.
xwhen some of the alterations planned
cially so the last two months dur Drake, Joseph Lamb, Margarite Ma- j Motorists
traveling through Cam- bv Mrs Bok al
the waterfront arc
ing which time we have had the ban honey, Naomi Rackliff, Nellie Rashid, | den will be wise to take a few minutes Completed.-Bangor Commercial.
Mr. and Mrs. W yman Foster and
ner for best attendance in the seven James Smith and Evelyn Willis. Pu- to inspect the beautiful open-air
daughter Louise of Rochester, N. Y.,
_________ __________________
rooms of the building.
arrived yesterday to be guests of Mr.
' pil having perfect attendance for the amphitheatre, that is a gift to the
and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller, Talbot
The honor pupils of the year are: .year: Evelyn Willis. Pupils having town by Mrs. Mary Louise Bok, and
T H E D IA M O N D B R A N D .
A
avenue. They were accompanied by
Charlotte Johnson, William Clough, I highest rank for year: Floyd Young, which represents only one of tlie U
Alden Turner of Boston.
June Johnson, Mary Lombardo. Doro- ■j cah Nash, Bai bara Blom, Margarite many benefits that have been con
thy Philbrook. Dorothy Widdecombe. Mahoney. Alice Barton, Seth Hanley, ferred upon the community by Mrs.
Mrs. John W halen of The High
Victoria Anastasio, James Curtis and Nellie Rashid, Margaret Chapman, Bok. The amphitheatre seats 2000
I u k e n o o th e r , l i n y o r y o u r w
D r u s e IM. Ask for € 1 1 1 - t l f f i S - T E K A
lands is the guest of her sister in ;
people and was used for the first time
Loleta Knight.
! Shirley Firth and Mary Snow.
D IA M O N D I I K A N D P I L L S , for B
A
years
known as Best. Safest. Always Rellal»’“
Boston.
Charlotte Johnson led the class in j This term the children have made for the graduation exercises of the
arithmetic with 46 stars. William j for projects health booklets and poem : Camden High School. There is a
SOLDBy DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
Clough had 45, Pearl Webber 23. Har- booklets.
— —
n —
,
Mr. and Mrs H. P. Bickmore and i
family are spending the holiday and
old Harvey 25. Dorothy Widdecombe , The pupiis receiving the most stars i _____________ __________________
weekend at Justam ere Camp, North
21 Roland Thompson 20. Barbara op reading tests for term were, in
Philbrook and Kenneth Post each 18.. order given: Floyd Young, Barbara 1
Nobleboro.
M O N D A Y -TU ESD A Y
June Johnson, Robert McCaslin and Blom and Alice Barton.
H
er
father had m illions— But
James Curtis each 16, and Dorothy ! Grades Three and Four, Helen
Mrs. Walter J. Fem ald arrived
Philbrook 15. This record is for the 1Libby, teacher.:
home Wednesday from a nfonth’s
she w anted love! •
visit in Dorchester. Melrose and
last two terms of school.
These children have had the unost
Linne Rivers brought in the largest S(ar papers during the past 10 weeks:
Pittsfield, Mass., which included a
number of spring wild flowers for zilda RUssen, Priscilla McGraw, Edmotor trip to New York and back
identification.
| ward Hilgrove, David Randman, Clar- '
over the Mohawk Trail.
Five pupils deserve special mention ' cnc:, childs, Maurice Escorcio, Rosalie !
for effort and success in improvement Harvey, Ruth Edwards and Joseph j
Miss Ellen J. Cochran goes today
of their penmanship: Robert McCas- Shaw.
to Bluehill where she will be th e ,
lin. Linne Rivers. Marie Rogers. Doro-j Seven-point
children:
Helene
guest of her sister, Mrs. Harvey Mc
thy Philbrook and Pearl Webber. Carnes, Priscilla McGraw and Wll- ]
Intire,, for several weeks.
Other pupils with continuous good ]jam Staples. Those receiving six
rank in writing are: Dorothy Widde- points were Barbara Bodman. Eugene ;
The Rubinstein Club is to hold its
combe, James Curtis, Roland Thomp- Conary, Ernest Grover. Ralph Bunro,
annual summer outing Wednesday
son, June John?on, Victoria Anas David Randman, Earl Townsend,
at Crescent Beach Inn. Reservations
tasio, Grace Proctor, Loleta Knight, Richard Ames, Clarence Childs, and
must be made with either Mrs. Hazel
William Clough, Mary Lombardo, Benjamin Parker.
Atwood, telephone 1086, or Miss
Charlotte Johnson, Barbara Phil- I w c have completed our health j
Mary Wasgatt, telephone 204, not
brook, and Harold Harvey.
booklets. These contain various rules ,
later than Monday.
• »• •
| for boys and girls so they mav climb ,
Sub-Primary, Adelaide Trafton, the "Ladder of Good Health."
Miss Nellie Snow who is super
teacher:
,
| These children have had perfect atvisor of music in the schools of
These children have had perfect at- tendance during the last ranking
Southampton, L. I., is expected home
tendance this term : Margaret John- 1period: Helen Carnes, Eugene Conary,
today for the summer.
FANNIE HURST'S
son, Louise Smith, Kathleen Weed, David Randman. Robert Rogers, AusDorothy Foley. Linwood Harmon, Ain Billings. Maurice Escorcio and JoMr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown sail to
James Johnson, Pearl Johnson, Hora- ' seph Shaw.
day from New York on the Steamer
NOW SHOWING
tio Knight, Alice Pinkerton, Jeanette | Grade Four. Susie Sleeper, teacher:
Westernland of th e Red Star Line
“TEN CENTS A DANCE"
Robishaw, Lucille Sweeney and I Pupils having the best attendance
for a tour of several months in
Gladys Thompson. Alice Pinkerton for the term Jam es Bostick, Rose
Europe.
has not been absent for the year.
I Athearn, Edith Berggren, George
Children attending school in the Condon, Katherine Delano, Joseph
Mrs Charles M orton entertains the
morning receiving the most stars in Dondis, Robert Harmon, Maurice
Corner Club today a t the Gonia cot
number were Herbert Hilgrove Gert- Johnson, Sisko Lehto, Ione Laura ine,
tage, Crescent Beach, for dinner and
rude Jones. Margaret Johnson. Aft- Virginia Rackliff. Arlene Sprowl,
bridge.
Shows 2.00, 6.45, 8.45
ernoon children receiving the most John Welch and Carleton Walker,
stars in number, Richard Thomas, James Bostick was not absent for the
Continuous Saturdays 2.00 to 10.30
Of interest to m any Rockland peo
Daylight Time
Alice Pinkerton and William Vinal. I year.
ple, particularly to members of the
Ten names have been added to the
Honqr pupils: Sisko Lehto, Robert
Rubinstein Club, is the marriage of
dental honor roll this term Ruth Harmon, Edith Berrgren, Eleanor.
Miss Helen Frances Benner of Lew
Hatch, Lawrence Phelps, Samuel Mattatall.
iston to Allen B. Smith of Provi
Smith, Eunice Brook, Dorothy Foley, I In the spelling contest for the term
dence, which took place In Lewiston
Julius McCaslin, Kathleen Weed, I the Blues won 18 points over the Reds.
Monday. The bride as president of
Martha Chapman, Donald Kalloch,1 Much interest has been shown in
the Philharmonic Club of Lewistonand Horatio Knight.
I the nature lesson watching the deAuburn made m any friends here
Out of 52 children 28 were awarded velopment of tadpoles and collecting
during exchange programs with the
seven-point certificates and pins, and different specimens of wild flowers,
Rubinstein Club, attending the con
13 six-point certificates and pins.
| Virginia Rackliff bringing the largest
ventions of the M aine Federation of
Seven-point children
Kathleen varict.
Music Clubs, etc She is a graduate
Weed, Richard Seaman, Horatio
of Bates College, cum laude in the
Knight, Gloria Mills, Ernest Nystrom,
SO U TH TH OM ASTON
class of 1927. She was a member of
Ruth Hatch, Samuel Smith, Linwood
the Bates instrum ental trio and has
Harmon, Barbara Boardman, Eunice
The joint committee of School
been a member of the Lewiston trio.
Brooks, Dorothy Foley, Herbert Hil , Union 72 held its annual meeting last
She is a brilliant pianist and her
grove James Johnson, Margaret Saturday evening at the home ol
activities with the Philharmonic Club
Johnson, Pearl Johnson. Donald Kai- gupt of Schools F. L. S. Morse, with I
have meen many. Mr. Smith, also
loch, Inez Lpwry, Lois Lindsey, Julius the following members present: Mrs. j
a graduate cum laude of Bates 1927,
McCaslin, Alice Pinkerton, Joseph Crowley and Mrs. Godfrey from
have been many. Mr. Smith, also
Robinson, Jeanette Robishaw, Fran- south Thomaston; Mr. Foster. Owl's
ence department in the Bristol
ces Rogers. Marguerite Sanborn, Head; Mrs. Smalley and Mr. Robinson,
(Conn.) High School next year. He
Louise Smith. Lucille Sweeney, st. George; Mr. Maloney, Mr. Hyler
has also been a prominent figure in
Gladys Thompson.
I and Mr. Spear, Cushing; Mr. Winca-.
musical circles.
Six-point children. Seward Dins- j paw, Mr. Neal and Mr. Wallace,
more, Stanley McCurdy, John Carver, | Friendship; and Mr. Crowley and
Stanley Sizemore. Inez Nvstrom., Mr. Watts of South Thomaston were
Lawrence Phelps, James Snell, Wil- guests. Buffet lunch was served,
bert Robinson, Richard Thomas, Wil- Cards and other merrymaking fu rliam Vinal, Frank Roscoe and Her- nished entertainment.
man Hallett.
Mrs. J. P. Norton and daughter 1
• • • •
Dorothy of Brighton, Mass., arrived |
((£). 1931. McClurp Newspaper Syndicate.)
Grade One Mae Perry, teacher:
Saturday at their home here for the
(WNU Service.)
Pupils not absent or tardy for the summer. Unfortunately both became
term: Maxine Cheyne. Robert Kai-I HI and have a nurse in attendance,
P ic k Y ou r C o u n try
loch. Robert Fogarty, Marion Hall, Mr. Norton arrived Monday and will
“Youth should travel abroad,” Priscilla MacCaslin. Milton Robarts, I stay for several weeks. Much symsaid Hi Ho, the sage of Chinatown. Evelyn Seavey and Alice Dolham. ' pathy is felt for them.
“If a man finds a land that lie likes Pupils not absent for the year:
Tuesday afternoon 14girls, between
better than his own, it is better Maxine Cheyne and Alice Dolham. I the ages of 10 and 15 , met at the
for him and bis country that lie
The largest number of good writing , home of Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Jr.,
should dwell there,”—Washington
papers for the term have been done and formed the 4-H Club with Mis. i
Star.
by Milton Robarts, Virginia White, I Sleeper as leader. It was voted to
Estelle Jackson, Dudley Harvey, Rob- meet Tuesdays a t 2.30. The club was
•• ■*>**'*"
Kalloch, Clarence deRochemont.1given the name Busy Bee. Elizabeth
Pursued by ms wife from city to ert
Seavey, Joseph Anastasia and Till was elected president; Elsie
.'.IJtoitf
.............
cit, C. K. Waterfield was finally ar- Evelvn
Johnson
I Rackliff, vice president; Doris Pierce, !
I rested in New York on a charge of Helen
Pupil's having a record of 100 per- treasurer; Miriam Wiggin, secretary;
j desertion after evading her for 17 cent in spelling for the term : Virginia color bearer. Helenamae Mahoney,
I years.
White, Milton Robarts, Roland Rob reporter, Marjorie Sleeper. Sewing
is the project adopted.
Because her husband would not ishaw, Cynthin Greeley, Joseph Anas
Fred Pierce has been having green
eat his meals at home, Mrs. A. C. Da tasia, Leona Crindle, Clarence devidson of Tulsa, Okla., filed a divorce Rochemont, E<elyn Seavey and Max- peas from his garden for more th an
ine Cheyne. Other pupils following a week; also new beets
Paul Kelly, Lakewood Players
' gui.t,

R O C K L A N D S A V IN G S B A N K

Y O U H ELP Y O U R SELF A N D
YOU HELP OTHERS

ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING ASSOCIATION

CHICHESTER S PILLS

MARION DAVIES

“ F IV E

AND

TEN”

s

Planes, Pilots

I

— and—

would not be found in a more souther
ly latitude. Due to the long hours of
daylight at this time of year and the
evenness of the lighting conditions
throughout the day, the hours of
photography in any one day will be
limited not by light conditions but by
human endurance. After six hours of
mapping at high altitude the most
experienced photographer will be
ready to stop from fatigue.

M a n ic u r e ,

Sir?

Dam T hree Years A g o ’
Should See It Today

P a ssen g ers ?

fits

P ^ |.C 1 G A R S

You'd c h a n g e t o

TYDOL

G a s o lin e s
9 9 $ o 3 > G um *F ree

For years. . . GUM has been tampering with carburetors. Clogging feed
lines. Sticking valves. Binding carbon. Causing expensive repair bills.

. C r u d e s selec te d fo r t h e ir c le a n -

l i n e s s a r e “ m u lti-fr a c tio n a te d " b y su p e r-r eiin in g e q u ip m e n t
c o a t in g m illio n s . E a c h c r u d e g e t s th e ex a c t d e g r e e o f r e 
f i n in g i t re q u ire s.
2 . G U M -FR E E B L E N D IN G . . .T id e W ater’s e x c lu s iv e , s e c r e t
b le n d o f gu m -free g a s o l i n e s c r e a t e s th e su p e r-p o w er , h ig h t e s t , a n ti-k n o c k q u a l i t i e s o f U i- te tt TY D O L .
3 . “ G U M -T A P P E D ” . . . I n m o d e r n b ub ble to w e r s o f

h«

m o s t a d v a n c ed ty p e , H i-te a t T Y D O L is “ g u m -la p p e d .” '1 h e
g u m -c a r r y in g g a s o lin e ia d r a w n olT in h u g e p ip e s a n d i _•
d is t il l e d .

For years . . . GUM has been hiding in improperly refined gasolines that
are seemingly clean and pure.
Today, motors are high-speed, high-compression, supcr.sensitive...GUM
is a greater menace than ever before. And Tide Vi ater has taken the
lead by recognizing these conditions. By spending millions of dollars for
new equipment. By giving you gasolines free from sticky, injurious gum.
Why run into avoidable repairs? Why gamble with gum-bearing gaso
lines? When TYDOL Gasolines cost no more . . . and are actually and
prorably 99rss% gum-free. Change to TYDOL today . . . High-test. Anti
knock. Super-power . . • and gum-free.
Tide Water O il Sales Corporation

T U N E I N R O Y ATWELL'S T I D E W A T E R
I N N . . . 6 :3 0 io <>:A5 P .M . . . . E a a tcr n D ay
lig h t S avin g T im e . . . .v ery M o n d a y . W ed n es
d a y an d Friday , • , Colum bia N e tw o r k .

VEEDOL M OTOB

O IL ...1 O O %

A T H L E T E S F O O T" JU M P S
4 0 0 P E R C E N T S IN C E W A R

i Those W ho V isited Bingham

«• «*

W h y TYDOL G a s o lin e s a r c
99nsa% G u m -F r e e

N O T A B L E O C C A SIO N

i A M A R K E D C O N T R A ST

Waterville was the rendezvous for ]
nearly every pilot in the state last
weekend, as well as a number from
Massachusetts, New York and other i
Eastern States. I was afraid their air
show was going to overshadow the one
(By F. V. F.)
we held here last fall and set a new
J. A. Newcomb, photographer for record for the number of planes as
the MacMillan expedition, interrupted sembled and passengers carried, but i
the labors of composing this column it fell far short of it. An air meet is a
by dropping into the office for a char difficult show to stage. Like all o th er,
amusements it depends upon a crowd
Sunday night.
for its success and Marden made the
He is taking a leave of absence from mistake of charging 50 cents admis
Curtiss Wright photo division in order , sion, which probably kept a great
to accompany MacMillan to Labrador. many people away. There were almost
more planes then people at times. The
Newcomb was the inspiration of sev planes
on the whole were up to date,
eral scorching telegrams between this first class equipment and there was
base and New York last summer by some cxc .lent stunt flying. Inspector
reason of some very plain statements Hoyt, representing the Department of
he made on arriving to do some m ap Commerce, attended and enforced the
recent regulation aginst racing, and
ping and finding no wane to work saw that no stunting was done over
with. He soon enough got his plane the field or at low’ altitude.
and completed the job, and if the
Not a single accident marred the
results of th a t visit are any indication
ir days. Perhaps the chief
of what he will do in Labrador we attrachcn was the handsome Bellanca
should say th a t not only will a large Airbu: a large transport plane carry Lucky old elephant. Who wouldn't like to have their nails done by this pretty
section of Labrador be mapped this ing as great a load as either the Ford
Sparks Cirrus girl?
summer but it will be mapped well.
or Fokker transport ships but powered
One of the unusual aspects of this with only one engine as compared
job is the equipment which will be with three on those two types. I t is
SPARKS CIRCUS HERE
CU SH IN G
sed. A Leitz camera has been chosen the same plane that was demonstrated
Mrs. Alice McMillan and son Wal
for economy in film. It is specially to Boston & Maine and Maine Cen- Will Re One of the “Fourth" Attrac
built for mapping, but whereas the rai officials for proposed use on a tions, Showing At Rockland Airport ton of Atlantic City. N. J., are at their
cottage here for the summer.
ordinary aerial camera weighs from transport line from Boston to Maine.
Rev. and Mrs. F. C. Wheelock and
30 to 40 pounds, this weighs only five On leaving Waterville L. Sherman
Comedy, blended with the very best
pounds. I t uses a 1 x 1 4 negative as Adams, vice president of Bellanca. of equestrianism, will be provided in children Frank and Carol with their
compared with a 7 x 9 in most others. returned to Portland for further huge quantities when the Guice fam maid. Miss Mary Evans, are at GraySince he expects to use about 3000 negotiations regarding the sale to the ily takes possession of the center ring {house for the season.
James Smith and nephew Patil
exposures, this will effect a trem en two railroads.
of Sparks Circus This well known
* • • *
dous saving in film, which is an ex
circus is here July Fourth for after Jones of Jamaica Plain, Mass., are at
the W. F. Flint house and are to be
pensive item. The negatives will be e n 
Treat reports a steady and continu noon and night exhibitions at the joined in a few days by Mr. Smith’s
larged five or six diameters in the
Rockland Airport it being its first
ally
increasing
traffic
at
Moosehead
|
sister Mrs. Jones and children who
printing. The intention is to map 2500
appearance here in several years.
miles of coastline in upward of 40 Lake. One of his trips the other day
One of the principal reasons for the are to spend a few months in town.
was
to
Rainbow
Lake
to
bring
out
the
Miss Corinne Maloney is slowly imstrips, each about 50 miles long. This
international success of the Guicmeans th a t an area almost one mile body of some man who had died in family is the clowning of Walter, said | proving, though still confined to her
square must be photographed on each that out of the way spot, 45 miles from to be the foremost rider of Holland. I bed.
Bernice Dority of Stonington is
1 x 14 inch negative. Newcomb will anywhere. The only other way of This chap can jump from the ground,
develop the film as it is exposed but bringing him out was to tote him so land upon a horse's back and retain i the guest of Mrs. H. J. Marshall.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Shuman of
the printing and construction of the the plane was called upon to do the his equilibrium. Somersaulting is also
map from the prints will not be a t job.
one of the many things he does best. Medomak are in town the guests of
tempted until they return in Septem 
The other members of the act are also relatives.
STUDY HERRING PARASITES
Homer Marshall has bought a car
ber.
finished riders.
from Freddie Nord.
It is not known how far north aeri
Sparks
comes
with
countless
new
The biological laboratory which has
Eli Maloney and B S. Geyer are
al survey has extended in Alaska. E ut
features and novelties and the pro
with the possible exceptiqn of the been maintained at Eastport since gram contains many acts of world working for Black <fc Gay.
Miss Edith Maloney was the guest
mapping carried out there by the last fall jointly by the U. S. Bureau wide reputation. But the younger
Navy, this aerial survey will reach of Fisheries and the State Depart patrons have not been overlooked of relatives in Medomak recently.
Mrs. Albert Barnes, children Ruth
farther north than any so far con ment of Agriculture Division of In and there will be a series of dumb ani
and Webb of Texas, who were former
ducted. Newcomb does not know spection. has been moved to the U. S. mal actors in the various rings.
precisely what conditions he will fish hatchery at Boothbay Harbor.
Downtown ticket office on Circus ly residents of this place are guests
encounter in such a northerly la ti Biologists will continue the study they Day a t Chisholm Bros., opposite j of her sister. Mrs. Lucia Goddard.
Several picnic parties were at
tude th a t will interfere wuh the work. have been makng of the parasitical waiting room—adv.
Wiley’s Point Sunday.
He intends flying at an altitude oi malady that has infected large per
Master Howard Miller of Thotmsabout 10.000 feet which, in tem perate centages of the herring school for
j ton with these young friends had a
zones, would give them smooth air two years past. Because of the poor
birfhday picnic and clambake at
conditions. Mountains 2.000 feet high condition of the sardine herring no
Grover's shore Friday night: Wal
approach very close the shore line and Maine coast factory as yet has atter Henry. Averill Reed. Raymond
it is believed that with a northerly empied to pack a fish. The schools
may
clear
so
a
short
late
pack
will
Robinson, Harold Achorn, Vaughn
wind, due to wind velocities up there,
Anderson, Russel! Miller. Edward
these mountains will disturb the air be possible, but present indications
i Lakeman. Basil Day. Beverly Geyer
even as high as 10.000. There is one are that no fish will be put up this
Maine's
Finest.
and Charles Grover.
redeeming feature however, that season.
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W a s the N ational 4-H C am p
In
W ashington — M iss
Spearin A ttended

Boys and girls from 40 States, ac
As solidly implanted as though
companied by State leaders assistit were a natural part of the j
' an t leaders and others met for the
countryside, Wyman Dam with its
fifth National 4-H Camp on the
artificial barrier halting the waters of ,
grounds of the U. S. D. A. in Wash
the Kennebec River temporarily to ,
ington June 17-23. The Maine
give up its supply of kilowatt hours, j
delegation consisted of Otis Proctor,
has artistically transformed this sec- '
i Goodwin’s Mills; Ada Rogers Edtion of Somerset County into one of j
' dington; Mary Bryant, North Liver
attractiveness.
What was formerly a small river
more; Andrew Watson, North Bel
bottled in on either side at this point j
grade; L. H. Shibles, State Club
by jagged mountains, is now a placid
j Leader; Mildred G. Brown, Assistant
lake nearly three-quarters of a mile |
S tate Club Leader and Loana M.
wide and 12 miles long: extending
| Spearin, County Club Agent of
northward to Caratunk Village.
' Knox-Lincoln County.
The 12 mile drive along the new
Meetings were held in the audi
federal highway on east shore of Wy
torium of the National Museum
man t ake is proving to be of unusual
j where famous speakers talked to the
int rest to all. as it affords not only a
j group The club members discussed
comprehensive view of the entire
] these talks which took up “Choice
development, but many spots of
j of a Vocation,” “Social and fam ily
scenic beauty from which the lake in
I Relationship,” “Management of Self,”
its exceptionally rugged and natural
“Personal Development,” “Ideals for
setting, may be viewed.
Service."
A new highway has been built from
Talks were also heard by Sam H.
the village of Binghem up to the site :
1Thompson of the Federal Farm
of the dam. is continued for 12 miles
Board and Lieut. Commander C. E.
farther through deep cuts and over 1
j Rosendahl of the U. S. Navy who
high fills along hillsides toward the
I went on the world tour with the G raf
ILLIONS of parasites which cause dermatophytosis, or “athlete’s
Folks and Jackman.
, Zeppelin, also C. Francis Jenkins,
foot," enough to infect the entire population of the United States,
noted inventor of movie machines
Makes A Vivid Contrast
are In the glass dish shown above, being examined by an eminent | and television.
One seeing Wyman Dam today can- ’ bacteriologist on the staff of the W. F. Young Company, manufacturers
Twelve educational tours were
not h Ip contrasting it with its apof Absorbine Jr.
taken which included the Washing
tiearance of three years ago,—roads
ton monument, Lincoln Memorial,
that were not particularly good, to
HE recent announcement of the of cleansing antiseptics is urged.
Corcoran Art Gallery, The Capital,
sav the least,—a countryside that was ;
The
parasites
causing
the
infec
American Medical Association
The Library of Congress, Mt. Vernon,
nothing but a continuation of the
tion
most
commonly
grow
in
the
that dermatophytosis, commonly
Arlington Cemetery and the White
vista seen for miles along the river—
spaces
between
the
victim
’s
toes.
known as “athlete’s foot,” has In
House where Mrs. Herbert Hoover
no dam filling the valley with its ! creased 400 per cent since the war.
Bacteriologists on th e staff of the
shook hands with the whole 4-H
fertile green embankment extending ; has put under way an intensive W. F. Young Company have cul
group. Pictures were taken in the
from the foot of Baker Mountain J effort to check Its growth this sum tivated billions of the parasites for
W hite House Gardens with the Presi
nearly 2300 feet westward.
mer, when climatic conditions favor laboratory experiments involving
dent and Mrs. Hoover.
Erect'on of dams spoil beautiful j its further spreading.
the use of antiseptics which destroy
Monday noon the Maine delega
scenery? No! Everywhere about Wv- |
Bathers are being warned not them. Between experiments they
man Dam is evidence that has been : to go barefooted In locker-rooms are kept in hermetically sealed
tion was royally entertained by Con
nothing but an improvement in its > and on beaches, and a vigilant use containers.
gressman Carol Beedy at the Allies
appearance.
Inn, where wonderful home cooked
Of course there remains consider- I
food was served.
be marked differences of opinion
able grading of the grounds to be done I C H A N G E IS RA D IC A L
The evening sessions were spent in
about many things, such as the folk dancing and games, followed
but even now a transformation for the j
athletic policy, th e religious life of by camp fires and programs put on
better is seen in the start which has
been made toward landscaping, and T he Physical Education P ro  the college and compulsory chapel, by the club members from various
requirements for admission, stand- | states,
when the marks left by the construc
gram A t Bow doin To U n  ards of attainment for the degree. The whole week was full of intion work have been erased. Wyman
’
Dam will be one of the most beautiful
Lately I have heard it stated in some structive and worth while events and
dergo C hange
spots in Maine.
articles that the college is far too each bov and girl felt that the United
A good-sized force is a t work p u t-I A radlcai change Jn Bowdoin-S liberal; others tell m e that it is far sta te s was a wonderful place to live
ting the finishing touches on the job. ppiySicai education program. was ah- too conservative. I t is inevitable jn , its capitol a marvelous place to
rT.
--. consists
/’nncctc of V
i,, 11<-4irxcr a nzinnrot
ct ,
• «-»
This
building
concrete
nounced in President Sills' annual th a t there should be difference of see; and came home better 4-H memparapet wall and elevator pent house report. Henceforth every student opinion; and friction is often desir- [ bers and future citizens.
on top of the intake, constructing the must demonstrate ability in one of able and healthy. But, friction is
____________
main entrance tower, grading yards, the so-called "carry over" sports, that
A I N E
SPU D S B E ST
gravelling, grassing and topping the is, sports such as tennis, golf, hand S ^ X V i h e X M
earth dam, as well as putting the ball or swimming, which the player
finished surface on the ornamental
Gifts totaling $825 ,101.52 were re- O n e and O ne-H alf M illion
may carry on later in life.
power house pilasters.
"At Bowdoin we believe thoroughly ported. The larger ones being $594.Bushels of Certified Seed
The construction office forces have
357 from the Curtis F und for Faculty i
been combined, and naw are pleasant in standing for a liberal training and Salaries, from the g ift of Cyrus H.
in
being
rather
conservative
about
Sent To 24 States
ly located in the building formerly
K. Curtis. $58,826.23 from the George
used as a recreation hall in connection the adoption of new methods. We F. Manson bequest, $49,892 from the |
“T hat at least 40 per cent of the
with the commissary, it being neces watch with great interest educational N athan Cleaves Fund, $46,516 from
sary to dispose of the buildings for experiments th a t are going on in th e Howe Scholarship Fund, $30,000 people of the United States plan to
merly used, so that the landscaping of various parts of the country such as from the Henry Brewer Quinbv Schol- eat during the next year in spite
the adjacent areas might be com the Antioch plan, Dr. Meiklejohn's
College at the" University of Wiscon- i arship Fund; $10,000 from Frederick of the depression, is proven by the
pleted.
sin, the new program at the Univer- w . Pickard for Pickard Field.
entries of potato acreages for certi
Two Generators Installed
sity of Chicago. T hat Bowdoin has
fication by our department,” said
Two of the three generators which not been slow to adopt progressive
NEW H A R B O R
Commissioner Washburn of V » State
will ultimately be used in the power measures is clear to anyone who has
Master Orman M orton fell from a
bouse are now installed and in use studied with care the great adminis- truck Mcndav and broke his collar 1Department of Agriculture.
daily. Each unit has a capacity of 1 tration of President Hyde. At the bone. Dr. Goudy of Bristol Mills is
“These entries, which have now
34.000 horsepower.
closed,” continued the Commissioner,
present time a committee of the attending horn.
To get a true conception of the faculty is studying the organization
Ada W entworth of Lewiston ; “show a total of 15,500 acres, 2500
r‘ze of the dam. one must climb to of athletics under the so-called Uni is Miss
more than last year.” The large
at
her
cottage for the summer.
the top. Here everything looks dif versity of Pennsylvania plan, and
registration Is a surprise to the de
H.
D.
Curwen
and
familv
of
Exeter.
ferent—comparative sizes are changed. another committee is concerning it
partm ent and indicates increased In
N.
H„
are
occupying
the
Fowler
cot
Looking .down from the operating self with the revision of freshman
terest and activity In the seed po
bridge into the spillway channel, one and sophomore requirements. No tage for the season.
tato industry. Maine raises approxi
sees a giant sheet of water rushing friends of the college need fear that
The Portland Soconv was in the mately 40 per cent of the certified
under the raised gate. To break up a we are satisfied with things as they harbor over Monday night.
seed potatoes used in the country.
log jam that mav have formed down are.
Robert Duncan's family of New
“Three inspections are made, two
in the river below the dam. an opera
York are occupying the Penniman in the field and one at the time of
tor has only to temporarily raise one of
house
again
for
th
e
season.
shipment. The work will be super
“The faculty has also decided to
the large crest gates. The size and make two rather radical changes in
Kenneth Colby’s sister Esther is vised by E. L. Newdick, chief of the
velocity of the sheet of water is in  the curriculum. Beginning with visiting with Mr. a n d Mrs. Colby for division of plant industry. Sixteen
creased magically, its force striking next fall we propose to relieve juniors a few days.
field men have been engaged, all ex
the jam and brushing it aside as and seniors of requirements in phy
W. M. McFarland and family and perienced in identification of potato
though it were nothing but straw.
seed disorders.”
sical education, and to extend to a
Above the dam is a crew of log full year the work in that department Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Brackett mo
“Tests in Accomack County, Vir
drivers forcing the mass of pulp wood for freshmen and sophomores. In tored Saturday to Bath, Wiscasset ginia, over a period of five years, to
down to the log sluice entrance. In accordance with our present prac and Brunswick.
show
Charles Gray spent the weekend a t , X
T the
“,‘c rela“ ° n . bctween disease
the driving of logs the new tug boat, tice there will be a variety of sports,
F1Ve ^ alne certified seed
“The Kennebec." plays an important games and exercises open to all. home, Mr. Gray is engineer on the . ” d
Portland Socony.
! the highest ranking on a per acre
part, by bringing the wood down from
year is to be divided into three
Mrs. C. N. Cisler an d Mr. and Mrs. i yi“shinmenta nt
j
»
the head of the lake and then by Each
weaving in and out, forces it nearer seasons, fall, winter and spring. All Robert Search arrived Friday from toes h-om the mac? t T
freshmen
and
sophomores
must
elect
— „„ .u« ___ u 1toes n om the 1930 Maine crop
and nearer the log sluice opening.
to reopen
the Gosnold
for at least one season of one year Massachusetts
Arms for another busy season. This totalled 1,425,000 bushels distributed
Interior Very Attractive
a sport from the following list: Track, is Mrs. Cisler’s fourth summer as to 24 States.”
The irside of the power house is football, baseball, hockey, swimming manager at the In n .
practically completed and is most i wrestling, class football, touch footSEA R SM O N T
Miss lima G ilbert is home from
attractive. Everything is spic-and- ball. Furthermore, each student
A strawberry festival will be held
span and the operators aim to keep it must demonstrate a playing knowl Memorial Hospital, Damariscotta,
that way. In the center of the control edge of some sport that has a carry where she underwent a minor opera at the M. E. vestry July 7.
The Hermanson family of Long
room is the operator's desk and over value, th a t is one that will be of tion.
Thomas N. Ralston, popular busi Island, N.Y., have arrived at their
directly in front on the wall of this benefit in the later years of life, from
room is the large switchboard with ; the following list: Golf, tennis, hand- ness man of Massachusetts, and E. A. camps at Lake Quantabacook for the
its red and green lights.
ball, swimming. In addition to the McFarlard of New Harbor motored summer.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Bliss Marriner and
Wyman Dam is largely an earth j sports listed the following are also to Augusta Wednesday on business.
___ two children of Portsmouth, N. H.,
Friends here of Theodore Osier
fill structure with concrete core wall, j open to election: Fencing, baskettheir parents for the
2800 feet and more than 135 feet high. ball, winter sports, horseback riding, extend to him best wishes for good i are bere
It impounds two billion cubic feet of body building classes, physical edu- recovery at the S ta te Street Hospital, I sumnier.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis M arriner and
water.
Upstream of this great cation 4 A. All of the above activi Portland.
reservoir lie the headwater lakes of ties will be offered for all classes, and
Theof Bradley a n d Paris Feltls are ' ??r ?' Marriner's mother, Rachel
the K ern eb c which afford a natural seniors and juniors will be encour doing carpenter work for H. M. Wot- N ai'?e,*s’ w^'° s 1 w P1 a broken hip.
water storage of 32 billion cubic feet. aged to participate, though the work ton on his house Mr. Wotton and are going to move to their farm home
This great water storage assures win ^e required only of sophomores family intend to move to their new next week.
Prof. H. E. Cobb of Chicago is here
cons ant power and also regulates the and freshmen. Emphasis is thus home in the early fall,
flow of the river so that the efficiency placed upon physical training as i a large company attended the talk with his brother Eben Cobb for the
summer.
or older hydro-electric plants on the making a valued contribution to one's ' ing pictures Saturday night to see the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Burgess and
lower river is substantially increased. preparation for a later life, while the feature picture "P aid.”
two children were Sunday callers on
Wyman
Dammaterials
was constructed
largely
of Maine
and almost '
atfenuous sports, parJic^ r ' y
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Richardson Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Cobb.
h " native
n»Hvo labor.
t ™ , It
t» is one 1
i adaPled t0 V°uth are not neglected. | and familv are a t the Landry cottagc
People In this vicinity have begun
exclusively by
Needs of the College
for a month.
hav’ng.
of the largest hydro-electr’c plants in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
L.
Brackett
moFirst,
last
and
always,
additions
There will be a horse trot and ball
i the eastern part of the United States, j
1to the endowment funds for general tored to Limerick and spent Sunday "arae with two bands in attendance
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Hallett.
collegiate purposes.
at the Montville Trotting Park, July 4.
N O R T H CU SH IN G
Funds for the erection of a little
| Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kaler and son theatre, either as a unit by itself or
| who have been guests of Mrs. Ida as part of a larger building with fa 
’ Smith for a week returned to their cilities for offices and class-rooms1
j home in Rockland Sunday.
near the library.
Miss Margaret Robinson of Rock
Covered hockey-rink, $30,000 to
land is at her home here. Fred Rob 1$40,000.
inson is assisting her in renovating
New chemistry building endowed,
her house.
$250,000 with $100,000 for maintenCongratulations are extended to I ance.
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Banks on the i p Unds for additional graduate |
In a n sw e rin g blind ads in these colum ns, please
recent birth of a daughter, Norene scholarships like the Longfellow and
June' „
. .
. . Everett scholarships in units of $15,be
c e rta in to use the precise address given in
McClellan Gilchrest is again in 000
. 30
the ads. W rite the address plainly. L etters
Boston He was accompanied bv his i punds for the development, imgranddaughter and grandson Fem e
ment and beautifying of the
brought to The C ourier-G azette office do not
Benner and Robert Gilchrest.
, L.mnu- t25 000 and UD
Mrs. Ida Smith and daughter Callie.
" m J S e m U i n g the
require stam ps. A lw ay s inclose your answ ers
ob
with Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Kaler were servatory, $15,000.
in sealed envelopes.
In reply to advertise
in East Friendship recently where
Squash
courts.
m
ents
w
h
ere
references
are asked for do n ot
they called on Mrs. Eveline Marshall.
Endowment of a professorship in
send
th
e
original
references—
send copies of
Biblical literature, or the history of
religion, $100,000.
them o n ly .
Funds for the electrification of the
college chimes, $2,000; for adding ad- j
ditional bells thereto, $3,000; and for
ivith an
that counts"
concerts.
Notice To O ut O f City Readers
“To my mind the college Is a great
cooperative enterprise in which all
Ads c o n ta in in g only a phone num ber m ay be
these groups, students, faculty, alum- [
answ ered by simply addressing a letter to th at
Sea V iew Garage, Inc.
ni, governing boards, and public have 1
689 MAIN ST.
TEL. 12S0 a real share but which does not be
phone n u m b er in care o f T he C ourier-G azette.
long exclusively to any one group. |
ROCKLAND
56-tf Where so many interests are involved, I
It is clear th a t at times there should
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